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SOLILOQUY ON A HERO.
The azure clouds were rolling along their endless way,
The mocking bird was warbling, and the whole world
seemed at play;

The green-swept

fields

of clover lay sparkling with the

dew.

And

nature's great

God's

A

little

own

magnificence seemed

displayed for

view.

house was standing where the winding road

left

oflf.

And

the clinging vines enclosed the porch, and turned
the sun's glare off;

A

little

And

path was winding to where the two roads met,

a tinted luster hushed the scene, each day

sun had

set.

when

the
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A

maideu stood

And

in the path, just as the

sun went down,

her thoughts drifted back to the days gone by

when

she and Jack had roamed around.

8he held a letter in her hand, sad tidings did it bear,
For her brave Jack was wounded in the fighting "over
there."

The

letter read

"I'm lying here and fighting

my way

to

life.

For I'm anxious

'ere

another day leaves to be back in

the strife.
I tried

do

to

my

duty, dear, for

I

knew you would be

proud,

To

see

me

fight

'till

victory's won,

and end

war

this black

cloud."

He

did not mention the agony he

was undergoing now.
when the fever burn-

Nor

the terrible nights of anguish,

He

did not mention

ed his brow;

human

Nor did he boast
le

the suffering that

was more than

to bear.
to his sweetheart of his coveted Oroix

Guerre.

lovely Emily's face turned pale, and her heart it
seemed to stop,
And a moan of anguish rent hor frnnio, but her courage
was still her prop;
Th<»

"My

r,()(|,"

she prayed, "please spare

come back to me,
That we may love each other

my

boy, that he

may

until time eternity."

Another day has passed away, since Emily

heard

of

Jack's fate,

And

she

is

living in doubt

for her mate.

and

fear,

and praying

to

God
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A

letter is left at the

wayside box, she tears

it

open with

dread,

She utters a moan and her senses
Jack is dead.
She wanders along by the

little

—her great

reel

brave

brook, where he told her

of his love,

And

the shaded nook by the wayside brook, where they

pledged to the

Her

God above;

roam to their childhood days when their eyes
spoke more than they said.
And now her dream is ended for her great, brave Jack
fancies

—

is

dead.

The sun

is

setting in the west,

and

moves

silence

o'er th«

earth.

And

the service flag in the window,

seems to

guard

Jack's place of birth;

For democracy has been won, by the men who feared

n')t

death.

And who

died the death of heroes, with

"Liberty" on

their breath.

A. C. C,

'19.
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THE NEW LEARNING.
Every war brings forth new lessons. In the pr-3s. nt
war numerous things have been learned along chemical,
mechanical, business, social, medical, and political lines.

But most important

of these are those things relating to

the principles of justice, morality, individualism, social-

We

ism,

and equality of men.

new

learning, by the spilling of

rifice,

and by the

paid a great price for our

much

loss of propert\^

blood, by

and human

price has not been spent in vain, for

very

much

b}'

we are

much

sac-

life.

Our

benefitted

our new learning.

In the trenches

men

of all vocations

and

classes have

fought side by side, the rich and the poor, the educated

and the uneilucated. They were all fighting for the same
and all of the men were considered as equal.
Death was their common foe, and neither riches nor education could bribe death to keep away. One man is not
any better than another as far as his material life is
concerned but his sense of morality and justice is what
elevates him above his fellow man.
Men have seen their comrades slain. Men have gone
to the rescue of their distressed comrades at the peril of
their own lives, and have shown what brotherly love and
sacrifice is.
Men of all stations in life paid the supreme
sacrifice.
Rank and position does not count on the battlefield or at home; it is the principles of right and juscause,

;

tice that

we

fight for.

Morality has also played its role in this great conflict.
The men have come to realize the great meaning of things

which are <lissolute and the meaning of fairness. They
have a different view of life than that which they previously ha<l. Thoy have been made to realize that there
are great things
pleaKure.

They

in

life

will

money and
men who return

wortli while, besides

be serious minded
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from "over there," for they have seen another side of life,
the things that are really worth living for. Our soldiers
can not be praised too highly. They did not commit any
atrocious acts or stoop to the depths of barbarity as did

This shows that they learned the true
meaning of morality.
That individual spirit has vanished selfishness is now
their oppressors.

;

a thing of the past. Men offered their lives for their comrades, and they did not even stop to think of their per-

They cherished the fact that they could
humanity. They
are proud that they had the honor of assisting in the
great task of upholding the principles of right and justice.
This is a new era that we are living now, and we
must apply our new learning to make this a better world.
sonal danger.

offer their lives for the sacred cause of

Human life has not been sacrificed for naught, for we
Princihave been rewarded in the superlative degree.
ples of humanity were at stake, but we kept them from
the crisis of a downfall by paying a great price. Let us
all practice the principles of humanity, those things
which are dearest to us, and make this land of ours a
safer, happier,

and better place

to live in.

H. H.

K,

'20.

—
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DE PARSON'S SERMON.
Breddereu and Sisters fum fur and near!
A powerful sermon you'se gwine ter hear.
Prepare yer minds fer ter take it in
Cause 1 know yer iiearts am full uv sin
1 takes my text from where de Word says
Be ready ter journey on any dese days.

Deacon Jones, will you begin ter sing,
man, I loves ter hear it ring.
Well mout you shout and mourn and pray
Cause I tell you Sisters, dere's coming a day
When de brass trumpet is gwine ter blow
And dis earthly home will be no mo.
Tell de truff

Bredderen and Sisters, a voice says to me
Dat at any moment you must ready be.
Now if de Angel Gabul fum on high
Wust ter blow his trumphet in de sky,
How many uv you dis bery night
Would be ready ter see dat glorious sight?

De streets up dere am paved wid gold,
And dere's plenty ter eat so I'm told.
All holler "I," who am ready ter go
Never wus so many "I's" heard befo.
De sperit am working in yon
know;
De whole congregatio.i am ready ter go.
I

Now

dere was a nigger who had a possum hunting been
Dropt by do church fer a few moments ter spen.

On

hearing de parson make his plea
(Dere grew rlose by de chuch a big oak tree.)
Dis nigger dumb up de tree and took his horn
Arifl blew de loudest blast dat ho had ever blown.

Clemson College Chronicle

A

scramble dere wus in de hall below
Ter see who w^us de fust nigger ter pass out de do.
De parson gives de word, "Run fer yer lives !"
I'se done wid Mars Gabul till de day I dies.
The meeting ended in an abrupt way,
And the church is for rent this very day.

M.

C. J., '20.

CJemson College Chronicle
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HARRY NEWTON'S LUCK.
In his room

at

College,

reading the daily newspaper.

By

Harry Newton

sat

glancing at the fornt

''War Declared Against Germany." What
page we see
Harry's thoughts were I cannot tell; but by the trend
of future events we can easily imagine. He turned slowly the pages of the paper, but as evidenced by his actions,
his thoughts were in another channel.
:

Suddenly his door swung open admitting his staunch''Hello, Harry, come,
est frien«l and pal, John Williams.
let's have a celebration over the beginning of war," cried
.John.
They both seemed very glad that war had come.
Harry jnmi)ed up: caught his pal by the shoulders; looked squarely into his eyes; then whispered something inwe agree
fo his ear. John smiled. "We'll do it old boy
let's shake hands on it."

—

—

Three days

later,

during which time they had made

we see Harry and
John entering a United States army recruiting office.
They were both accepted, and they came out an hour
"Well, John," said Harry,
later, very happy fellows.
Let's report at once." They were as^'good luck eh?
signe<l to the same camp, but unfortunately to different
companies. So we see them part to fight for Old Olory.
settlements with college authorities,

might be well for you to know that Harry's father
|)rospor()us farmer and ha<l brought up his son as
a distinct type of true Southern manhoo<l. He was not
a wealthy man in so far as money and property were
His
concerncMl, h\\\ in the true sense, he was very rich.
summers,
oldent son, Harry, a big robust lad of eighteen
It

was

a

wa« hJH greatest pride an<l joy. Harry not only ha<l the
dark brown curly hair, the dreamy blue eyes, and small

Ann month

of his father's, b\it he

was

also of his father's

Clemson College Chronicle
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temperament and possessor of the same ideals. Briefly^
they were the same in almost every rsspect.
After a hard day's work at drill Harry went into his
tent to prepare for supper. One of his mates handed him
;

a big, fat letter, saying, *'From her, I guess," pointing to
a small picture of Mary Scott, which Harry had placed
Harry smiled pleasdirectly above the head of his bed.

and walked away opening the precThe following is part of what he read:
**My Dearest Harry, was very much surprised of
course, but you know I was prouder of you than ever before. You must come to see me very soon for I am anxious to see you in your uniform, and to hear my soldier's
voice." I was not allowed to read any more except the
antly, thanked him,

ious letter.

signature, "Mary."

A

week later he secured a pass and started home at
The next morning, while the day was yet young,
from the train at the little village, of which
alighted
he
Mary Scott was the belle. This little village was only
about one mile from his own home. It is perhaps unonce.

necessary to state that he lingered in the village instead
of going directly home.

Mary was in the flower garden when he approached,
but she did not see him. Harry very cautiously climbed
upon the fence, but it groaned under his weight and his
plan of surprise was defeated. She saw him, and rushed

—

—

meet him. Then well you know.
The uniform was at this early stage of the war, very
unusual in the small village. So when Harry came out
of Mary's flower garden, it had been spread thruout the
town that the soldier lad was there. Many of his old
friends tried to talk with him, but he consistently avoidHis steps were bent toward the small roseed them.
covered cottage, where he had once been the sunshine
and happiness. His parents were very glad to see him

to

Clcmson College Chroniele
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home

so soon, although he had ouly a few short hours

After the few pleasant hours, he explained that
he had to be back at camp the next morning, and left
home for a long lime.

to stay.

—

When

he arrived at the depot,

some packages

tor him.

iShe

Mary

tried

to

wasi there with
pursuade him to

"Im not
There came a suarp
blast of the whistle announcing the approach of the train.
She smiled bravely up into his face, and he folded her
in his arms; at the same time their lips met in a long,
lover's farewell. Then came another sharp blast of the
whistle and Harry leaped on board. Where so recently
had been happiness, there was nothing except a blank
space of earth and iron rails and Mary. IShe watched
stay longer with her, but he said signilicantly,

my own

boss, or I certainly would."

—

smoke
amid the clouds, and then went sadly to her home.
After six months of drill, reveille, mess, taps auvl furloughs, Harry's happiest moment had arrived he had
bidden all farewell and was embarking for France. He
was proud to be able to represent his country at the
front. In his heart he knew he was going to fight for
his country, homo, and Mary.
He was to uphold the
principles for which our forefathers gave their lines.
And when the test came Harry Newton was not to be
the departing train until the last curling ring of

died

—

found wanting.
Tlie ship,

— in

on which he was sailing, was almost across

it were, when she was torHarry was hurled from the deck into the sea,
by the force of the explosion, and violent lurcli of the

the submarine beds as

p<'(h)e<l.

Rather than try to make a dramatic story of this
let us merely
say that newspapers in the
states did not fail in their duty, and Harry's name was

Khip.

Bhipwrerk,

anion j; those reporte<l as missing.

Mary was

at first hopeful, then

when

it

ha<l

been con-

Clemson College Ghroniclt;
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firmed by telegrams from officials, she was convincea.
She bore up well for a short time; then came the cruel
Realization of her loss, and painful days of grief followWaking from a fitful slumber one morning she sudr
ed.
denly sat erect in bed and sobbed out, "Hope, youth, and
happiness swept away at a single stroke." After she
had regained control of herself she calmly and softly
murmured as if talking to her lost lover "You have so
unselfishly and unhesitatingly laid your life on the alter
:

—so will

of service

Mary was a

I."

singularly honest and determined

lady once she had

young

made up her mind.

So she immediately joined the Red Cross and began training.
She had
already seen some service as a nurse, and therefore hoped
to be an accomplished nurse in a short time.
Let us

now

return to the war zone.

To

see

Harry

give

No. for he is not made of that kind of stuff.
up
The ship sank within half an hour after being hit, dur-

and die?

ing which time Harry had been frantically

away from

her.

He knew

if

swimming

he did not get far enough

away, he would be drawn under by the sucking waters
when the dying ship took her death-plunge. Most of the
crew and passengers escaped in life boats, while a few
were carried down. Harry called to the escaping boats,
He
but his voice was drowned by the rushing waters
to
serve
as
seized a piece of the wreckage large enough
a raft and climbed on. This would serve for a short
He thoroughly realized that only a short ^-ime
time.
^ould elapse before the murderous ocean would swallow
another victim. He tried to pray for a speedy death, but
the waters seemed to be playing with

about only to torture and

finally

him

—tossing

devour him.

He

him
re-

regained his courage somewhat upon seeing that the raft
sailed very smoothly, and settled down to rowing. He

knew no

direction, but determined to die, trying to liva

Clemson College Chronicle
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Suddenly he rubbed his eyes, sat up, and rubbed his
if they were deceiving him, but no, it
was true the earth off to his right seemed to be rising
from the bottom of the ocean to form an island. Then
he realized the truth. A German "U boat" had come up
to ascertain the damage done the torpedoed ship.
A
very cautious head came out, looked in all directions, and
finally saw Harry.
The head immediately drew back,
and soon a boat containing two German sailors came
out after Harry. He resisted their rough treatment and
as a result was rendered unconscious by a smashing blow
on his head. When he regained consciousness he raised
himself jerkily on his elbow and looked into a dozen
pairs of maliciously gleaming eyes.
It seemed that he
was a bit frightened at first, but the truth dawned upon
him and he brazenly and contemptuously returned the
stare.
He was jeered at, mocked and cursed. Finally,
after one of the big brutes gave him a ringing slap on
the jaw, his usually quick and fiery temper leaped into
a flame. He jumped to his feet and simultaneously shot
out a trained fist.
It went home and the big fellow
eyes again to see

—

mea.sured his length on the

The other Germans

floor.

were surprised by this act, but such characters as these
pirates were, cannot lose control of themselves at the
sight of a fight or blood; but instead delight in it, a
wave of anjijor flashe<l over them and a look of savage intent pas.sed from one to the other.
Just as their hatred
and deviltry had been spent in beating the helpless lad,
a gong sounded calling every man to his post. The mob
rushed out of the room leaving Harry cruelly bruised
and bleeding, and of course unconscious. The men reachei] their posts, but too late; they had been captured by
a pair of Hi-itish destroyers.

A

few days later Harry was
atrength in a Red Cross hospital

rapidly regaining
in

England.

While

his

his

Clemson College Chronicle
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strength was growing his desire for German blood was
also growing. He had been humiliated and beaten while

a helpless prisoner^ and his blood boiled within him for
a fair chance at those who had taken advantage of him.
In a week's time he was "in the pink," except for a few

and was crossing the channel to rejoin his regiThe good ship glided smoothly and swiftly thru
the channel waters without a mishap, and he was again
"Private Newton," to his company.
He was of course

scars,

ment.

anxious to go to the front at once, but his regiment was
not yet well-drilled in modern warfare, and was there-

camp far behind the lines, where it was
undergo a period of intensive training. They were to
prepare for the "Big Rush." The time was not yet ripe,
so the men settled down to the monotonous precision of
fore sent to a
to

army life intenisfied. This intensive training was to
transform the units into a powerful war-machine; unlike
In each throb of
its adversary in that it had a heart.
this powerful and true line of hearts could be heard the
voices of those at home, and the voices of the valient
dead.

One morning this regiment stood

at attention

before its

had undergone two months of intensive rehersal of modern warfare.
The rank and file had developed into an almost perfect state of militarism. This
specific morning they recognized in their commanders
face something new the joy of being granted something
after a long and tantalizing delay. The order had come
and they were to be rushed up into a breach in our line,
which had been made by the enemy. A prolonged and
joyous shout split the air, hats went up; then came
calm as quickly as it had gone. Every man was sober
and thoughtful perhaps they were thinking of their future, their past, or their homes; be that as it may, they
were certainly not afraid to place themselves in the path
thru which the German hordes intended to pass.
colonel.

It

—

—

Clemson College Chronicle
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Filial

preparations had been completed and the regi-

way

They were transportmarching distance of the front*
Then under cover of darkness began the ''last long
mile."
Over shell torn hills and butchered valleys it
went, and by sunrise was facing the foe. Lest wa get

ment was on
by

ed

rail

its

to the front.

tO" within;

too far off the subject let us leave regimental headquar-

and hunt Company "G", 1st Battalion. I do not
mention this company because it is the best in the regiment, but because our hero is in it. Harry, as well as
his entire company, was eager to go into battle.
The
fighting dragged on during the day, neither side daring
Night came and business
to come out of the ground.
began picking up. A great artillery duel begun and for
hours the atmosphere was livid with liquid fire and glittering steel.
Many tons of fire and steel were thrown
from the mouths of the angry guns on either side. About
three o^clock in the morning silence reigned, and it seemed as if the war had suddenly ceased. But just before
dawn is the darkest and most convenient time for dark
deeds. Harry was crouched in the trench waiting waitters

—

ing for ages

it

seemed.

He

could not see the crouching

him the darkness was so impenThe waiting was terrible; he strained his eyes
pierce the darkness, and altho he could see nothing

figure on either side of
etrable.

to

the atmosphere seemed pregnant
creatures.

He

with noiseless, gliding

could b'^ar the niuffied breathing of his

companions as they too waited. Then suddenly great
shells began shrieking overhead. The guns were of such
'•nlibre and jmwer that the shells passed overhead long
Sefore the thunderous report couhl be heard.
Harry
beave<l a sigh of relief the barrage had started over.
The order canic from soinewhoro to his right and he
leaped over the p.irapet. He knew he was not alone for
he could clearly Bee hia comrades now by the light of

—
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The men were not afraid, but perhaps the least bit frightened, because the spectacle was
almost supernatural. They were advancing behind a
veritable wall of fire and steel. It seemed as if no insect
not even the smallest, could live under such an avalanche of refuse, belched from the stomachs of the wargods. Yet, even men lived.
They swept over the first line without opposition, but
the resistence at the second line was spirited
It seemed
as if nothing could stop the rushing Americans, but they
overlooked a few machine guns and their crews in the
second line, being subjected to a withering fire from front
and behind. Harry rushed one of the machine guns and
turned it on its own crew. The second line was combed
out again and a dash was made for the third, but suddenly out of the bowels of the earth came surging lines
of gray. Wave after wave broke over the seemingly invincible Americans, but finally under pressure of greatly
The
superior numbers they were ordered to fall back.
retreat was well conducted and the greatly depleted
ranks of "G" company stood fast in the German second
They had gained ground, but the cost had
line trench.
been terrible. The over-eager Americans had paid the
cost of haste and rashness. The Germans had taught the
Americans much, and the lesson was well learned.
It is needless for me to go on with an account of the
terrible fighting which took place here; and which in the
end brought laurels of glory to the dauntless Americans.
bursting star shells.

—

.

It is only necessary to trace

our hero thru

it all.

Harry

went thru many thrilling experiences and many bloody
battles, before the bullet with his name attached came
whizzing across no man's land. He was hit by a sniner,
and was sent to the rear. The wound proved so serious
that he had to be sent to a base hospital in France.

His

arm was shattered, but hopes for its cure were enHarrv was unconscious for two weeks, and
tertained.

left

18
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was therefore unable to know his nurse. By some freak
Mary
of fate Mary Scott had been appointed his nurse.
recognized her patient at the very first sight, and tirelessly labored to restore his consciousness and strength.
She was of course surprised to see him again, but left
all explanations to the
future and worked day and
night to revive her patient.
At last, after hope had
been frustrated, Harry regained his consciousness and instantly recognized his fair nurse.

From

then on dates
His strength came by leaps and
bounds until he was able to walk alone once more.
He was given a leave of absence for one year on account of physical disability, and sailed for America immediately. He was not alone, however, but made the voyage back across with his blushing bride, who had secured a leave of absence also. Together, Harry and Mary
explained matters to their parents and were gladly welcomed to their own country and homes. This is not the
last of their services for their country, but we have seen
them across and back again, so we will leave them to rejoice in their mutual love.
the time of his recovery.

C. B. L., '21.
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TO DAD.
Here's to the one,

Who with in
Who while yet

boyhood

I

went;

a youth,

God his frienship still sent.
Whose friends are numerable.
And who has always bent.
To see that a good time I had
Where'er

Whose

I went.

pockets I have

Always helped

Whose

to drain.

heart, at times,

have almost broken with pain;
has learned me many
And many a game.
While I tried hard to do the same;
I

Who
But

in that line

A

complete failure was I,
For nothing new could I teach him,

No matter how hard I tried.
Whose friendship I have always

Who

And

not to be sad.

Here's to

My

had,

tries to be jolly,

my

friend,

and most cherished
"Good old Dad."
best

friend,

TO MOTHER.
"M"

other, oh

how

often do I think or thee;

"O" nly of thee, mother, for you mean so much to me.
"T" riumphant am 1 at being able to claim thee;

"H" ow

often,

oh how often, have

I silently

worshiped

thee.

"E*' ver thinking of thee, mother, dear, ever thinking of
thee.

"R" are art

thou, mother, thinking of thee eternally.

W.

S.

Mc,

'22.

—
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OUR HEROES.
The returning soldier

is

a hero.

Each and every

sol-

dier that comes back from France deserves the highest

praise that

we cau bestow upon him. But

more about our

before

we say

come abck to us, let us
say that those soldiers who paid the supreme sacrifice
for the sake of country and liberty will ever be held before us as a beacon light. They died not in vain. Their
gift to the cause of right will be remembered by us thruout the ages.

As

soldiers

that

Peace be to their ashes.

down the street, whether in civiluniform we can spot him out of a
hundred men. His head is high, his chest is out, and his
shoulders arc square. His eyes are full of light, for he
can look anybody in the face and say, "I did my duty
where were you?" The people of America are beginning
to realize more and more that the soldiers, the men who
were ready to lay down their lives for the same cause
that they were willing to live in peace for are the men that
are going forward in the world's work of today. They
have proven that they can take responsibility upon their
the soldier walks

ian dress, or

still

in

shoulders, that under the greatest of diHiculties they can

come out

Upon them the future of our counand justly proud are we of such leaders,
that could throw fortune, and future to the four winds
of heaven, and leave home and lovel ones for the sake of
humanity.
The man who wore not the uniform of his country neeil
victorious.

try depends,

not look

to the people

sake of charity.

If

]w

for even

bread

—except

for

the

was a coward we don't need him.
he was a slacker his own consci

We have real men. If
ence will torture him until there will be no responsibility
left in him.
Hats off to the women with the creed, "The
HpH of a slacker shall never touch mine."
M. O.

S., '21.
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EDITOR-IN-CHIEF:
(The

Due
it

C.

JONES,

'19

Outlook

to the inauguration of the S. A. T. C.

unsettled

war,

S.

condition

and

to the

of college activities caused by the

was decided that no attempt be made

to publish

the Chronicle during the present session or college year.

and a great number of us have
we are resuming the publication
of the periodical. We take up the work with the same
zeal and enthusiasm that we would have shown had we
been allowed a "punch" at Fritz; and if we can only meet
with the same amount of success as has been gained by

But now,

the

war

is

returned to college;

over,

so,

our heroes "over there," our efforts will not have been
spent in vain.
a

Through the rising haze of the great battlefield we see
of peace and prosperity for the owrld. This

new epoch
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new era means a great day for man and for his activities.
In spite of the great amount of destruction and loss
which the great conflict has inflicted upon the earth, we
must realize that the divine hand led the charge over the
great precipice, the barrier over which civilization was
forced to vault in order to reach the higher goal.

It this

were not true the blood of America's noble men would

have been shed in vain. And, may it be in the future as
in the past, that no American wearing the uniform of
his country, fights any foe without a just cause
.

(To

Clemson ftim

With this issue the Chronicle is entering upon what
promises to be a new erea in its development and prog-

We

it is not practical to have each Soan individual issue as had been planned.
But there is no reason why we cannot take just as much
interest working jointly in the work as otherwise.
We

ress.

regret that

ciety get out

trust that every

man

in college is

going to do his part

making of the "Chronicle" for the remaining few
months. The staff" if going to do all that it possibly can,
but we can't do it all. Yes, we realize that our work is
being almost doubled on us, and that many other excuses
are available, but "don't be a slacker."
Make up your
in

the

mind, be determined, resolve at once that you are going
to write something for the "Chronicle."
If you have the
least

amount

work it is not only a
and opportunity, but a duty to your college that you give to its magazine the best product of
your mind.
The record made by Clemson last year in literary work
in
one of which we are proud. Our representatives
"brought home the bacon," and our publication went
of ability for literary

Ki»e(ial privilege
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away with a higher standard. We cannot let the standard fall; it must be mounted higher and higher still.
That means every man must do his share. Are you going
to do your part?

Since one main purpose of the college magazine

is to

we have inaugurat-

furnish entertainment to its readers,

new department especially for thai purpose. This
new department is going to be called the Joke Department. It will furnish more variety and "spice" to the

ed a

and will equipoise with the editorials (?).
The editor and assistant editor of the department are
both excellently equipped for their work, and are going
to give us some laughter of the highest class. We trust
publication,

you

will be pleased with their efforts

;

if so,

take a laugh.

EDITOR:
Lieut. T.

campus.

M.

J.

M. Jordan,

BATES.

'19,

speut this weeic eiM

^18,

"Cutie" was a block letter maii

many

four years, and has

glad to see him.

frienus here

*'Cutie" is

now

oji

tne

bisebaa, ior

ia

are always

tliai

Camp

statione<l at

(lor-

don, but expects to be discharge^ soon.

Capt. F. L. Parks,

gave his

'18,

many

frieiKis iiie j)lea&-

"Ilun" was
one of our majors, as well as Eaitor-in-Cai'-if of ih'i Tiger.
Parks is captain in the Tank Corps, and wiiiio ^rationed
ure of his presence at Clemsoa

at Columbus,
Lieut.

I).

unexpected

he

CJa.,

still

has his hean

H. Sullivan also
'*Dick"

visit.

this week.

surprise-.i his

was the big

team. He has succeeded in getting
army, and was on his way home.
Capt. K. P. Jeter,

'00, is in

tioned at Christiansted,

m

Oleuisoii.

fedows by

ligure on

Croix,

I.

is

track

a discharge f.oai

the

now

s»a-

the marines and

St.

.>iii'

is

Virgini.i

Island, of

the U. S.

W.

A. Latimer,

'07, is

tlon with the C. N.

& W.

at Chester, S. C.

"Bill"

both

in baseball

and

now holding an

iniportaiit p,>si-

Railroad, with his healquirtcig

was

football.

a

true Tiger

in

iiis

<lay8,
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Lieut. F. E. Makin, '18, has gotten his discharge from

the

army and

is

R. A. Mayes,

now

now working
'18,

here in the creamery.

commonly known as

"Doctor,^'

is

taking a course in veterinary science at Ohio State

University.

Claude Harmon,

'18, is

also taking a course at Ohio

State University in Veterinary Science.

One

of the boys has just received a letter

R. J. Cheatham,
bright,

'16.

from Lieut.

"Joe", while in school here

happy-go-lucky

fellow,

and

in

for

was

a

anything.

"Joe" volunteered at the beginning of the war, as a priThey were sent across in a few
weeks after his enlistment, but "Joe", with that expression on his lips, "you can't keep a good man down," U
vate in the engineers.

now

a lieutenant, and writes as

in his

life.

if

he never was happier

editors:
J. S.

WATKINS,

'19.

F. U.

WOLFE,

'20.

with a great amount of interest that the members of the staff and also the contributors put forth this
issue of our publication.
The natural consequence of
It is

the recent

number

war was

of

lines.

The

much

time,

the leaving of

whom were

many men,

the greater

energetic workers along literary

conditions consumed
were concentrated upon the
winning of the war. The Chronicle, just as numerous
other publications, witnessed a short period of rest. During that time, which has already elapsed, we have of
course become disconnected to a great extent with the
program of the publications of the other colleges, includ-

various

and

all

unavoidable

efforts

ing tho.se that did not discontinue the work.

We

are

a regular Exchange for this issue,
the connecting link between our publication and

necessarily without

which

is

those of the other colleges.

The

(lesire4l

relationship will

Hhortly be restored to a higher standard than ever before,

•nd the benefits that an Exchange
ly obtaine<l.

offers will be effective-
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There are very few individuals who have a marked deIt is only by this imitation of others,
continued in one circle, and by the exchange of ideas
that a person cultivates his thought. Then no work is
really profitable unless it shows a certain improvement
gree of originality.

over

all classes of a

similar nature.

gain from others are thus of

little

The ideas that we
value unless they are

and made over into a form
that far surpasses the original. Thus thru this door of
our publication can the expressed thoughts and emotions
of the serious minded and the gay be placed in a vivid
manner to reveal not only the grammatical form, but the
improved upon,

criticized,

real sentiment as well.

As our
return of

schools are beginning to

men who have been

grow stronger by the

in the service, it is

feeling of greatest interest that our attention is
to the

many changes

with a

drawn

that will quickly take place.

It

ways of collife
lege
again and resume the work that was laid aside
for a brief time.
But the same old trails that were used
before the war are no longer of any value to men who
have learned the lesson of pressing forward. The winding paths that creep slowly around difficulties and obstacles are still in existence, and are dangerous to men
who have yet found no straighter paths. The students
that have been in the service of their country have had
created within them a feeling of pride and responsibility that cannot be taken away. We then are two distinct
factors in any school one tends to continue in the same
ways of contentment, while the other has a determination to originate a new program, whereby an increase in
interest and standards of ideals is a certain consequence.
This desire for improvement should be carefully watched
will take but a short time to fall into the

—

28
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for and cultivated.
The ways existing before the war
and the attitude that a person showed toward work and
study were comparable with the times, and severe criticism would have been almost improper. A different relation now exists between us and our duty. The great
sacrifices that have just been made and the many lives
lost would be all in vain were it not for the fact that a
diffierent world is being formed as a result of it all.
Then the indifference of men's thought only a few years
ago has no place in this new age.

Thus our determination followed by a conscientious
attempt to accomplish our mission builds the mateiial
for success.
And this determination for improvement
is not a general subject, but must be applied to each
daily task and every undertaking.
During the period

of

war

the minds of college

men

were naturally turned toward a course of continued preparation for service in the field. Many had the privilege
of satisfying that desire while others did not.

That menand physical preparation has of course been removed,
but a sense of greater confidence was left upon the shoulders of each man. This new outlook upon life must be
seen working in every institution
and let us apply thes3
few points to everyday life, and let the thought of improvement and progress be always before us. Our literarj' i)ublications can now receive the time and effort
of the contributors from a different point of view
from
a sense of greater pride and higher ideals. If we will
but remember that the height to be reached is always betal

—

—

fore \\H, that the benefit derivcMl are entirely dependent
upon the earnestness and quality of our work then a

—

success that can keep abreast with this
ress will !)(» the reward of our labors.

new age

of prog-

P. U. W.,

'20.

EDITOR:

HAS THE

G. H.

AULL

Y. M. C. A.

FAILED?

The question of the success or failure of the Y. M. C. A.
during the war is an important one. Did the Y. M. C, A.
fail? Of this question there may be made two parts,
"... in the trenches?'' and "... in the colleges?" Yet

we

believe the answers will be the same.

We

did not

have the privilege of observing the actual operations of
the "Y" at the front but we do not, we cannot, believe
that there

was a

failure there.

Y. M. C. A., and by college

And now
we

for the college

refer in particular to

Clemson.
September found at Clemson a condition such as never existed before. The S. A. T. C. students were "in the
army" and hence the point arose as to whether they
should purchase Y. M. C. A. tickets. It was decided that
they were entitled to all the privileges of Y. M. C. A.

members without paying the regular membership

fees.

These privileges they enjoyed for the first three months.
As a consequence of these things a return to normal conditions left the Y. M. C. A. here practically without
actual membership.
Should the United War Work
campaign, the canvassing of the various representatives
of the Clemson College publications and other student
by a campaign for Y. M. C. A. memWe thought not, and hence all have been invited to take advantage of the opportunities offered by
the Y. M. C. A. in its different phases of work.
activities be followed

bership?

Sunday schools have been started on and near the camThese are led and superintended by the students.
The cmomittees are all at work, each on its separate task
(if such it migght be called) yet each working towards
pus.
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a

common

ity of the

goal

— the

human

Bible study

betterment of

on the

is

all

and the opportun-

race in general.

The

go.

classes which have been

organized are meeting regularly and gratifying results

We

are being noted.

that there are yet others

feel

who

would like to join a class. Perhaps the leaders of certain groups have found it impossible to meet their classIf this is the case and you want something good
es.
come down and hear the Rev. Mr. Ellis at two o'clock
each Sun«]ay afternoon. He is teaching a class for the
benefit of those

other class.

who are not

enlisted in or attending an-

The new hour, immediately after dinner,

for classes in barracks

seems to be quite popular.
Another feature of the *'Y" is the weekly meeting of
the Cabinet. Mr. H. C. Sanders is President of the Y.
M. C. A. this year and his whole heart is in the work.
The plan is to begin the ''inner circle" for heart to heart
talks

among

certain students; to let these carry the

into other groups, and

so on

until there will be

after group of "inner circle" workers.

many men
in direct

will be reached

The idea

work
group

is

that

who would not otherwise come

connection with the Y. M. C. A.

We

trust that

this plan will be a complete success.

The work

of the "Y" is being pusho<l by all and especour old friend "Maggie" Bryant in it with heart
and Houl. 'rMaggie" seems to be a natural born Y. M. C.
ially is

A. worker.

He was

Presi<lent of the Association in his

senior year, served

as assistant secretary

General Recrefary.

Tt is

Bryant with

us.

the Rpirir of the

And now we

May

,and

an inspiration to us

is

all to

his spirit reach us all an<l

"Y" never die.
"nns the Y. M.

ask,

now
see

may

C. A. failed?" The
question needs no answer. Ro grand a cause could not
fail—will not fail. The path has been a hard one: the
dlRronragomcntH have been nnmerous, but the past is
dead, tho present is full of goodly deeds, the future full

of poinibilitics— and hopes.

Prof.

— "What
Altinan — "It

Colliiigrt

"Froggy"

is

is

phisticity-coelTiciont?"

any thing

th(* <li.sfaii(('

will

stretch."

Jeter

—"It

is

the stress a body ui»<lergoos before

it

de-

composes."

"What is the dilTerence between electricity and lightning?" asked "Bill" McCord.
"You don^t have to pay nothing for lightning," replied
"Stiff neck" Smith.
"Slim" Bodie being refused, as an escort, by a young
lady on the campus, said, "You- are as full of airs as a

a music box."

"That may be true," replied the

girl,

"Imt

I

don't go

with a crank."
Prof.
I'll

Shanklin (to "Rat" Crisp): "Well! Mr. Crisp,

give you zero on that board."

"Rat" Chrisp— "That's nothing."
Shanklin— "What's nothing?"
"Rat" Chrisp— "Why— zero."

Prof.

wrong for any maid to be
Abroad at night alone,

'Tis

A

chaperone she needs till she
Can call some chap 'er own.
-Solectf'd
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"Am I gaining ground ?"
He shyly spoke as they
**I

to the girl at his side
sat there all alone.

can hardly say that," she gently replied,
You don't even try to hold your own."

—Selected.
The other night "Rat" Langston was visiting; and Lt.
saw him come out of a room and asked:
"Which side of the hall do you room on ?"
"Rat" Langston
"On either side, sir If you go one
way it is on the rigght side and if you go the other way
Col. Porter

:

it is

on the

!

left."

One day during his week-iu-charge of the mess hall,
•Mouse" Elliott was making complaint to "Shorty."
"The chicken (?) you gave us today seemed to be all
dark meat."
"Yep," replied "Shorty," "we raised that chicken on
coffee

grounds."

As "Varsity" Bankhead was

sitting

down

week
you the

for his

shave at the barber shop, he asked, "Have
same razor you used on me last week?"
ly

"Yes, sir," replied Means.

"Varsity"— Then chloroform me

first."

Prof. Morrison askel a few days ago,

boys got HO

"Snipe"
eating

iinich

Dunlap

in the

mess

grit

in

iiinne<liatoly

hall."

"Why

yon these days?"
replied:

"We

have you
?

are

still
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The following was clipped from "Gee'* Gaines' talk at
"Old Maid Club" entertainment: ''And for three
er
the society of the
days and nights Jonah was in
the

— —

whale."

—

Mr. Jeter (an English shark) "Professor, if Ivanhoe
costs sixty cents at a book store, what is Kenilworth ?"
Prof. Daniel "Great Scoot
What a novel question."

—

!

—"Queen, what do they mean by the
society ?"
"Queen" Metts — "I won't wash."
Palmer

I.

W. W.

Palmer immediately applied for membership.

—"Professor, Prof. Daus teaching physics
at the University of California?"
Prof. Speas — "Why shucks! Mr. Daus doesn't know
Mr. Pitts

how

is

to teach physics.

physics."

"Cat" Ranrlle
teach physics?"

A man

must know math

—"Well, professor, how

to teach

did you come to
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EDITORS:
A. C.

M.

C.

JETER,

CORCORAN.

'19

M. C. SMITH, '21

'20

ALMA MATER.
Where the Blue Ridge yawns
Where the Tiger plays

its

greatness,

Here the sons of dear old Clemson
Reign supreme always.

We

will

dream

For our past

And

of greater conquests
is

grand.

her sons have fought and conquered

Every foreign land.

Where

the mountains smile in grandeur

O'er the hill and dale,

Here the Tiger lair is nestling
Swept by storm and gale.
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We

are brothers strong in manhood,
For we work and strive,
And our Alma Mater reign eth
Ever in our lives.

CHORUS
Dear old Clemson we

And

with

all

will triumph.

our might,

That the Tiger's roar may echo
O'er the mountain height.
A. C. C,

'19.

Carolirw.
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BENJAMIN RYAN TILLMAN.
In the peaceful little village of Trenton, there now
remains of one of Carolina's noblest sons, one

rests the

whose traditions are paralleled
houn; one who forged his way
America's greatest

men

in glory to those of Cal-

among

to a high plane

of today.

This figure

is

none

other than our beloved Tillman.

Benjamin Ryan Tillman, the son of a common planter,
was born in Edgefield county, S. C, August 11, 1894. He
received only a common academic education. It was his
lot to witness the disorder and change during and after
the war between the states. He joined the Confederate
States' Army in 1864, but was stricken with severe illness and saw no active military service. He married Miss
Sallie Stark in 1868.

And

it is

said that the strong point

which made him unassailable in every phase of life was
due to the strong support, trust, and counsel of his helpmate. He engaged in farming until 1886. It was during
this period that the farmers of the state experienced the
most bitter decade in the history of their occupation.
It was from under these trying experiences that Tillman
ascended the stump at Bennettsville for the first time,
and proclaimed the agitation for a betterment of agricultural conditions in South Carolina.
In 1890 "Ben" Tillman was elected governor of the
state as a representative of the agricultural element; he

was

reelected in 1892.

His career as governor

rare accomplishments and distinguished ideals.

is

one of

Among

the things he accomplished as governor were the planning
of the state institutions on a firmer basis, the authorization of

the dispensary system for selling liquor under

state control,

and the institution

of educational qualifi-

cation for suffrage in the state constitution.
ple give Tillman credit for the founding of

Winthrop.

As a matter

Many

peo-

Clemson and

of fact, he did not actually as
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a governor or legislator, found either of the two institutions,
(

but beyond a shadow of doubt the establishment of

Uenison College and

foresight

and

Winthrop

College, is

political agitation of Tillman.

the greatest educational institutions of the
their towers

toward the sky

— twin

due to the
And today
state,

monuments

send

to the

memory and achievements

of their father, Tillman.
In
Tillman was elected to the United States Senate
from South Carolina. As Massachusetts' venerable senalSt)5

tor says:
in

many

own

state.

of his

He

"Senator Tillman did not come to the Senate

1805, as

man unknown beyond the limits
His reputation preceded his coming."

do, a

respected no political conventionalities; and before he

had been

in the senate one month he broke the rule requiring silence on the part of a new member, and made
a spcHJch, which earned him the sobriquet of "Pitchfork
Tillman." From that day he was recognized as a factor
lo be

considered

in

every

important

bill

of legislation.

He

loved his native state passionately, and always guarded her rights and interests with a fiery zeal which was
characteristic of all his actions.
He became famous as
a bold and aggressive debater, and was always ready to
assert plainly on which side of a question he stood. Never

di<l

he hesitate to confront fearlessly anything he did
There was no midway ground for him to

not approve.

stand when an important measure came up; he was always n-ady to fight l)itterly for a measure, or thiow his
fiery argMiiicnt against it.
Tliough others oftentimes dif
fore<l with him, they knew that he was giving
utterance
t(t
his honest convictions, and no one ever doubted
his
moral and political integrity. He sat in the senate for
almost twenty four years— a longer tinje than anyone else
has nerved from Houth Carolina.
During that time no
•no interestiH] or attract<Ml the attention of the pnblic

mon* than

he.

^'nmllria in that

name will ever live in the fame of
body whose traditions are so glorious.

IIIm
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to that of

America at

large the career of Tillman should be of special interest,

and especially
chance in
to

who think they have not had a full
Young Tillman soon realized what it is

to those

life.

be a poor

man

without an education, and began to

study at night to make up the deficiency.

He

entered the

university of hard w^ork and the school of experience and

thus stored up his great knowledge of

men and

their af-

Tillman had a know^ledge of good literature and
a fondness for poetry. He was a lover of Shakespeare and
fairs.

often quoted his lines.

us to higher things.

The life of this great man inspires
His body rests beneath the sod, his

soul has gone to its reward, but his spirit
It

is still

has risen into that higher, nobler, grander

he had aspired to

live.

What more

with

life,

appropriate can we

say of him than this:

men all remind us
make our lives sublime

"Lives of great

We can

us.

where

And

departing leave behind us
Footprints on the sands of time."
S. C. J., ^r

Cohim'

—

;
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MY DREAM

GIRL.

Dearest, your sweet smile

As

is

to

me

the return of spring,

When

the green verdure budding forth

Proclaim their maker king.

Your dimpled cheeks are fresh with youth,
As well becomes thee, maid
Your sparkling eyes appear to me
As two huge gems inlaid.

Thy shapely arms and neck
Would put the Trojan queen to shame.
Thou art more lovely, even.
Than Endymion of the plain.
Your voice falls truly upon my ear,
As though a gentle breeze
That comes and wafts it far away

Among

the lofty trees.

For you speak

in

accents soft and low,

Like an old Tyrolean strain.

There

is

not one with such a voice

In all Minerva's train.

Your movements bring into my mind
The names of fairies fair.
I

I

would not be surprised at all
If one were lingering there.
WM* t\uH\ as the

Now

shadows

standing by

Oh, fain»Ht one

Of thee

th(»

fall.

quiet stream.

in all the earth,

V\\ alwayn,

always dream.
E. L. M.,

'20.

Wade Hampton

43
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THE REUNION.
He had

traveled for three days.

the roughest road in the

A

hundred miles of

West separated him from what

—

he had called home for the whole of his life the whole
save for one year. Why was he traveling? Oh, somewhere along that trail was a cabin, the place of his birth
Yes, he was right; his uncle
his home for one year.

—

said a mile below the first sight of
ley.

He was

human

life in

the val-

nearly there!

Jack Grayson was born in a humble home in the western mountains. It had not been a happy home the facts
must needs be stated and when Jack was only one year
old his uncle had come at a time when the mother was
ill and the father in a drunken stupor, and Jack was carried away to grow up and live amid the wealth of the
city.
He had gathered in the twenty years of his life
fragments of his earliest history, but until a short time
before our story begins knew nothing further than that
his mother died at the birth of a baby girl and that his
father had not been heard from since. He supposed that
the baby, his sister, had long since passed into the other
and more generous world.
James Goodrich had been a wealthy man and Jack had
lived in all the luxury of his possessions.
He had received a good education in mining and engineering, and
every concession possible for a young man to have, had
been given him. Mrs. Goodrich had died a year before
our story begins. She was truly a mother to her a<lopted
boy and thru her he had learned all the essentials of manliness and right living.
Already broken by the death of his wife, Mr. Goodrich
was not strong for the last blow. He had invested heav-

—

—

ily,

even to the limit of his great wealth, in a prospective

gold mind in southern Utah and had
rich, for

lost.

Jack Good-

he had taken his mother's brother's name, watch-

—
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at the bedside until the last breath of his dying uncle;

LSI

and just before the end he heard him say: "In the safe
one hundred dollars horse and buggy at farm go back
a mile below tirst cabin one hundred miles south you
can make it go!" and the old man became silent, and
was gone.

—

—

—

—

—

With

a part of the small

sum which Jack found

—

in the

he had given his uncle a decent burial, harnessed
I he
faithful old horse and, mounted in a high wheel car-

safe,

1

turned the animal's nose toward the south

iage,

oM

—and his

home.

Tired and worn by the long
heart, .Jack

.stop of his horse,

he

fell

ri ie, and
witii a heavy
was not prepared for the sudden
and when the animal abruplly halteti

Goo<Irich

directly forward, his foot catching in the step of

He

the carriage.

felt

the ter^ ible pain in his ankle and

a slow drag over several stones, then he

was unconscious.

Slowly he regained his senses. A beautiful girl was
bending over him. ''1 frightened your horse," she said,
''and

you

'Oh,

fell

out of the carriage.

it's ju.st

answered,

"I'll

Are you hurt bally?"
a sprained ankie," he thought. Then he
be all right— after awhile, 1 guess. Dan

you help me in the buggy?"
**But whore are you going? You can't go farther until
jour ankle is belter, ('ome with me. Dad will be glad
to help you until you are stronger,'* and she added half
aloud, *'I)ad was glal to indp me."

The

girl

helped the crippled

man

riage ,an<l then taking the horse

way back

iij)

the

narrow

to his seat in the car-

l>y

the reins she

le<l

the

trail.

The sun had already disapixNiri'.l bcliind the rno;iniains,
but n'liictant to yield to th<' coming night a pretty bluebird

chirptMl liis
welcome to apj)roaching spring. A
mocker iinswcred from (he other slope. Fnrthe up the
•

t-rMl n lonely
•

dove

cooimI to his

sweetheart across the vnl

hipmunk Hcuttlod ahead along the

path.
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Jack was strangely unconscious of the life about him.
He saw only the girl as she led his horse around the cliff
and towards the little cabin ahead. Not once did she look
back. He longed to say something but was afraid to
speak. Never before had such a feeling gripped his soul.
At the front of the little home she stopped and turning to him said, "Wait, I think it will be all right for
you to stay awhile," and she disappeared in the house.
Soon she returned following a tall, well-built man of
the husky mountain type; but he wore a kind look and
Jack knew that it was all right. He was glad, too, for
his foot had begun to hurt, and he was glad too that he
could pay for his board.
The girl smiled when the kind mountaineer picked the
erippled man up in his strong arms and carried him into the house. A small boy took the horse and buggy
around the house and gave the animal the first decent
meal and the first comfortable stall he had seen in three
days.
**I

guess

I

Denver.

"No

I

you my name," Jack said
Jackson Goodrich, from
have caused you this trouble."

had better

when he was able

am

tell

to speak, "I

sorry to

am

no trouble," the old man assured him.
"Glad to help you. My name's Connor" Jack thought
he had heard the name before "The girl calls me ^Dad.'
You can too, if you like it." Then to the girl he said,
"Amy, get some hot water and bandages, let us ease the
pain in this ankle." Jack was startled that was his
trouble,

—

—

—

name
didn't mean

mother's
"I

I

to hurt

it,

son," his friend apologized,

and Jack let it go at that.
Everything possible had been done to still the pain in
the sprained joint, and the young man was apparently
sleeping.

"Dad,"
I

it

was

Amy

do love you, Dad."

speaking,

"You are

so good.

How
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"Amy,

was tender

mounmy duty to everybody. You know,
Amy, that 1 love you too and for your sake I would do
anything. I wish you would let me send you to college.
Bess will soon be home and I don't feel right that you
dear/' the voice

for that of a

taineer, "1 try to do

should not have every advantage that she has."
"But, Dad,

now

1

am

I

have finished high school in the

going to take care of you.

city,

and

You have done

enough for me already.'
"Well, remember. Amy, you can go if you want to. I
know I would miss you, tho."
Days passed, weeks, the end of the first month after the
acciaent founa the man but little better. His foot had
not healed as they had expected. Then brighter days
came: the bir<ls sang in the sunshine outside his window.
A faithful pair had made a nest in a tree nearby and he
heard the joyous song of a mother bird to her young.
The girl sat on the edge of the bed and read to him. Then
he grew stronger. She helped him to the porch and told
him stories of the great West. With interest of the coun
try born in him, Jack Goodrich listened as a child would
have done.
"I must have been real sick," he said when the girl ex
plained that it had been a month since she had found him
and led his horse up the trail to the home.
"You have been very sick," she told him, and then she
pouted, "You talked about some girl you knew in Denver
He blushed "I won't tel!
all the time in your sleep."
her name now, but I'll watch. You are much stronger
now," she continued in natural tones, "and I am going
to take you with me on my walk before long. I have lots

—

to tell you."
"I

am

so gla<l.

"Amy."
"That was

What

n>v mother's

is

your name?"

name," he mused.

;
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ought to be great friends, then, for

name was Amy

Her

too."

face

was

my

mother's

mome^

lifted for the

t

and had our friend been able to follow her gaze he would
have seen a lowly grave under the large oak half way up
the

mountain

"I

know we

slope.
will,"

me

won't you take

"I believe I can walk

he said.

"Do you honestly want to go?" she asked.
A month of non-use had made the injured
.stiff,

but after a

What

did you

now

with you today?"

little exercise,

want

to tell

he said, "I'm

foot quite

all right

now.

me?"

"Follow me," she said.
She led the way up the well-beaten path towards the
grave under the oak. The girl knew the look on his face
and was not mistaken when she took it for a look of love.
She felt, also (a strangeness in her own heart but she was
grimly honest and withheld any feeling she might have had,

know my story before he
can be sure that he loves me." Whatever his attitude
afterwards, she was determined to show him the truth.
"For," she thought, "he must

The

paused a few feet from the oak, then walked
its shadows and towards the mound.
Suddenly she stopped her companion. He walked up to see
«in old man bending over the sacred spot.
"Oh God," he
girl

siowly under

was praying,
killed

my

"I caused

wife by

my

my

son to be taken from me.

drunkenness.

to starve in these mouuntains.
ray children.
felt
life.

I

know

God

I left
!

God

the sorrow of the

!

my baby
give

me back

sinful;

I

have

the stings of a guilty conscience; I have changed
Father for the sake of this woman, my wife, let

see her children again so that I

my new

life for

may

I

girl

my
me

be encouraged in

Thee."

"What does he mean, Amy?"
"He has told you what I brought you

here to tell he
has told you my story. I am not "Dad's' daughter. Come
the man is my father. This is mother's resting place."
;
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and led him to the grave. On
a small slab he stooped and read:
"Here lies Amy Grayson. She was a good mother.''
He turned and faced the girl. Slowly he knelt beside
Uie weeping man, who as yet was still unconscious of the
presence of any others besides himself, and in a voice
She took his hand

in hers

broken by sobs he cried, "God, can it be true? Am I
blessed again with the presence of my father and the
companionship of my sister? My God! from the bottom

my

thank Thee."
The prayer aroused the older man to his feet. His
eyes fell upon Amy, the very image of her mother. "Amy,
my daughter!" She ran into his open arms and for a

of

heart

I

When

long time Jack was forced to silence.

speak he cried. "Father,
I

am

why

is

your brother,

1

came

Amy?

he could

you know me father?

Father, uncle Jim

the lost boy.

me, that

sister, don't

to this place.

is

dead.

He

told

Won't you claim

Father, don't you

know your own

son ?"

Of course! With one bound Jack (Grayson now) enthe two with his strong arms forgetting in the
For some minutes the three were
jumi) his sore foot.
silent in overwhelming joy, then with the father between
circled

Jack and Amy, the three turned their faces down the hill.
Wlien they reached the little cabin all was still. Jack's
carriage

was missing from the shed and

his faithful old

horse was not in the customary

stall.
The excitement
was high when Mr. Connor hove around the edge of the
cliff with a young lady in Jack's buggy.
"Hello, Jack," he called, "Got a letter from Bess just

after you and
Hint

Amy

ran

you were down

the station

when

I

"I just

Sai'1

way

got there

the week end at home."
"I h.ive rorrie to

off.

this

she had just discovered

an<1

that she would be at

—she was

He winked

coming to spend

at the girl hesi<le him.

spend the week-end," she blushed.

thought being's she knew so much about Mr.
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Jack Goodrich that I would drive his team out to meet
I told
her. She says you are a mighty fine boy, Jack.
her we knew more than she did but somehow she don't
think we do. Says she knew you in Denver."
"Well, well/' Jack ejaculated, "I should say I did know
Why hadn't I thought of it beBess Connor in Denver
Bess, why didn't you ever tell me where you lived?''
fore
!

!

"You never did
"I knov/, but

ask," she answered.

— well, enough

not Goodrich now.

for that.

Listen, tho, I'm

I've just discovered that

my

He

Amy

is

my

an arm on the old
it
doesn't
matter
"I
to Bess that I
man's shoulder,
hope
am no longer Goodrich's wealthy son?" And the girl in
the carriage noJded an understanding negative.
"Well, well, Bess, here are our olcl neighbors back again.
Get out girl, and let's shake hands.
Soon the two families were grouped in a happy circle
around a large lamp emitting a pale yellow light. Jack
and Bess were telling tales of old Denver. Amy sat next
to her father and listened to his recollections of the past
nineteen years as he recalled them to Mr. Connor. "What
was it you said about that gold mind in Utah, father?"
Jack butted in.
sister

and

this is

father."

laid

"Oh nothing except the superintendent convinced the
it was worthless and then he jumped in
and is making a fortune."
"Uncle Jim was one of those he convinced. He never
sold out, tho, and I have the papers showing his rights.
I have some sense of duty regarding his rights and I
know enough to tell a good mine when I see one," then
to Bess he whispered (but the others saw it), "Let's take
stockholders that

and look at the mine. Uncle gave
and I think I should have something
to say about the returns from his investment. Will you

a little trip out there

me

his interest in

go, Bess, dear?"

it
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Slowly she slid into his arms. Amy cried: "The girl
you talked about when you were sick was named Bess.
Mr. Grayson and Mr. Connor
I knew it!
I knew it!"

warm

clasped hands in

Today

Amy

is

in a

approval.

Colorado college, while Jack and

Bess are keeping house in a thriving town of the same
Mr. Grayson and Mr. Connor have charge of the

state.

mine

in

southern Utah, but their welcome in the

Colorado home

is

ever

warm and many

are the

little

times

—

when they arrange with Amy to meet them there to meet
them there for fond memory's sake.
G. H. AuU, '19.
Columhian.

^

^a>^*

i
^r^\^^N
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REMINISCENCES ON A MOTHER.
There

is

a mother dear to me, far more than words can

speak,

She

lives in

a world that

and love
She loves me

my

own, where her faith

and I can ne^er repay.
when I her faith gainsay.

in her tender way,

Her constancy and

When

is all

I seek.

a babe

I

solicitude,

heard her heart throb and

felt

her soft

caress,

And when

I

wonld be pettish she would show her

gentle-

ness.
I

am

In

a man since those years gone by, but I
tender spot

my heart
me not.

for

my

sweet mother,

who

still

have a

in years forgets

The years run by, her hair is gray, and she looks up to
her grown-up boy.
As her special care and privilege, and her soft heart
throbs with joy;
I care not for the world's great gain,

if

my

mother be

spared to me,

And we can

love each other from day to day.

A. C. C,

'19.

Carolina.
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THE MODERN "GOOD LITERATURE."
Why
ature?

does a

man

enjoy reading a good piece of

Is it because he admires the

author?

liter-

Is it be-

cause he believes it to be fashionable to peruse a book upon which society casts an eye of approval, or discusses
favorably from every possible angle? If these are the
reasons, then he fails to grasp the true meaning of the
composition, and, of a certainty, he does not enjoy to the
fullest extent, the time spent in

He

reading the author's work.

reading the book in order that he

is

of as "a well-read

man, who

is

may

be spoken

thoroughly familiar with

works of the leading authors," and not because he
wishes to build up his education and to enlarge his views
the

of

life.

On

the other hand, let us consider the

to broaden his

mind and

treatises offered by literature.

books of great
them.

man who

reads

to get a full realization of the

This

man

authors and gets true

appreciates the

enjoyment from

In a good book, the clarity and consciseness of ex-

pression render
ize the facts

it possible for the reader to readily realwith a large amount of activity. The scenes

are vividly potrayed, and the strict chronological order of
events makes the story interesting in every detail.

Very few authors treat the same subject in the same
the identical view point. The attraction

way and from

of literature lies in its structure

—

its ability to

transfer

our thought to the topics under discussion and to hold
them there. The works of Poe and those of Scott are totally different in every phase.

Yet, we find as great an
attraction in the weird tone which runs throughout the

workH of the former, as we do in the account of the battles and tourneys so common in the novels of the latter.
It is the realization of the ever present master-hand
which holds our interest centere<i on that which we are
reading.
Why is the description which runs thru all of
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London's stories considered far superior to that of many
other good authors? It is because the scenes and events
are described in an unsurpassably free and easy style,
which appeals so much more to an individual than th«
tedious amplifications which we find in so many books.

The author of the present era starts his works in the
most interesting and forceful manner. One cannot find
the least bit of non-essential material in them. The modern novel is enlivening full of vigor and action and yet
it contains all the strict realities that the older, and more
tiresome novels possess. Don't think from the above, that
"Diamond Dick" and the like are good novels, because

—

—

they contain lots of vigor, for liveliness

substance of them
bilities

is

practically the

They are crowded with impossithat the covers of a well written novel do not hide.

How many

all.

people really find the long chapters of min-

ute description and exposition a source of pleasure?

may

One

read a book of this kind because

its composer is of
world-wide fame as an author, but one can't fool himself, for the seemingly endless list of big words and "dry"

paragraphs weary the mind and take away much of the
pleasure one derives from the story. The requirements
of the present day are brevity, enlivenment, and reality.
:

How
wit."

true

is

the old saying, "Brevity

Times have changed.

is

the

soul of

The days when tiresoms and

extenuated discussion was the fashion are rapidly passing,

and those

in

which

and facts alone, are wanted,
The idea of the future will be
"Be brief," and keep only what is esfacts,

are taking their places.
the nutshell idea.

sential to the forcefulness of the composition.

E. L. M.,

'20.

Wade Hampton.

—
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THE VOICE OF THUNDER.
The booming cannon's distant roar
From far off Europe came;
It crossed the sea to

America rose
It

Freedom's shore
name.

to defend her

invaded the land of a people free

With

its

thundering deafening sound.
mastery of the sea;

It claimed the
It

sought our nation's ground.

It carried a

promise to Mexico

Of a large expanse
It

of land.

pictured to her our Country's

As Germany
But

desired

it

woe

to stand.

fate uncovered the filthy plot

And opened

the eyes of the blind.

America saw and appeared on the spot
In the

name

of

human

kind.

Now

Father by Thy aid
In the struggles of the

We

for

And

free,

democracy were safely made
nations safe for Thee.
A., '19.

Columbian.
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MY TRIP TO THE ASSOCIATION.
anticipation and a small amount of anxiety,
journey to the South Carolina College Press
The
Association on the twenty-fourth of February.
mind,
deeply
impressed
my
for
thoughts of this date had

With much

I began

this

my

day was going

my

to be

time to attend the

first

as-

sociation.

my

and I made the trip to ColumWhile we were inquiring as to the best
route to Hartsville, we saw the delegates from G. W. C,
who were making the same inquiries. Of course, we were

One

of

co-delegates

bia together.

too timid to introduce ourselves to the G.

W.

C. girls, or

even to talk to them.

We four Clemson
there,

we

also

delegates met in Columbia

met the G. W.

timidity had disappeared

come

;

C. delegates.

;

and while

This time our

for those on like missions soon

to a general understanding.

After a number of anxious moments, our train finally

backed into the station at Hartsville, where we were met
by the "Bashaba" staff of Coker College. It was rather
fortunate for the Clemson delegates that darkness had en-

wrapped the earth; for, after leaving the wild hills of
Clemson and then coming face to face with the fair civilization of Coker, our bewilderment would have been too
great and we would have been overcome. We soon found
ourselves speeding to the homes where we were to be so

At

pleasantly entertained during our stay in Hartsville.

we went

Coker College auditorium and heard an excellent address delivered by Dr.
E. W. Sikes, President of Coker College.
The next morning the executive committee met and

eight-thirty o'clock,

made

its

to the

plans for the association.

committee was late

in arriving

;

but,

The president of
when he and his

the
col-

league did arrive, the committee realized that two important personages had arrived on

the scene, and that

it
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would be problematical whether the play would result in
a tragedy or a comedy. After the committee had finished
its routine of business, it was lunch time, and the delegates slowly and gracefully marched into the spacious
(lining hall.
The applauding of the pretty Coker girls
caused some of the fellows to step so lightly that they
could almost feel the floor sinking under their feet. There
is a wide contrast between the dining hall of Coker and
the mess hall of Clemson. There are many delicacies
served at breakfast, lunch, and dinner at Coker, while at
Clemson, we are "shot" "Bull a la Beef" and "Zip a la
Syrup" at the three different messes each day.
At the formal reception on Tuesday evening, we were
delighted and pleased to meet the eflicient faculty of Coker College. We were overjoyed to find that the regent
did not require us to ^tay on guard and keep constantly
on the alert during the time of the reception.

At

eight- thirty o'clock the president of the association

uiade the address of welcome in her sua\e manner, which

made all of us feel at home indeed. The address of welcome from Coker College, delivered by Doctor E. W.
Sikes, was a most impressive one. The Doctor showed
that he knew boys just as thoroughly as he did girls. The
speaker

delegate from

I*resbyterian

College spoke the
from the boys' colleges when
he said that we had fallen in love with "Everything" at
Poker.
Mr. Lynch made a stirring adiress, and it was
unfortunate that one of the delegates failed to hear it.
Hartsville is not such a large city that one couM easily
riioughts of all the delegates

get lost in, but this delegate did not get his bearings or
notice the conspicuous objects along the streets to the
college.

The

result of his

way and wandere<l over

neglect

was that he lost his
it was too late to

the town until

hear the addres.s.

On Wednesday morning
After much

Btormy session.

the

association

began

its

discussion on matters of im-
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portance, the familiar expressions, "I heartily second the

motion," and "I call for the vote," could be heard rolling
tiiia

At rimes

ecnoing from the waiis oi tne auaitorium.

auring the discussions, parliamentary laws were waived

and would-be speakers would interrupt Madam
was talking.
After lunch the delegates went to the Country Club,
where everyone had a joiiy gooa time roasting marsnmallows, eating peanuts, and canoeing on the la^e. We had
an exciting boat race for three-fourths of a mile, and of
course we won, for the lieutenant was doing the rowing

aside,

i'resiaent while she

for the other boat.

The Coker Glee Club is one of the best in the State, and
noUimg wouia please us better than to hear the girls
Doctor W. L. Poteat, President of Wake Foran adaress, which was a source of

sing again.

est College, delivered

inspiration to all of the delegates.

When

the addresses

was joy among the
because the addresses were finished, but
because we vverg going to the informal reception given by

in the auditorium were over, there

delegates, not

the ^'Bashaba"
best of
likes.

These informal receptions are the
just as much punch as one
If discipline at Coker becomes stricter, it will
all.

staff.

One can drink

come as a result of the science of militarism being explained to the regent by the lieutenant. Time was passing all too rapidly, and each fellow gave a sigh, when the
regent let these words fall from her lips: "Young men,
just pass right out that way,
this

way.

and you

girls

come back

It is getting so late."

The delegates assembled on Thursday morning

to comEvents were taking
place rapidly, and we realized that our stay in Hartsville
would soon end. The banquet the thought of it was foremost in the minds of the delegates. Those delegates who
had to make toasts were feeling somewhat uneasy and

plete the business of the association.

—

the least bit nervous.

The borrowed dress

suits

added an
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importance to the occasion, which made the fellows feel
proud that they had been chosen to represent their respective colleges. JSome of the drss suits might have been
misfits, but we did not care for that we were going to tne
banquet. Slowly we marched into the dining hall at ten
:

and such a banquet as we did have! On every
band, signs of careful consideration and thoughtfulness
were shown. The waitressses were beautiful, and one
wondered if one were not in a land of dreams fearing to
touch the food, pr even move, for fear the vision would
vanish. As the courses were served, the delicious food
would come and go as if by magic. The beautiful girls
and the appropriate music were a combination that touched the chords of the imagination and set them to vibrating
in sympathy with the real surroundings. The banquet
over, we hesitated to leave Coker, but knowing the work
that we had to do, we said our parting good-bye. Our
bodies are back in college, but our thoughts take us from
the wild old hills of Clemson to the plains of sunny Coker.
M. C. J., '20.
o'clock,

Columbian.
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LOVE BEFORE FIRST SIGHT.
"Just think, Gresham, only two more weeks till the
Isn't that great? I can hardChristmas holidays begin
You know Sara Camerly wait for the time to get here.
!

on, the girl

lit Me

from Newton, the

you've heard so

much

about,

is

town up

in Virginia

going to spend the

holi-

days with Emily Gage, and I'm just 'raring' to meet her.
!"
Gee, but she must be a queen
This conversation took place between Jim Charleton
College,
and Ghesham Morgan, two juniors at
as they came slowly up the path from the post office to
the dormitory. They both lived in the little town of Gaston, which was also the home of Emily Gage, the eighteen
year old girl that Sara Cameron was to spend the holidays with. Jim and Gresham were both good friends of
Emily's, but neither of them knew the latter's most charming little friend, Sara Cameron, from Newton. But now
they both harbored a great hope of seeing that wonderful
person in a short time, and Jim secretly made plans as
to how he was going to make a great "hit" with the visitor.
The next two weeks passed off rather quietly nothing
exciting taking place except the first term examinations
and the boj^s were on their way home, which was nearly
a whole day's journey for Jim and Gresham. But as the

—

—

train sped along over the rails with its rhythmical click-

bubbled over with joy at the thoughts of
they would soon be enjoying themselves.
ing, they

"I guess Sara's in Gaston

by

how

remarked Jim,
"She was to arrive

this time,"

after a silence of several minutes.

there this morning."

"Then we'll soon be seeing her, for we'll be there in less
than an hour," replied Graham.
It
its

was

late in the afternoon

speed and

the conductor

when the

train slackened

called: "Gaston!"

heart beat fast and he could hardly wait

till

Jim's

the train
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stopped.

But at

last they arrived in front of tiie station.

There was a great crowu of young people there to see who
were getting home for the holidays. Jim quickly scanned
the crowd for that face he

was

so anxious to see, but look

as he might, he could not see her.
the crowd to Emily,

Then he hastened thru

who was standing

to

Gresham following close behind him.
"Why, hello, Jim," she said. "I'm so glad

Hey Gresham. You

back.

I

side,

with

to see

you

one

are just in time.

all

a big party at Alice Green's tonight

and

I just

There's

know

we'll

have a wonderful time."

But there was a questioning look on Jim's face. He
only smiled faintly as Emily told these things.
"Oh
I was about to forget to tell you," replied Emily.
"I got a letter from her yesterday, saying that her
mother was very ill and she couldn't get away before next
week. I'm very anxious for you to meet her tho. She's
!

such a wonderful
^'I

girl."

shall be very glad to

meet her," replied Jim, rather

sheepishly.

Thus began the holidays

Gaston.

in

ple were having the time of their lives

All the young peo-

—except

Jim.

He

tried to enjoy his vacation as well as the others, but his

disappointment was too great to be hidden All he could
do was to look forward to next week.
At last next week arrived. As Jim was walking down
street early Monday morning, Emily came running out
to meet him.
"Jim," she cried, "I've just gotten a letter from Sara.
Her mother is much better and she will be here tomorrow
.

afternoon.

This news was very pleasant to Jim.

was

to smile

—

an<l

very happy state of

to wail

All he could do
tomorrow. He was in a
tiiat day, and it might be

till

niin<l all

some very pleasant dreams that night.
Jim was up bright and early Tuesday morning. He

well to ad<l, he had

I

—
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"Would
he could think of. At

could not keep

still.
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the afternoon ever come,"

last noon came, then came
was all
Emily with a disappointed look on her face and a telegram in her hand. Jim met her at the gate.

"Sara can't come," she said in a regretful tone of voice.
"She slipped upon the ice and sprained her ankle so badly
that she can't walk."

"Oh hang

it!" said

Jim

we hadn't had any holidays
way I want it to."

disgustedly.

at

all.

"I almost wish

Nothing turns out the

"I'm awfully sorry too," Emily replied. "But she'll
come next summer and stay a long time."
"Next summer !" mused Jim slowly.
The remainder of the vacation was not very pleasant
for elim. At last he and Gresham returned to school, and
the other young people of Gaston left one by one for their
respective places of occupation, leaving only Emily and a

few others

in the little

The winter wore on

town.

—Jim

still

thinking of Sara and

—and

looking forward to the time when he would see her

Then the United States declared war on
Jim volunteered at once, and was sent to a
training camp in Texas. Here he stayed all summer, earned his commission, and was ready to go over-seas by October.
But still he had not accomplished his great end

spring came.

Germany.

to see Sara.

At

last Jim's

regiment started for the port of embark-

was late in the afternoon of the second day of
the journey when the train stopped at a little station up
in Virginia. Jim had just awakened from a long nap, and
ation.

It

hearing a great clamor of voices outside, he quickly looked out the window. There was about a half dozen girls

with baskets of apples for the boys. One very pretty,
brown-eyed girl saw Jim hanging out of the window and
came towards him.

"Have an apple," she

said sweetly, smiling

up at him.
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Jim was

so

charmed by her beautiful, smiling face that

he could do nothing but smile in return and say "thank

you" as she handed him a big red apple.

As she stood

at her wonderingly.

Still

he looked

there smiling, he im-

agined she looked like the girl he had seen in his dreams

o often.

Then the train started slowly off. Again she
smiled sweetly at Jim and waved good-bye to him. Then
he saw her turn quickly as someone called "Sara !" He
started in amazement
"Could it possibly " he muttered to himself, then as
:

.

—

he glanced quickly back at the signboard on the station,
his heart gave a sudden leap, for there

was the familiar

name, NEWTON. He leaned out of the window and looked back. She was walking away in the other direction
with her friends. The train was then swiftly carrying

Jim away

to the battlefields of France, but he had accom-

plished his great end

—he had seen

Sara at

last!

R. S. P.,

'19.

Palmetto.

;
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LIVING.
complex process. To
and question
marks. The one thought which constantly occupies a perHow may I get the most out of life ? One
son's mind is
sees the great mass of people pursuing their various occupations, some happy in their work, altho bitterly protesting against the order of things which keep them there.
Life

many

in its simplest form, a

is,

it

is

the sum- total of perplexities

:

Some

of these people are really living^ the others are mere-

ly existing.

out of life?
love living?
lives

We

But again they ask
First do

we

:

How

Stevenson once said that

but we loved to

live.

can

I get the

we

which constitutes

we may

Most assuredly this

We

living.

we

did not love our
is

love eating, drinking, thinking, loving, getting,

giving,

Aost

really love our lives or de

true.

and

risk losing our lives

We do

not treat our
which are our lives, like articles to be preserved
but we ride on trains which are liable to wreck we ride
on steamships which sometimes sink; we fly our areoplanes, which often fall. We love to risk our lives for the
things we deem worth while. If we loved our lives more
than living we would not risk losing them.
We are often told that if we are to get the most from
life we must be advanced in life.
Then what do we mean
by advancement in life? Parents often say they wish to
educate their chaldren that they may be advanced in life,
not realizing that education is within itself advancement
in life. Among the things usually known as advancements
every day that

enjoy living.

bodies,

;

in life are wealth, spiritual inspiration, social standing,

and

political influence.

But

it is

only as

we

use these things

we use
our wealth for personal ends, for the satisfaction of the
egotistic desires alone, then it ceases to advance us and
becomes the tool of downfall. If we are spiritually inthat they advance us in

life.

If

we

are wealthy

spired and do not use our lives for the betterment of our
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fellows, this inspiration is not the potent influence in our

would otherwise be. Such is also true of the
Then we are forced to conclude that the one
who is getting the most out of life, is the one who is get
ting and giving the most, both in material and spiritual

lives

it

others.

things.

We
in

are living in peculiar circumstances.

We

are here

the midst of an abundant variety of things; and are

filled

with a insatiable longing, often consuming, desire

for those things.

If

we

are to be happy,

conscious of having done right,
exist, if
it in

we

if

we are

are to get the most out of

life,

if

we are

to be

and not
we must spend

to live

giving as well as in getting.

H. C.

S., '19.

Caroline.

;

;;

;

;

;
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THE CALL—THE RESPONSE.
The call rang loud, and long, and clear,
For men to do or die
Brave men went out from home and life,
Without regret or sigh.
They faltered not, their cause was
To fight for life and liberty
The world is safe, and owes it all
To those brave men, now free.
They fought

one.

like Gods, with life at stake

As swift as lightening to battle they flew
Nor dreaded they mortal wounds or death,
For they were Americans thru and thru.

To noble Belgium, to war-torn France;
To Britian, bold, and strong, and true;
To all our allies large and small.
We must now pledge ourselves anew.
The war has been won, great heroes have died.
Have unflinchingly laid their lives in the dust;
'Twas not done for honor, or glory or fame.
But simply to crush autocracy *'we must."

—

Believe not the

war has been fought

That the labour, the money,

in vain,

the lives all are lost

God put your trust.
nothing good ever comes without

Believe yet in right, in

For

Now

'tis

true,

autocracy

And

is

all is right

dead, democracy lives.

with the world.

Our great God still sits on his throne
The ensigns of war all are furled.

Now

cost.

above,

hate must cease and love return

Since peace has come again

Unite

us,

our God, with the past enemy.

Into the brotherhood of man.
C. B. L., '21.
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EDITOR-IN-CHIEF:

We

S.

C.

JONES,

'19

did not request the exchanges not to criticise our

but we took

it for granted that they would be
was apparent that the issue hail been
to the press very hurridly and with little preparaOur motto will be to have each new issue better than

first issue,

incrciful, since it

sent
tion.

thc^ last,

and we believe

afTlmriation of the rule.

this copy will be received with an

We

still

need more material to

and we request that more men submit arWe would also suggest that the
men take more care in the preparation and mechanical

select from,

ticles for publication.

const

ing

met ion

is

of the manuscrij)ts.

The mechanics

just about as important as the thought.

of writ
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Judging from the variety of topics found in the editorial pages of our college magazines there seems to be no
limit to the held of selection. This variation must be due
to the aiii'erences between our several colleges and to the
different purposes for which the magazines were established.
It would be very desirable for each magazine to
have a fixed editorial policy, but this is practical only in
a general vv^ay. The college magazine comes under almost

new

editorship each year ; therefore,

the character of its editorials

it is

very likely that

would change along with

the editors.

But we do not propose

to

change the ediotrial policy of

the ChroniclCy for its policy has been a very good one.

we have a weekly publication covering
our news and activities, it is possible to devote our
space to the fundamental ideals affecting the fields of literature and the life of the students, and to the promotion
Since at Clemson

all

of a

more

The purpose
is to explain an.l to interpret
we will
bear these things in mind when we write.
intelligent use of our language.

—

of ail editorials

try to

;Spt<in9titne

What

and peace

a joyful springtime this one

ture can hardly wait for

are beginning to

it

is

going to me.

to appear; ail the little

Nabuds

sw^ell, and the birds are getting in tune.
For the boys from "jver there" are coming with the
spring. The girls have already packed away their warworking uniforms and are beginning to don their gay,
fluffy gowns; for they will soon be taking a moonlight
stroll with the heoric warrior from across the deep. Gee,
girls, won't it be thrilling when he begins to parley voo
about gay Paree and grand old Blightey.
Taking a mental glance back home, w^e see father or
brother painting and oiling up the old flivver; mother is
looking through the cook book and taking an inventory of
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the ingredients for a stack of picnic pies

;

and

sister is ar-

arranging the parlor furniture, often glancing
through the window to imagine she sees the absent one
tistically

returning.

Cheer up, springtime and peace. Can you not feel your
heart leap and tingle and almost sing. Peace and prosperity, springtime and J03'
what a lovely conbination.

—

Chree (Questions

What

mean

does the Chronicle

to the student?

It gives

him a chance to develop artistic ability in writing good
Eiigiish. it gives him a means of presenting his views and
thoughts to the public,
college,

and the students of other
icle

mean

portrays his

it

life

while he

is

in

furnishes a basis of comparison between him

it

to the

colleges.

members

What

does the Chron-

of the faculty?

in their teaching, it reveals

It aids

them

the standards of their teach-

them an inside view into the lives of the stu
dents, it brings them closer to the student body.
What
does the Chronicle mean to the alumni of Clemson? It
is a continuation of the work which they so ardently began, it is a source of consolation to them to know that
their ideals are still being fostered, it is one of the bonds
which connect them to tlioir Alma Mater.
ing? it gives

it

Then, does not the Chronicle have a great mission?
really worth while?

OuF aitna

Among all

iftatep

A

^Song

the things that are endearing, delightful, and

uplifting in this old world, nothing
Hong.

Is

is

better than a good

nielo<liouH carol takes the discord out of life an(l

transformH

harmony.

Robert Bnrns, the greatest
that others might write
the history of Scotland, but let him write itK songs. And
it

into

Hong writer of

all

the ag(^,

sai<l
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today the greatness of Scotland is largely due to its wonderful snogs. Nothing could inculcate a greater college
spirit

and a greater love

song which

is

for our

Alma Mater than

printed in this copy of our magazine.

the

The

author of this song has rendered a praiseworthy and very
greatly needed service to his college. His name will live
and grow with the song, and his memory will ever be in-

terwoven with the traditions of Clemson.
Let each member of the student corps show his college
spirit by learning to sing this song.' When it is played
or sung we will stand with our heads uncovered as a
of respect and a tribute to our Alma Mater.
The song inspires us all to higher ideals and greater

mark

things, for

we know

"Dear old Clemson we

And with

all

will triumph,

our might,

That the Tiger's roar may echo
O'er the mountain height."

at mast
lawmakers of South Carolina a long time
was a public necessity. The
compulsory education bill which they have recently pass
ed is a croner stone in the development of education and
It took the

to realize

that education

in

economic progress in this

to

recognize that illiteracy

Society does not fail
nuisance
a
to the public
welfare. And it is a well-known fact that illiteracy and
poverty go hand in hand. If it was necessary to go to the
expense of establishing public schools, is it not more imstate.

is

portant to see that the greatest amount of common good
is accomplished by these schools.
Compulsory education

a necessary supplement to the functioning of these
Our state has been at the bottom of the list too
long already. We will rise up and take our rightful place
is

schools.

with our sister states in

all

branches of education, re
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gardless of costs or consequences.
to enforce this law.

can redeem herself from ignorance.
Congratulations to the

go.

It is

up to the public

way South Carolina

It is the only

It is

law and

men who have broken

it

must

the

ice.

They are working for a better Carolina and a greater
South.

Che

C. C.

;5.

was not the

It

p. a. Conaentiott

privilege of

the writer to attend tho

Press meeting at Coker, and from the report of our delegation he must have

page one will

missed a rare treat.

find a very interesting

vention written by one of our delegates.
(let

On another

account of the conIt is very evi-

from his narrative that something about the place

very vividly impressed this j^oung fellow.

clude that the meeting

have an everlasting

was

a real success,

And we

and that

it

conwill

upon the college publication^
of the state. We wish to express our appreciation to
Coker College and, especially, to the Bashaha staff for the
hospitality shown and for the warm reception given our
effect

representatives while there.

([hf ([pained

pllnri

It is the liesire of every student to train his mind to
think intelligently.
High and noble thoughts influence
one to realize the best that is in life, while base and un-

clean thoughts
cnil ;ind
irig

warp the mind,

crooked

si<le

of life

is

defermines one's actions.

so

that nothing but the

seen.

Usually one's think

The untrained mind

is a
very pliable and easily directed organ of the human body.
It docH not have the power to concentrate on any one

Hubject for any length of time.
if

one

in

to solve the present

power of concentration.

It is

absolutely necessary,

day problems, to have the
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mind is the most valuable asset that any one
can possess. Wealth flatters people and causes them to
travel the by-paths; but a trained mind directs the foottrained

Oftentimes vex-

steps in the paths that lead to success.

ing problems present themselves for solution, and unless

mind has been trained, these problems remain unsolved.
With a trained mind goes ability, with ability goes
confidence, and with confidence goes the power to accomthe

plish something.
ress.

Accomplishment

Anyone who

fails

to

is

the keynote to prog-

make progress

drifting with the easy going current of

life.

a derelict

is

We

are not

diploma or a degree but
we are in college to train our minds. Preparation is the
whole college course, and unless the student prepares himself to overcome the obstacles of life, he will have failed
in college just simply to get a

in the essentials of a college course.

;

A

trained

a dynamic force that directs the ways of people.

mind

— M.

is

C. J.

EDITOR:
Lt. R. F. Pool, '15,

J.

M.

BATES,

'19.

commonly known as "Sarge,"

now

is

Rerving in Prance with the photographic division of the

While at Clemson he was one of our varsity football men and stood verj' high in the opinion of
the students and faculty.
aviation corps.

Capt. E. L. Littlejohn,

'16,

commonly known among

the

boys as "Mule", played all-state football while at Clemson.

He had many friends while here, because he always met
you with a smile on his face. "Mule" is now with the
54th Division in France.
Lt. T. S. Buie, '17, while in school at

Clemson made a

wonderful record as a student. He was awarded the Norris medal for having the highest average grade in his

Buie also proved to us that he could do more than
study, and he is now serving his country with the 81st
class.

division in France.

Ensign

A

.H.

McMeckin,

of our varsity baseball
in

the opinion of

all

men

that

'18,

known

last year,

came

in

as "Mac," was one
and stood very high

touch with him.

We

were very glad to have "Mac" as one of our visitors on
the campus u few days ago.
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the civil engineering de-

partment at the Brooklyn Navy Yards. Hester was one
of Hobo's civils while at Clemson and is now making good
use of his training.

known as "Roy John", has reand also his discharge from the
"Roy John" was a prominent nucleus around

R. J. Ellison,

'18,

better

cently received his wings
service.

which we built our championship cross-country team. We
were very glad to see this aviator on the campus for a
few hours the other day.
Capt. J. B. Dick, '17, has been transferred from Camp
Jackson to Camp Zachary Taylor as an instructor. "J.
B.," as he is known to the boys at Clemson, was a true
Clemson man. He took a leading part in athletics as
well as in the college publications.
tive

in the military department.

months

He was
"J.

also very ac-

B." has

seen six

service overseas.

from
and was a recent visitor on the campus.
"Monk" was captain and adjutant while here in school.
He was a clever and gentlemanly fellow, and made many
Lt. J. B. Marvin, '18, has received his discharge

the service,

friends while at Clemson.

i

rg^(ega^^^ (eg? f
EDiTO-ca.

J. S.

WATKINS.

r.

F.

'19.

WOLFE,

'20.

After our week of business ami uubouuaevl pleasure at
the annual' convention of the State l*ress Association, we
realize more than heietofore the purpose of ihe various

departments of our publication. This statement is particularly true in regard to the Exchanges. It appeared to
be the concensus of opinion at the convention to liave the
Kvrhange elitors truly criticise the various magazines

and not merely *'throw bouquets" at one another; and so
accord in«;ly we shall make our feeble etforts to write in
this (lejiartment true criticisms of the material which
perchance, we may find a large num
do some literary aspirant an
anyway
ber of defects, or
one
injustice, then please pardon an<l know that it was
reaches our

<Ie.sk.

If,

in

in

an effort to raise the stun lard of the Soiith Carolina

College PublicntionR.

Among
ion'' for

our l-Achangfs this month
thi'

month

Editor, although

of djnniary.

hixr the '*Criter

find here thit

having quite a variety,

quality for quantity.

Mountain TrMil"

wt*

We

!«

has

As an opening nundier,

fur fmiu

r<

«ii.r<«s;s

TIum-i'

the

sacrifice*!
*'()n
-.wu^

the

some
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very good descriptive lines scattered throughout the story,
(if such it may be called) but as a whole it is a story

without a plot, or a sketch undeserving of a place in a
The two poems, ''The Brave
publication of this class.
Died,'' and "The Message of the Moon" are the
backbone of the entire magazine. Both are poems which
show deep thought, and poems in which the spirit and
rhythm correspond to the thought which they portray.
It is seldom indeed that you find two poems of such ex-

Army That

cellent character in one college publication.

der of the poetry
scarcely can

we

it

we need hardly attempt

be termed poetry.

find one of real value.

Among

The remain-

to criticise, for

the short stories

''Which One," shows a true

knowledge of the modern girl's viewpoint of love. "My
Daddy's Wife" and "The Heart of Brian Kose" are both
well written stories; perhaps the plots are rather old and
overworked, but their vivid pictures of life and the conversation contained in them make us forgive the authois for
their plot selection and praise them for the moments of
pleasure.
The fact that no one connected with our Exchange department is familiar with either Cicero or Horace, we shall refrain from criticising the literal (liberal)
translation from Horace. Indeed had the editor made a
more careful selection of her material and eliminated
that which truly belongs to a High School publication,
leaving the two poems mentioned along with the three
best stories, we feel sure that the publication would then
have been one truly characteristic of Columbia College.
We were forcibly struck by the great number of advertisements that the College of Charleston Magazine carries.
If several more stories and poems were added, the
February issue would indeed be greatly improved. The
little poem "Somewhere in France" has an appealing sentiment a^d a large degree of literary merit, but it should
have been followed by others just as worthy of praise.
"Pattern Making" is filled with valuable instruction for
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a student who

would
look a great deal more appropriate in an industrial magazine.
The somewhat elaborate story "Bis in Idem" occupies quite a portion of the literary space. The author,
indeed, possessed a limitless flow of words, but had the
is

interested in such a usbject, but

it

continued conversation been condensed to a reasonable

would surely possess a literary quality

extent, the story
of higher merit.

We welcome to

our desk, "The

Furman Echo," and "The

Collegian," both magazines of representative standards.

Hoping

to receive

numerous other Exchanges and

criti-

cisms we beg to remain,

Yours truly,
The Exchange Editors.

EDITOR:

G. H.

AULL

Did you ever stop to think just what the Y. M. C. A.
to you? Or perhaps we might better ask, did you
ever stop to think just what it would mean to you if we
had no Y. M. C. A. ? Did you ? Then you know how great
a part the " Y" plays in our college life you appreciate
the reading room, you are not ungrateful for the swimming pool, you enjoy the movies, and best of all you are
not unmindful of the aim and purpose of the organization.
Thoughts are convincing. Unless you allow your
mind to trail the words of a speaker you cannot be convinced of his argument. The same is true of the Y. M. C.
A. One often, however, in thinking of the "Y", takes the
narrow view and sees no farther than the material bor-

mean

;

ders of its
student.

field.

He

This

is

especially true of the average

reads, he swims, he enjoys the

games and the
music, yet in his enjoyment he forgets that these are not
the only, or in fact the greatest, of the Y M. C. A. offer-

He who enjoys the privileges of any institution
without attempting to shape his life in conformity with
the aims of that institution is an ungrateful parasite and
ings.

an enemy to success.

Let us, then, be not unmindful of
the spiritual side of the triangle, but rather may we heed
the silent appeal, expressed in certain physical offerings,
to do right for right's sake.
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THE CALL OF THE BLUE KIDGE.
In the spring of every year the restless desire for free-

dom

dormant life of winter.
song from every faithful

fights its battle against the

The outbursts of noise and
throat, the life

and activity of every

insect, the bursting

—

buds, the renewing green of every forest tree

all are but
mild indications of spring when compared to the swelling

of the

human

breast in

its

cry for

more freedom.

Nestled in the heart of the Blue Ridge, surrounded by

a semi-circled mountain

range formiiig a great natural

what is known as the Blue
Kidge Association (Grounds. Embracing some fifteen hundred acres, including some of the most picturesque and
attractive sights in America, this proves to be one of the
most ideal spots in this country for summer outings.

amphitheatre, there

Back

of

it all

is

situated

are the

Christian Associations.

Young Men^s and Young Women's
Every summer these oiganiza-

tions send their representatives to the association grounds

for a conference of a week or ten days.

The most noted
America are there; some of the best college students are there; it will be the best ten days of your life if
you are there. To live in the Blue Kidge atmospliere is
in itself a great i)rivilege, and when the breath of that
historic range is sweetened by the purest thoui»hts and
words of 80 grand a company as that assembly ing Iheie
each summer— why it's a new life to the person who

men

in

breathes

it.

EDITORS:
R. C.

HICKS,

'19

L. D.

HARRIS.

'19

Land lady of hotel to visiting senior "You must leave
by a quarter of twelve.
"Well, what
Landlady (seeing the senior next day)
time did you leave last night?"
Senior
"Quarter of twelve."
Landlady
"The very idea of you prevaricating to me.
I was up, and it was three o'clock when you left.
:

:

:

:

Senior:

Young

"Well, isn't 'three' a quarter of twelve?'*
wife

:

Dearest, you

know you

haven't kissed

me

in six weeks.

Abesnt minded husband
have

I

:

"Good heavens

!

Then whom

been kissing."

"Now which tooth is it that troubles you V*
"Lower
Cadet (who rode to Greenville in a pullman)

Dentist

:

:

five, sir."

"She refused him because she was sure that he would
propose again."

"And

did he?"

"Yes^ but to another girl."

Cadet (who was enroute to Anderson)
morning?"
Conductor: "Oh, fare."

this

:

"How's things
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Why

is a gas commissioner like a poet?
Because he regulates the meter.

Dr. Brackett

deep stutf in

"Mr. Metts, you are pulling some mighty

:

my

Mr. Metts:

room

class

"Yes,

sir,

Deep Kock Ginger Ale
pands and water seeks

lately."

Doctor.

lately

I

have been drinking
*gas' ex

and you know a

its level

;

therefore

it

flows to the

top."

Mr. Gray to Rat Adicks
"So Miss Ethel is your eldest
Who comes after her?"
Rat Adicks
"Nobody ain't come yet, but pa says the
:

sister.

:

first

fellow that comes can have her."

Motorman to Rat Snead (who was in Greenwood on
"Smoke on the other end, sir."

permit)

:

Rat Snead

"I can't,

:

it's lit."

"Pint", being "tight" the other night hit his nose on a
telegraph pole near the postoffice, and said
pole

was

in

H

"I wish that

:

Major Agnew, who was standing
"Better wish it somewhere else or you may
."

near by said,
run into it again."

Why

is

Trof. Morrison's classroom so

Both have a crank and are

much

like a

Ford?

full of nuts.

handed the editor a few jokes the other day and I
noticed that he began punching holes in the sheet of paI

per.

I

aHke<l,

Kditor:

"What are you doing
I may be able to

"That

Cadet (happily)
your HiMtor?"
Little Willie:

youM

{five

:

that for?"
see thru them."

"And was my present

"You

bet.

a surprise for

Sis Hai<l she never iinagine^l

her anything so cheap."

;
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why a

black

Get the eggs.
So it is with m^^ jokes, if they aren't any good, laugh
any way. That's what they are intended for.
hen lays white eggs.

What

causes

that

Someone said that

office?

"Is there any soup on the bill of fare?"

Diner:

Waiter

it

bad odor around the post
must be the dead letters.

:

"There was,

sir,

but

I

wiped

it off.

— Selected.

BROWN HAS SOLD HIS

SINCE "CRUNK"

(With apologies to Edgar Allen Poe)
Once upon a fornight dreary, while we studied

SPURS.
tired

and

weary,
O'er

many new and

curious volumes of Prof. Crandall's

lore,

While we studied, always napping, there came a tripping.
Oh some "Ex-Shave Tail" cutely skipping, skipping out
side our door.
'Tis

some Ex-Louie, Rob, we muttered,

just outside the

door,

'Twas only Brown and Xothing more
Only "Crunk" No SPURS— No more.
Kindness of the Crandallites.

—

ALUMNI NOTE.
J. B.

Bankhead,

the Hotel gill.

'19, is

back from an extended

visit to
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EDITORS:
C.

M. C.

JETER.

CORCORAN,

'19

M. C. SMITH, '21

'20

TO THOSE

WHO

FELL.

Your duty done,
The glorious victory has been won
Valiant sons, you gave your

You answered our

all,

country^s service

call.

Those ideals for which you fought,
With the price of blood were they bought;
Those ideals that we hourly cherish
Never from our land will perish.

Gone to rest,
Your memories in our hearts are blest.
Your sacrifices urge us on to greater heights,
Our better powers assert their rights.
You suffered and bled, and had to die
That the Peace of Righteousness might draw nigh.
Your noble works will endure to the end,
Freedom and Democracy will surely blend.

;
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A

foreign soil

Holds the blood

spilled by

your death

toil.

With the determination to destroy humanity's
Many a wooden cross stands row after rowCommemorating the spot sacred to us all
Where the truest of men did bravely fall.
In that brave country lies American dust;
The expression of the ideals in which we trust.

Our brave sous,
You destroyed the kultur
Rest

of the cruel

foe,

Huns.

peace as the sun sets o'er the western
Your untimely death has not been nil.
in

hill

(lone to the place where mortals fear to tread,

Your

souls live with us tho your bodies are dead.

Sacred

in

our hearts are your memories true,
we offer thanks to you.

In highest praise

M. C. J., '20,
Columbian.

:
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IN MEMORIAM.
Realizing the great service rendered the world, and
desiring to

show our appreciation

for this service, we, the

student body of Clemson College, dedicate this number

The Chronicle to the memory of Clemson's heroic sons
who paid the supreme sacrifice during the Great World
War.
The students and faculty extend their heartfelt sympathy to the relatives and many friends in their bereavecf

ment.

Those who paid the supreme
R. L. Atkinson,
C. S. Garrett,

sacrfiic are

a9— Died.

'17—Killed October,

1918.

H. C. Horton, '18—Killed September, 1918.
R. H. Johnson, '15—KiUed October, 1918.
G. L. McCord, '11—Killed October, 1918.
J. M. Mcintosh, '14—Killed September, 1918.
A. A. Madden,

,Ir., '18— Died.
D. E. Monroe, '17—Killed, 1918.

R. R. Pearce, ex-'17— Died.
S.

M. Richards, '15—Died.
Ryan, '08—Died.

J. B.

O. T. Sanders,

'11— Died.
'14— Killed.

F. P. Salter, Jr.,

F. S. Stewart, ex-'21—Killed.

H. L. Suggs, '16—KUled.
J. A. Simpson, '15
Lost on Ticonderoga.
G. B. Taylor, ex-'15— Died.
A. M. Trotter, '15—Killed, 1918.

—

(Likely this list is incomplete, and other names will
be added when the statistics are complete.)
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FOB HIS COUNTRY.
little village of Ravon lived through the days of
unmoved, untouched and unheard of. Her people
were selfishly enwrapped and dwarfed.
They sought no
sympathy or assistance and received none. The idle
tales of old women's tongues were worse to be feared
than sad accounts from the battle fronts. More than
once, character and good name had gone down before
their malicious utterances, and it seemed as though their
slanderous appetites would never become satisfied.
Among this race of pigmies there dwelt an unfortunate
being a youth who had learned to detest the hour their
venomous organs had been unloosed upon him. Like a

The

1914,

—

wild beast seeking blood, just so

(iid

their evil reports

dog his footsteps and overshadow his every attempt to
rise.
These poisoned darts had pierced the soul of Robert Acker, and he lived a seemingly aimless life, a life
which had become the victim of slanderous tongues.
With no one to pity and with no one to cheer, he went in
and out, doing faithfully the menial tasks offere<l him.
Oh! Why must he live and die a miserable, unappreciated and unloved outcast?
Fifteen years previous to this time, Acker's father was
arrested an<i charged with an unpardonable otfense. The
njolher, a lady of rare personal charms and accomplish

from the little town, leaving her falsely ac
husband an<l buby .son to the mercies of a cold
world and an ungenerous people. After a few days of
languishing in prison with none to pity or advise, the un
nionts, fled

ruse<l

hajipy

away

man was

taken from the keeper and was hurried

to a lonely spot not far

removed from the village
ourt of justice, where an angry niob riddled mercilessly
with bullets the body of the unlucky prisoner.

•

And now
roFM

at the age of eighteen, Robert su(Tere<l hor
from the unceasing ridicuh' ;in<l <ontempl of the
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Nevertheless he had been looking up with a
steadfast hope, and having been a serious student, he had,
public.

even at this young age, attained a fair degree of mental
development. With a son's interest, he had gone over
the career of his father with a painstaking scrutiny and
a concentrated attentiveness and had found no fault with
it

The

facts,

as they had unfolded to his gaze, were

His father, a poor man, had won the heart of a
wealth and aristocratic descent. The elopement
was secretly and successfully carried out, and the two
were married. A disappointed rival, a competitor of affluence as well as influence, planned revenge, and he at
last caused the parent to be arrested, charged with a
heinous crime a crime, however, of which he was truly
But public opinion turned unluckily for the
innocent.
unhappy man and demanded his life and the mob, with
the stricken man in their hands, had drunk deep of revenge. Even the father's only son had never ceased to
suffer the taunts, sneers and jeers of the village "wiseheads," and as he gradually grew older more and more
did the side glances of the populace cut into his soul;
but ambition was living and growing within his bosom,
and he knew that somewhere the air was free and pure.
Robert dreamed of the day when he should make the
world prove their charge or give to him a respectable
place among the inhabitants of the village. He was determined to show those with whom he came in contact
that he was of no low ancestry.
Slowly but surely he felt himself growing in strength,
and day by day the prize grew brighter and more beckoning. But the trend of human affairs were destined to
cause him to cast his early days with others than among
those with whom he had grown up. As the months grew
into years, closer and closer was his own country drawn
to the verge of that precipice beyond which were wartorn lands, homeless children, and flowing blood. At last

these:

girl of

—

;
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the insults of the hyphenates could be withstood no long-

and America was forced ultimately into the great
war. Then came the call for men, and the outcast son
of Kavon left the unfriendly streets of his home, and
joined the colors which were destined to float victoriously
er,

over the enemies' ramparts.

—not a hand nor even a look of encourage-

He had gone

ment had been extended to him. The villagers missed
him but were glad that he was no more among them.
They considered him a good riddance, and therefore they
rejoiced.
Robert's joys were no less than theirs. In all
the pride of his young manhood, the orphan son realized
the day when he should do something real for his fellow
man, and within a few weeks he had found himself in
the foremost trenches of Flander's fields.

Ah

I

now.

he had found comrades and could be one himself

The whistling

of flying steel jackets and the burstiDg of shrapuels exerted a strange fascination over the

young

soldier.
They discovered to him not danger, but
companionship; and to Robert their music was sweet.
The common danger had drawn men together, and the
far-away hum of allied planes and the distant flash of

explosives spoke beautifully.

He had come
to give his

to believe that

it

would be

far, far better

on European battlefields than to return
again to the unfriendly sights of his native village, and,
due to this fatalistic view, the youthful soldier develope<i
life

a courage surpa.ssing reckless bravery. No mission was
HO dangerous that Robert would not otFer his services,
and Ko alert was he in the accomplishment of these tasks
that only

short intervals of time ha<l ever passed and
found the adventurer away from his own trenches. His
delight was in the completion of tedious tasks in record
time.

Luck is not destined always to attend the warrior's ef
and it wan not surprising that the first gray dawn-

fortM,
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ing of a day in the early summer of 1918 found the young
patrolman in enemy territory. Thoroughly aware of the
precariousness of his position, he crawled steadily along
hugging the ground and noticing particularly his immediate surroundings. Suddenly, he found himself hardly
more than twenty feet from a German officer. The young
American, maintained control of his senses, and, having
a slight speaking knowledge of the enemy's tongue, de
termined to attempt a capture of the foe. Robert sui
veyed cautiously the immediate vicinity, and seeing no
aides, he slowly arose and in an undertone demanded Svii
render.
For a few brief moments. Acker hardly knc\v
exactly the best thing to do under the circumstances. At
this point, two voices sounding low from behind, commanded the daring scout to lower his rifle or die. Robert, believing the supreme hour of his life had come but
-

resolved not to surrender, replied, "Shoot, but I'll get
your commander as I fall. Guess he's woi'th something
to you living."
Following this brief exchange, Robert heard no more
and concluded that the argument had had the desired
effect,

and,

to one side.

covering his man, he cleverly withdrew
Then, like a flash, he got his opponents in

still

and ordered the two to drop their pie(!es. They did
and having turned their faces toward the allied
trenches, he moved swiftly away with his three prisoners.
The two enemy patrolmen seemed inclined to aggravate
Robert by lingering, and thereby playing to their own ad-

line
80,

vantage but to the disadvantage of their captor. Young
Acker was however not to be trifled with, and without
further persuasion, he dispatched the two on the spot.
The report of the rifle seemed to arouse a sleeping host,
for the little messengers of death began singing dangerously near, but the youthful American was deter^nined
at all costs to get his captive to friendly trenches,
tie
therefore commanded the prisoner to face the Run lines
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and with both arms extended vertically to walk backward, and by keeping the muzzle of his rifle against the
officer's spine,

Robert

speedy retreat to his

very dexterously

own

precipitated

a

front where hundreds of com-

rades stood ready to receive him.

The two were now in the trenches. Intelligence ofhad taken charge of the German prisoner and were
closely examining his personal effects.
Within his uniform there were orders from the German staff to attack
with ten thousand men this particular front. Two more
hourjs and the first guns were to be fired upon a poorly
protected sector. Time was not so far gone, however,
ficers

that strong resistance might not be planned.

Big can-

nons of allied batteries were trained upon the field the
attackers wouhl cross; and experienced veterans, men who

knew how

to use the rifle

and machine gun, poured into
Soon

the front lines ready to meet the planned onrush.

moving like a machine, clanibereu out
land and came steadily forward while a
heavy fire fell just to their front. The enemy had schemed a surprise attack, but were destined to meet exactly
the reverse of what they had intended.
In quick order,
the engagement became general, and the two opposing
sides grappled and clutched one of the other.
Bayonets
the gray hordes,

into

No Man*8

glistened in the rising sun, shells burst all around, and
the groans of dying men filled the air. The fight grew
fiercer

and

and soon it developed into a life and
The Huns, appalled by the unexpected
began to withdraw and were followed in

fiercer,

death struggle.
turn of affairs,

their hea<llong retreat by the victorious Americans.

The fight was
was the glory?

and the battle was won. To whom
Surely so successful a combat was not
haphazardly planned, and the commanding officer set
liiniHclf

barned
brought

over,

to the task of uncovering tlie details.

them:
in the

An American
German

olTicer

lad,

lie soon

Robert Acker, had

whose hosts were

to attack.
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of the intended assault were

among the German's secret papers, and, therefore, resistance was made accordingly.
Where was the young hero? Nowhere was he to be
found thoroughly outlined

But after a close search, his comrades glimpsed
him lying severely wounded, with both hands clutching
firmly his rille and with face toward the enemy.
So
splendid a contribution to one's country is seldom made,
and soon the news of the heroic act had found its way

found.

Ravon.
Robert was to return home. He would never again
meet the enemy on the battlefield, and so it became his
to the little village of

great desire to see America again.

In the late summer, decked with

all

the honors of a

New York. His
fame had preceded him, and as he stepped from the gangway of his ship, a stylishly attired woman and an old
gentleman caught his arm.
''I know you by your resemblance to your father," said
the lady, "and this is your grandfather who is so delight
ed with the record you have made."
The young man understood and was happy. No more
would war, and no more would ridicule blight his existence, for he had found his mother and had been taken
into a home of wealth and luxury. Ravon forgot her
former accusations and hailed him as her hero.
The youthful veteran is today making a name for himself, and his way is destined to be strewn with success
and happiness.

(iaring soldier could desire, he sailed for

J. A. H., '20.

Columbian.
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COMRADES.
Comrades, in the Khaki and the Blue,
Comrades, who fought for a cause so true
Praise to each one and all,
You who have answered a nation's call
We doff our caps to each mother's son
Who has fought for Liberty, and has won.
Comrades, who have died for France's right,
Comrades, who have fought against German might
Memories of you we hold and cherish
Never from our hearts to perish.
In reverence we bow at your honored name.
You who have fought autocracy and shame.

Comrades, who have sailed the great blue span,
Comrades, who have sailed from land to land
May you ever be as happy as the seaman's yell
"Aye, aye, sir, all is bonny and well."
To you a smile we will always give,
You, who the

life of

a

seaman

live.

Comrades, who have worked and toiled over here
Comrades who have toiled with a smile of good clie^r
You who have battlod with might an will,
Vou havo battUsl against (Jennan skill,
!

handwhake of friendship we extend to each
Your task was hard but you have won.

Th«»

one.

R. M. B., '20,

Palmetto.
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THE UNIT SYSTEM OF COLLEGE HONORS.
Among
the

the requisites most conducive to the success of

modern

up-to-date system of students' activities

The

essential.

and
one of the most

institution of learning, a well organized
is

college that does not foster athletics or

the university that does not have successful literary societies is not popular nor well patronized while the most
popular colleges are the ones that have the most highly
developed and most comprehensive systems of students'
;

activities.

It is

almost universally true that the leaders

members of the senior
number of reasons. They have

in all phases of college life are
class,

and

this is best for a

been at college long enough to undei»stand the necessity
of the continuance of the best practices, and they have
witnessed the success or failure of others and are familiar with the traditions of the college.

The seniors are

older usually, and, in addition to being better qualified

by their experience, they have more time that can be
utilized in doing extra work. Then the question naturally arises

:

What

is

the best method of selecting lead-

ers for the various organizations in college life from year

year?

to

The student best

fitted to promote the ideals of a par
assume the responsibilities and duties
of a certain position is the first one considered in award

ticular cause or to

ing college honors.

Members of the underclasses often
work they are most interested in and thus
have an excellent opportunity to display and develop any
talent they may possess for a certain class of work. The
brightest student may spend his time indoors and never
attend an athletic game, and the best athletes often are

assist in the

so timid that they can
to the other

members

The junior editor
of

scarcely address a few remarks

of the

team

in

an intelligent way.

of a publication, the assistant

manager

an athletic team, or the secretary of a society are gen
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erally the best fitted to take the lead in these phases of

endeavor when new leaders must be chosen. But lack
of previous training might not necessarily disqualify a
student if he becomes interested and does his best.
In addition to fitness, the good of the cause must be
taken into consideration when an honor is being bestow
ed upon a student.

The best

football player

may

so ut-

members of the
captain.
The most

terly disregard the welfare of the other

team that he is unfit to become its
and productive writer for the different publica
tions may lack executive ability which would prevent his
becoming anything save a valuable contributor to these
publications.
No one but a successful debator would be
nominated for chairman of the debating council, unless
he was interested in persuading and assisting others in
the important art of arguing and reasoning he would be
unsuited for this position. The religious work in a col
Ifcge requires leaders that are conscientious and sincere,
for if any cause could be hindered by hypocrites, this one
most certainly would. And upon the president of the
student body rests one of the heaviest weights in college.
Unless he is able to hold the student body together and

original

secure concerted action necessai-y for
fail in this

all-important task.

its

welfare, he will

In all these instances, as

well as nun»erous othei-s, an

unpopular student would ac
and defeat the purpose of the differ
erit activities.
The best leader must not only be qnali
fied and interested in his work, but he must prove him
self tactful, friendly, and agreeable to all as well.
The time that a student can <levote to work other than
riass work should certainly influence the selection of a
piTHon for any extra duty. The senior in college ordi
complish very

little

narily specializes in one subject and uses quite a bit of
time in doing research work and extra studying in his

rhown

line.
It has been said that the man
busy that he cannot do all that he has to do

who
is

is

so

the very
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one who can do the most.

But if this be true with college students it is not wise to work all the time. There
is a limit to human endurance, and unless a mar. has
time to forget his urgent duties occasionally and enjoy
some pleasures and recreate himself, his efficiency is affected, and more harm than good results. Of course some

name only and

college honors are such in
little

require very

time or thought; but some require quite a bit of

The
must be "on the job" the
necessity must devote some time to

time and thought throughout the entire school year.
editor of the college weekly

whole session and of
If he should have anything else to claim his
attention, one of the three would be obliged to suffer. Although some of the duties of college students in the va-

his studies.

rious activities

are good business courses, they should

not be allowed to supersede the regular courses, or the

purpose of the college would be defeated. The time given
to extra endeavoi*s of any kind yield abundant returns
if

restricted to spare time so as not to prove detrimental

success in his studies.
It is evident that the
time required and the time that a student has at his disposal should determine whether he will undertake extra
to one's

responsibilities

if

placed upon him.

Although time-honored
practices may differ with
college honors

used.

customs
it,

and very successful

the unit system of awarding

probably the best that has ever been
This system allows for each college honor to be

rated at so

is

many

number of
The managership

units and then limits the

units that one student

may

receive.

of the varsity football or baseball team, the presidency
of the student body, the editorship and the business

managership of the weekly, monthly, and annual publica
tions, the presidency of the Y. M. C. A. or the Y. W. C.
A., and others possibly, are generally considered as ma
jor honors, for they

thought.

require so

much

extra

time and

The other or minor honors are rated according-
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importance as well as the time they require and
And the limit
vai'y in value from one to several units.
to the number of units that one student may receive is

ly to the

so placed that he could not receive

The advantages of

two major honors.

system are obvious and

this

it

is in

number of the leading colleges
country.
The highest honors are voted
throughout the
practical operation in a

upon the most worthy and best qualified
Tery seldom

if

ever, is

a student capable

usually,

but

of "holding

down" two major honors and keeping his class work up
his classmates should desire it.
But if so honored, he
would make an honest effort and do his best; however,
it would be much better for the cause and the student if

if

he did not have to divide his attention and so exert him
self.
If this unit system were used the activities would

assume more democratic proportions;

for a larger nun)

ber of students would be taking active parts and a larger

number would become
can

interested.

Almost any student
interested at all, and

one position creditably if
would have much belter success than a much better qual

ified

also.

fill

student
An<I

if

who has

several other duties to attend to

there were a limit to the honors that one

would be more careand honor him with the position in
which he would take the greatest interest and prove the
most value to his class and college
Of course previous
training and interest are ver\- necessary to insure a good
leader, but many valuable "finds" would result if \\\v
honors had to be placed upon a l.irger nnnduM* of stn
dents. TIm-H' woulil be fewer "idols" and still the vari
oils phases of college life woubl be carefully looked after
and prove more successful. The unit system of awarding
stuilent could

hold, his classmates

ful to suit his tastes

.

college honors not only allows but assists in the selection
of the student best fittcMl for the posit ion. and warrants liis

MUccesM and that of the cause or organization by prevent
ing eJcresHive work being placed upon him
lOaeh f>hase
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benefitted in having the undivided at-

member directed towards promotUnder such a system all the students'

tention of its '*livest"

ing its welfare.
activities

would prove more popular and

beneficial

and

the students and the college would be benefitted thereby.

B. H.

S., '18

Palmetto.

—

;

;;
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THE UNMARKED GRAVE.
No slab doth mark the lowly grave
No wooden cross is there.
No blooming flowers, no bird songs wave
Their tunes o'er land so bare.

For 'neath that sod, so clean and cold,
Three feet or more, doth lie
The ruin of what God pity his soul

—

Was

once a German spy.

Unknown, unnamed, he met

his end
day
'Tis hard to do but warns the men
Who walk in the self-same way.

Twas

just at break of

G. H. A., '19

Columbian.
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A SUPERSTITIOUS ORDERLY.
The everyuay-expressiou, "The only good negro is a
dead negro," is a mistake, at least in a few instances.
In observing a crowd of negro soldiers as they come into
camp, the scene is amusing and at the same time pitiful.
Some of the brown skins have never seen a city. It was
my luck to have a company of negro soldiers, and of
course the one that would come in contact with me mosi
would be the orderly. His name, as he would have it
put, was Private Earl A. Taylor, formerly of the 24th
Infantry, U. S. A. This negro was born in Mississippi,
but reared in the North, and was spoilt as most South
erners would say. After a few days of official military
business, I had the occasion to talk with this coon while
we were watching a company of sick negroes who were
laid out with the 'iiu.

'

A

conversation followed.

would like to know how fer down below de
line you'se come from ?"
I replied, "South Carolina, Orderly."
"Yessa, I sees, right where de lynching fever is de
worst, where a nigger ain't got a dog's chance."
"Sir, I'se

"No, not exactly that condition exists,"

I

said, "but

where blacks and whites have a distinction, where
cial equality line is drawn."
"Well I wants to ask yer a question. Lieutenant."
"Let's have it," I replied.

a so-

"Well, sir. Lieutenant, we, T means you, and dis here
company am gwine ter France and den to Germany; and
we'se gona gibe dem German Boshmen Iiell in more ways
dan one, ain't we?"
"I hope so," was my reply.
"Well, are you going over de top like you is now?"
"No indeed," was my reply, "I am going to look as
much like a negro as possible."
"Well you'se gwing to camaflage, was yer?"
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"Yes,

if

*Well,

that

now

is

what you

call it."

Lieutenant, I see

de war and you

is still

my

C.

where you have been thru
O. and we both have done

been decorated."

"You mean cremated, Orderly."
Be serious. Dis
am a real vision, I had, and I wants to ask your opinion
on de matter. In dat vision I saw, well I remember
the tough times we had wid them d
Germans, and
how it was once 1 save<l your life, now what does you
1

interrupted,

"Naw,

be serious, Lieutenant.

sir,

think of me, sir?"

"You are a good

He

soldier,"

was my reply

to him.

immediately asked, "Would yer ever save a nigger^s

life?"
I told him,"yes," but it was a hard matter to convince
him that I would. He would always say, "No, because
you come from a section where a nigger ain't got a dog's
chance, and de lynching fever is worse."
I asked him what did he think of those shrapnel, those
bullets, that gas and other weapons of war, that may

have had Lieutenant
on them?

He
dem

replied, "Sir,

bullets

don't

or private Taylor's

I don't agree wid yer.
8o many of
habe mine ner your name, but de}'

bears de inscription on clem
concern.' "
II<*

i»

went on

ober and

down in
de show
tlini

black

witli his

<Ia(

says, 'To

whom

conversation, "Now.

we have come back wid honors

Dixie,

name

and at a theater wid a lady

sir,

it

mav

de wai-

,and you
friend,

i.s*

and

is abont de hnnlships dat de soldiers had to go
wid on the terther side; and de play brings some

into action.
Now, sir, Lieutenant, yon
nbont de way your black boys fought and
how dey stayed wid yor, nnd yon niontiona how goo<l yoti
treated em--,and at this moment I walks in wid my wife.
Now, Lieutenant, be honest wid yer Ood. wouldn't yon
will

HoldierH

oxplnin
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out of me?"

I replied, "No."

He seemed amazed and

didn't seem

I explained to him how the youngsters
would have given him a good bouncing when he started

to understand.

in the theater door.

He replied, "Jest like I told yer, even the small chilleii
have got the lynching fever round dere.
Lieutenant, I
can't understand why so many niggers can afford to stay
in a country like dat, my vision is jest what I thot
'twould be.

H. M.

E., '19,

Palmetto,
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OUR DEBT TO WOODROW WILSON.
On March 3, 1917, at Washington, D. 0., a quiet, rather
man stepped forward to receive the oati> of office.

reserved

this "College I'rofessor," one
would see a man of average height, who had passed the
middle age of life. He had a kindly face, with a massive
chin ana a high forehead that told of a great reserve
force of power and intellect. A smile was upon his lips,
and everything about him seemed to turn to sunshine.
There was a magnetic power about him that draw all his
hearers to him, and everyone listened to his words with-

As one would look upon

out a murmur, lest he lose a single word of what this

man of extraordinary ability was telling him.
Our l*resident outlined the work that he was going
do,

and

in

closing

his

address,

said

that

to

he wanted

He wanted the countries
Europe to cease in their bloody conflict, but not while
there was a chance of freedom being trodden under the
foot of autocracy. He wanted the whole world unite .
but Jie wanted freedom for all.
He carried his plans to perfection, and he even had l(;
Kend America's manhood into the struggle to throw the
peace, but not without honor.

of

balance in favor of the right.
sighted

We

man

of

And today

power we owe our present

to this far

free existence.

owe

to this believer, in. the highest ideals of manhood,
mastermind, the presentation of our honor; and the
world owes to this mighty genius, this builder of nations
a world free from strife, a world in which to build
anew, nations with purer thoughts and nobler and)i lions
To Woodrow Wilson, Aiiicricn and the world, owes a
debt of gratitude which only time can ever repay.
M. C. S., 'LM.
this

—

Calhoun.

—
!

;
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THE GRIM REMINDER.
As

I

gaze at yonder cannon

Guarding o'er the green-sward mound,
now comes clearly back to me
How my comrades all went down.
Once, they rallied 'round the monster
Now, it overlooks their mound.
It

'Twas in Flanders

When

—mud and water

Hun

beset our line,
Such fearful gore and slaughter
'Fore we turned them to'ard the Rhine.
Thousands died that day, and gladl>.
For the welfare of mankind.

God

AU

the

!

the shrapnel were exhausted

And our

shells

were running low.

When, with eyes a'gleam for slaughter,
There ''came down the serried foe;'
Numbering, seemed to me, a thousand,
Others said that there were more.
Fierce the fight raged 'round the

No more

caijiioi.

missiles left its bore.

All were stabbing, hacking, slashing;

—

We

were needing help and sore.
falling all about me,
Meeting Death and nothing more

Men were

—

Everything seemed lost to Britain,
When o'er a hill's grass-covered brows
Charged the Scots, in "kilt formation."
I can hear them yelling vows.

On

—

they came no hesitation.
Every man fulfilled his vows.
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Fled the Huns, in grare disorder,
Lingering not to wildly say
"KameradI" ("Save me from slaughter.")
Sons of Bruce spared none that day.

Revenging sweetheart, sister, daughter,
Brawny Scots had won the fray.
In this world of sin and sorrow
I

am

—the others,

left

slain.

Loved today, but will the morrow
Bring me joy, or only pain?
Peacefully the brave

men

lie

Safe beneath their mother sod.

—proud

For each hero

to die

Served his country and his God.
E. L. M.,

^20,

Wade Hampton.

'
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THE MOUNT ZION SOCIETY.
In the general statute of the State of South Carolina,
for the year 1777, we nnd an act for incorporating a society to be known as the Mount Zion Society. The preface to the rules of this society

was taken from Isaiah,

the 18th verse of the 60th chapter, and the 3rd verse of
the 61st chapter:

"Violence shall no more be heard in thy land, wasting
nor destruction within thy borders; but thou shalt call

thy walls Salvation, and thy gates Praise." To appoint
unto them that mourn in Sion, to give unto them beauty
for ashes, the oil of joy for mourning, the

praise for the spirit of heaviness;

garment

of

that they might be

called trees of righteousness, the planting of the Lord,

that he might be glorified."

Previous to the year 1824, Zion was spelled with an "S,
In the minutes of the meet-

as in the verse from Isaiah.

ing of the year 1824, for the
spelled with a "Z."

mote the cause

The object

first

time the word was

of the society

was

to pro

of learning.

We

do not know the particular person who started
the idea of organizing a society for the promotion of education throughout the State of South Carolina.
The
Mount Zion Society was established in the city of
Charleston, January 9th, and was incorporated February

This was the year after the battle of Fort
The enrollment of the society in 1784 totaled
433. Among the list of members are many names which
are famous in the history of our State. The following
are a few of the most noted
Charles Cotesworth Pinckney. General Wade Hampton, Colonel Thomas Taylor,
and General Andrew Pickens.
The headquarters of the society was changed from
Charleston to Winnsboro in 1824. In 1785 General Richard Winn, for whom Winnsboro is named, gave to the
12th, 1777.

Moultrie.

:
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Mound Zion

Society 100 acres of land for the establish-

ment of a school at Winnsboro. This school, which was
known as the Mount Zion Institute, had a very high academic standard. There were a certain number of poor
students educated free of charge every year. The rules
governing the student body were very strict. Such things
as gambling, blaspheming, horse-racing, also unlicenced
visits to taverns, and the playing of any musical instrument except for sacred purposes on the Sabbath were forbidden.
The old school existed at the time when each
man carried his own corn to the mill, and when each
mother knitted hosiery for her family. Now, in this day

of specialists, the school has conformed to the

(ouditions,

and continues to maintain

its

changed

high standard

of education.

Among

famous teachers are Captain MoulMeans Davis under whom the
school was change<l from a pay school to a gi'aded
school), D.C. Webb, A. Woods Davidson, and James W.
lludson.
Mr. Hudson ga>e groat fame to the school.
Many boys came from Charleston and from other parts
of the State to study under him. Among these were Dr.
irie

the

Dwight,

Tortor,

who

list

of

I*rof.

:

K.

i

established Porter's School in

Charleston,

and W. A. Clark, of Columbia.

A monument
son stands

erecte<l to the

in front of

memory

of

James W. Hud-

the school, at the head of an ave-

nue of ancient oaks, which adorn the college greon.

W.

B. B., '21,

Palmetto.
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A TRIP TO FRANCE.
During the war, the censorship rules were verp strict.
This was especially true in reference to the transporting
and convoying of our soldiers to France. The sailors on
a ship could never

what they would be

tell

one day where they would be, or
But we always

doing, the next day.

had a good way of finding out when we were to sail, but
couldn't tell where we were going.
So, near the middle of June, 1918, the crew of the U.
S. S. Charleston knew that a long trip was soon to begin.
We had just finished filling all the coal bunkers,
and had stored about five hundred tons of coal on the
top decks.
Now we were taking on enough spuds, it
seemed, to feed the entire

The

boys,

mid-night.

that

who had gone

German army

for three weeks.

ashore, were told to be back at

These three things were

sufiicient proof to

us

we were to sail within a day or two.
was a sad and lonely crew that bid

It
the Statue of
Liberty a reluctant farewell the next morning as we
steamed out of New York harbor. Some of our officers

ventured the prediction that we would never get back in
safety, while all knew that it would be at least a month
before we would again have the pleasure of strolling thru
Central Park.

who were not busy were up on decks enjoying the
sunshine and gazing long at the beautiful residences and
scenery along the banks of the river.
All

But we were not

around long, for a few minutes
the submarine nets, the general
alarm gong was sounded. Every man hastened to take
his assigned position on his gun. Orders were given to
bring up and secure sixteen rounds of ammunition for
each gun. When this was accomplished, and each gun
loaded ready to fire, we went back to rest in the sunshine.
We were now getting almost out of sight of land. The
after

to sit

we had passed thru
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were talking whether we were to escort transWe hoped that we would esfor
then
we would travel faster and thus
cort transports,
get back to the "States" sooner. However, our curiosity
was soon satisfied, for we saw two navy dirgibles and
the mastheads of several ships. Upon getting a few miles
nearer we could see eight transports, which were loaded
to the fullest with soldiers, one destroyer, and several
submarine chasers. The chasers and dirgibles turned
around sometimes during the first night, for the submarine chasers were too small and light to venture out far
from land.
The weather was fine and the sea smooth for the first
few days. During this time we had nothing to do but go
thru our regular drill every morning, which generally
lasted for about forty minutes, and stand watches at the
loaded guns. These guns were always kept loaded and
ready to fire at any obstacle at a moment's notice from
the lookouts who were posted in the crow's nest. Much
of our time was spent in talking of what we were going
to do when we got back to the "States."
Strange to say,
not a word was ever said about the probability of a submarine attack and of what we would do in the event that
this should happen.
So, with no new things to observe
and no excitement, we were getting somewhat careless
about our lookout for submarines.
Hut, this was not to last very long. One morning,

sailors

ports or merchant ships.

five o'clock, we were suchlenly awakened by thtringing of the general alarm gong and the blowing of
"torpedo defence," on the bugle. Everybody was excited,

about

for

wo know that a submarine had been

than a minute

we were out

gun stations.

The

of our

sighted.

hammocks and

In less
at our

three-inch guns on the port side, were

firing at the sighted periscope

with all their speed. The
engines were now running nt full speed, and we wero
trying to circle around the submarine.
But look now!
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coming ? In the smooth sea we could clearwhite wake of an approaching torpedo. Our
speed had saved us, for this torpedo narrowly missed our
stern, while its partner (for they are always fired inj
pairs) was further to our rear. Now the six inch guns
on the port side and those astern were helping the three
In the
inch guns. The noise was almost deafening.
meantime the destroyer, that was with us, had been firing her guns and dropping depth bombs. The transports
had changed their course so that they were fast getting
out of danger. Now the submarine disappeared and all
the guns ceased firing. We thought that we were now
very nearly above the submerged submarine, so that our
captain gave the order to drop some depth bombs. The
first one failed to explode, but the next three exploded in
rapid succession throwing up great clouds of water. We
then slowed down to see if they had accomplished any*
good. As the water became smooth again we could see
that it was covered with oil. From what we had heard
about the presence of oil on the water, we knew that the
depth bomb had proved fatal to the submarine. Naturally this made us feel very proud of our achievement in
this first submarine attack.
Everything now settled
down, our transports resumed their regular positions,
and we were, apparently, sailing along just as if nothing
had happened. But we were excited now, and the look-

What

is this

ly see the

outs evidently had submarines, and other enemy craft,
in their eyes, for frequent reports came down from the
crow's nest, warning us of the presence of a submarine.

These reports kept us busy during the remainder of the
day, running to and from our guns. At every suspected
submarine we would fire several shots. No one expected
to sleep much that night, but when it got dark the lookouts could not see the submarines so easily, and we were
not disturbed at all.

The next morning the submarine scare was over and

!
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we resumed our daily routine. Everything remained
now for a few days, and we were making good spee»

quiet

towards France.

When Sunday came we arranged our mess

benches

along the side of the ship preparatory to holding our

Just as the chaplain was beginning the

church services.

opening prayer w^e were startled by the firing of one of
our three-inch guns. We didn't wait for the chaplain to

but every

finish the prayer,

man

ran to his gun station.

This time the submarine was about three thousand yards

away and on our starboard

side.

We

knew that we would

have to dispose of this one for our destroyer had left
us.
So we started towards the submarine at full speed,
firing as we went, wnth all the guns we could train on
it.

In the meantime the signal was given to the trans

ports and they changed their course in order to get out
of the way.

The

firing got too hot for the

submarine so

W^e could do nothing now for we were
too far off to drop any depth bombs. But we kept on
in the direction we were going, hoping that we would got
another chance. W> were in too big a hurry, tho, for

she submerged.

suddenly the submarine popped up almost midway be
tween us and our transports. We were now in quite
predicament for we couldn't fire at the submarine for
i

would ricochet and hit one of the trans
turned as quickly as possible in order to get
betwe<'n the submarine and the transports.
Rut the sub
marine ha<l lost no time and, before we were in position
f<'ar

the shell

ports.

We

to begin firing she

had

fired several torpedoes.

No

seri

ons damage was done as no direct hits were obtained;
however, it was later learned that the rudder of one of
the transports had been slightly damage*!. After several
minutes of firing and the dropping of six depth bombs,

we succeeded

in

we wen* unable
to the

driving the submarine

off.

After this

again. Most of us went back
church service, and by noon everything was quiet.
to sight

it
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We

were becoming accustomed to submarine scares now,
and such boats did not cause very much excitement.
We were now getting over in rhe real submarine zone,
where we expected to see a good many submarines. W^e
were also expecting to meet several destroyers that were
coming out from France to assist us thru this submarine
infected zone. We could plainly tell that our captain
vt'as beginning to feel uneasy.
He was on the bridge all
day and night without a wink of sleep. The next morn
ing at sunrise he was too sleepy to watch any longer, so
he left orders with the Officer of the Deck to report any
sighted craft to him at once, and went below to his sabin,
hoping to be called back soon. But he was disappointed
for he soon went to sleep and was not disturbed before
noon. When he had eaten his dinner he came back on
the bridge and said that he would either stay until he

either sighted the destroyer or the coast of France.

How

was to have a long watch, and he was about
ready to go down to his supper when his expectant ears
heard the report, from one of the lookouts, that smoke

ever, he

had been sighted off our starboard bow. Soon other tiny
clouds of smoke couhl be seen just on the horizon. Now
everybody was expectant. In about thirty minutes we
could see the mast of the foremost ship.
In another
thirty minutes this destroyer was alongside our ship and
our captain was giving her commander orders. Then you
should have been there for it was a wonderful and thrilling sight to see the swift destroyers gathering around
the transports and forming a dense smoke screen. My!

But those soldiers did seem happy then, and such cheerI have never heard.
They felt much safer now that
the destroyers had come.
It was dark when the twelve
destroyers had assumed their proper positions in the
convoy, and we were again sailing rapidly towards
France. That night it was so dark that we could not see
the ship that was nearest us.
Our great fear now was

ing
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for mines, for

we

felt

sure that the destroyers could eas

So two
the eyes of the ship to watch for
men were
miiies.
But it was either too dark or there were no
mines here for no report came from these men. We were
gOLQg very slowly now for fear of running into one of
the other ships. When morning came we were lucky to
find each ship in exactly its proper position, thanks to
the good weather and smooth sea! As soon as it got
light we began having some fun firing at iioating mines,
for they were getting rather plentiful. In fact they were
so thick that it made us shiver to think of having to run
thru there at night. But we hoped to reach France be
fore sundown and thus avoid this disagreeable task.
When we were within about sixty miles of the coast of
P'rance, we had a real battle with some submarines.
Three of them attacked us at once. But they had prob
ably never tackled any of Uncle Sam's destroyers before,
for they were too slow for our boys ou the destroyers
The destroyer soon disposed of them. However, we could
not get to help, for the destroyers were so much faster
than we were, that they had driven them off before we
knew what was happening. The destroyers lired five
inch guns, dropped depth bombs, and fired tori)e<loes.
Suddenly we saw a white wake hea<le(l straight towarda submarine.
We watched it very closely for we knew
it was a torpedo from one of our destroyers.
Then we
saw it hit its mark and heard a terrific explosion. 1(
was a perfect hit and a (h^stroyed submarine was the re
suit. This was too much for the otlier two submarines.
ily

protect us against any submarine attack.

placed in

H<»

they submerged.

We

were now ready to leave the other .ships for w.'
were going to different ports. So all the ships broughi
out their bands and raised their flags.
With the bMn<is
I'laying popular airs and the boys shout iii;^, we wen
our way und the other ships went theirs
I

—
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we were dropping our anchor
France with the dropping of the
anchor, many boys were blessed with the return of something that they had sadly wished for for several days
an appetite.
G. H. M., '20.
the sun

was

setting

in the harbor of Brest,

;

^ht
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EDITOR-IN-CHIEF:

As an attempt

to

lost their lives in the

have dedicated

memory.
loes

who

this

S.

C.

JONES.

'19

men who
war against German autoeraty, we
number of our magazine to their

express gratitude to our

But we would not forget the battle sea ri-ed
are returning

home.

We

glory

in

the

he-

part

whieh South Carolina's men played in the winning of
They upheld the chivalrous traditions of the
South to the last letter. Nothing hut words of highest
praise come* from the lips of the (•omnuin<lers under whom

the war.

They have won undying fame.
Nor should we forget th(» men who served in the navy,
and the men of the army who werve^l on this side. They
were just as much devoted to duty, and served with jnst
aH much fortitu<le aH those who rearh<*<l the other side
they served.

We

verv

heartilv

welcome them

all

back

home.

Thev
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be assured that the value of their service

and we trust that we may never

nized;

fail to

is

recog-

pay our

highest tributes to their patriotic devotion.

We

heartily endorse the policies of the

skillfully

League of Nations, and for everything

for the
is

man who so
He stands

guided our countr-y through the war.

else that

uplifting and beneficial to all peoples of the earth.

We stood

by the President in war, we will stronger stand
peace.
We are for Woodrow Wilson. And
we will support the League of Nations that the ideals
for which we fought may be carried to the ends of the
by him'

in

earth.

Che ;gupreme ;5acrince
In olden times it was customary for the people to place
upon a burning altar the life of a human being as a liv-

Thus, in making a sacrifice
today we do something that has a sacred origin an<l
something that remains sacred to this day. There are
many ways in which we give sacrifices, and there are
ing sacrifice to their Diety.

many

kinds of sacrifices to give; but the greatest sacri-

fice of all is life.

W^hen our country called for men to rally beneath the
and to defend the honor and the high ideals for
which that flag stands, many answered the call. Love
of country, patriotism, prompts men to glorious deeds.

flag

Two

millions of these

American sons crossed the sea

to

freedom of the world. Some sixty thousand of these now occupy a lonely grave in France. And
a little wooden cross guards the calm resting place of
each who gave his all. "When can their glory fade?"
fight for the

They willingly and readily
of their country.

What

sacrificed all

upon the altar

deed could be more unselfish.
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what act more

glorious,

what

sacrifice greater

than to

die for one's country?

When we
our part

men have done and of
we realize how little was

think of what these

the great price they have paid,
in the struggle for

As Lincoln has

the freedom of the world.

we must

said,

dedicate ourselves to the

task which they have thus far so nobl}^ carried on
the task of
tsafe for

making the world

— to

from oppression and

democracy.

As we pass by
cently

free

the grove of sturdy trees which

planted to the

memory

of Clemsou's

we re
who

sons

have paid the supreme sacrifice, we realize that there is
glorj' in valor.
Like the trees, their memory will remain
fresh and green, and their spirits, the ideal for which
the supreme sacrifice

was made,

shall grow

;j.Ti'ater

and

soar higher as the years go by.

Cli^

The

cue Club

college glee club plays an

and

important part in the

must be recognized as a leading
branch of college activities. Its mission is of no less im
portance than that of the other college activities. With
it we learn to sing our songs, give our yells, and send
our troubles flying through the air. It is the embodiment
of our college s[)irit.
Kvoryone who can sing well or
college world,

vho can otherwise
club.

It is

it

entertain well should try ont for the

an honor to be one of

Althongh we

;ire

taught very

kindred subjects here
to

at

its

members.

little voice,

expression, or

Clemson, our glee elnb

appreciate their efforts; therefore,
«-liib in everv wav we ran.

let's

is

able

program. We
support \\w glee

give the public an exceptionally good
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How

often do

we hear boys

say, "I

would write some-

knew what to write about." Yea, we have heard
'til we believe that inability to decide upon
some subject is actually a reason why many men never
thing

it

if I

so often

try to write anything for the publications. Many times
when a subject or theme is selected it is of such a deep

nature that a doctor of philosophy could hardly give it
We must look near us if we would find somejustice.
The apparent little
thing that we can handle well.
things which interest you will perhaps interest others.
It is the things we actually do, the facts we actually

know, and the objects we actually see that we can best
write about. It is foolishness to imagine that you must
originate a new world before you begin writing a story.
It might be wise to suggest a few kinds of material

The Chronicle. Of course we want
and essays. And since we
students,
can
technical
we
see no reason why an esare
say on some phases of our training or some scientific subVery
ject would not prove interesting to our readers.

that

we

desire for

poetry, short stories, sketches,

often

we

find

magazines.

scientific

Hence,

if

tion, write a scientific

are very desirable.

articles in the

you are too

popular literary

scientific to

write

fic-

History and biography

article.

In this, as in

many

other things, the

neglected and forgotten lives and epochs often prove most
interesting to the reader

.

One

act plays, sketches, anec-

and various other types of literafurnish a fitting form for any amateur

dotes, parables, fables,

ture ought to

In general, try to write something in correlation
with the course in literature. For example, if you are
studying the short story, try to write a short story. And
writer.

just

remember that there

selected

Any

—

it

all

is

not so

depends upon the

much in the subject
way it is developed.

old mixer can spatter ink on the canvas, but

an artist to paint a picture.

it

takes

EDITOR:

J.

M. BATES.

19.

On October 5, 1918, R. L. Atkinson, a distinguished
member of the present senior class was stricken with intluenza.
On Sunday morning, October 20th, "Chief was
called to his

reward by the Divine Power.

unexcelled student.
probability-

Had

He was

he been spared he would

an

in all

have won the Xorris Medal for scholai*ship.

manner he was loved by all.
such a noble and upright christian character
deeply felt by all.

In his quiet and unassuming

The
i?*

loss of

R. H. Johnson,

'15,

was

bom

in

Union county.

He was

highly thought of as a student by both faculty and class

mates white at Clemson.
rommission at the second

Johnson, after receiving his
oflicers'

camp. Fort Oglethorpe,

sened a few months in this country before
ing over." While on active duty at the front, he was
Cieorgia,

e<l

in action, in

October,

"gokill

1J)18.

Osbonie

T. Sandci-s, Class '10, contracte<l influenza
while a lieutenant in the Field Artillery at Fort Sill,

Oklahoma. This developed into pneumonia, and death
claimed him on October 14th, 1918. His remains were
Kent back to his home for interment at Hagood, 8. C.

;
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Steven M. Richards, '15, known to the boys at ^'Watermelon," was one of the most popular men in his class.
As soon as war was declared, "Watermelon" volunteered
for the Oiiicers' Training

Camp

at Oglethorpe.

Here he

took advantage of his experience as Cadet Captain, and

Business Manager of "Taps" while at Clemson, and was
commissioned a 1st lieutenant. Richards was with the
87th infantry at

Camp Dodge,

Iowa, when he was claim-

ed by pneumonia.
J. A.

man

Simpson,

'15,

while at Clemson was a quiet young

of gentlemanly bearing

from Chester county, and
connected with Clemson in
son was a member of the
life when the Ticonderoga

and appearance.

before joining the

He was
army was

state agricultural work. Simj)-

Field Artillery, and lost his

was sunk on September

30th,

1918.

Harry

C. Horton, ex-'18, spent

two years at Clemson

before he signed up with the University of South Caro-

While at Clemson, Harry was president of his
good football player. He went to Carolina and was their mainstay at tackle. Harry received
his commission at the second officers' training camp. Fort
Oglethorpe, Georgia, and volunteered for immediate overseas duty. It was on the battle fields of France that this
noble, daring, twenty- two year old lad gave his life for
the cause for which his country w^as fighting.

lina.

class as well as a

Claude

S. Garrett, '17,

tober, 1918.

was

killed in the

month

of Oc-

This daring aviator was killed while mak-

German lines. Claude was a leader
and numerous honors bestowed upon him by the students
showed the confidence and respect in which they held
ing a flight over the

him.
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Arthuh A. Madden, '18. No one dreamed that upon
graduation day he would never again see his alma mater.
Immediately upon graduation, he enlisted in the navy,
and was sent to a naval school in Philadelphia, where he
was in training for a commission. It was while he was
in training that he was stricken with pneumonia, death
coming soon afterwards.
David E. Monroe,
at the first training

upon receiving

'17,

camp

his

commission

for officers at Fort Oglethorpe.

Georgia, volunteered for immediate service

in

Farnc<'.

After intensive training, he went to the front lines and

was wounded on the 19th

of July.

He

wound on Septem

trenches where he received his death

ber 19, 1918.

"Gene" was held

whole student body.

He

received

returned to the

in high

esteem by the

numerous student hon-

ors while in school.

Frank

Memphis,
to Waco,
training for his commis

P. Salter, '13, left a good position in

Tenn., to enlist in the aviation corps and

Texas, for training.
sion

He was

in

when the plane he was piloting

of another student.

were hurled

collided with that

Both Salter and the other student

to death.

A. M. Trotter,
ceived his

was sent

'15,

better

known

as

commission at the second

Massenburg, re
officers'

training

camp, Fort Oglethorpe, Georgia. He was killed leading
his men "over the top" between June 15th and June 22ud,
when the (Jermans were making their supreme stroke,
against the allied armies.
He was an e.xct'llent oflicer.
and was deeply loved by his officers and men.
J. iJ. Ryan, '08, received liis comuiissioii at
eem* train iug camp. Fort Oglethorpe, (Georgia.

•tatione<l at

Camp Wadsworth,

tirst

offi

He was

Spartanburg, South Car
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olina,

when he contracted pneumonia.

out of this

life

He was

called

October 4th, 1918.

on

F. S. Stewart, ex-'21, answered the call to service and
enlisted in the

tauk,"

navy after finishing his freshman year at
while on board the ship'Manwas wrecked off the coast of Florida, dur-

He was drowned

Clemson.

when

it

ing a severe storm in August, 1918.

"Mac," made many everlasting
friendships whDe at Clemson.
He was a bright, jolly
''Mac" gave his all for his
fellow from Abbeville, S. C.
(ieorge L.

country

in

McCord,

'11,

France, in October, 1918.

John McKenzie Mcintosh,
Scotch-Irishman,

from

''Mc,"

'14,

Columbia,

S.

was a

typical

His

bright,

C.

ready wit, and congenial nature, made friends for him

everywhere he went. This noble son was killed on the
fields of France in September, 1918.

Henry L. Suggs, '16, who was a
came to Clemson from York, S.
active part in all

esteem by

big,

manly

fellow,

who

"Suggie" took an
college activities and was held in high

all that

knew him.

C.

"Suggie" played varsity

football for three years, then served his country in the

aviation until his death in October, 1918.

i^^(^M5c^Bsmmi
J. S.

W ATKINS,

EDlTORb:
F. U.

'19.

Now, after having had a month

of

WOLFE,

pleasure reading

numerous

the varied productions of literary taient from
colleges,

we come

to the difficult

'20.

task of praising and

We

first wish to acknowledge
Winthrop Journal, The Concept, YVoff(/rd College Journal, The Collegian, The Orion,
The Wake Forest Student, The Criterion, The College of
Charleston Magazine, an(i The Pine a fid Thistle.

finding fault with them.

the following exchanges:

most striking features of The Winthrop
Journal are the editorials and the local news The writers of the editorials have shown a true knowledge of the
value of editorials.
They have discussed questions of
national interest and then brought these questions home

By

far the

.

to the student in his or her rehitionship with fellow stu-

indeed both pleasing and beneficial to read
and study the true thought of such editorials. The value of the Journal as a Winthrop magazine, a ])aper t0|
buihl up college spirit and interest in college activities is
ioestimable. The short discussion and <lescription of the
College Museum certainly tends to build up interest in

dents.

It is
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The Y. W. C. A. notes speak out
work which not only this organization
but Winthrop as a whole has and still is doing. The
Athletic Department falls far behind the standard set by
the others and we sincerely hope to see it improve as tlie
spring months come in with their energizing influence.
"Universal Kegulations a La Winthrop" is especially apsuch an undertaking.

for the wonderful

pealiDg to fellow students in uniform and mingles with
wit and a true meaning of Kegulations

and the Locals
ending could not have been
found, for it enables the reader to go back through the
calendar and live again those days which have gone to
return no more. If other colleges would only foUow the
its

end

it all

—a

more

;

fitting

ideas set forth by the February issue of The Winthrop
Journal in the live editorials and local news, we feel
sure that they would improve the value of their publications fifty per cent. Space alone prevents us from praising the prose and poetry of this magazine of merit and
we merely say to the contributing seniors and sopho;

mores, that

we have enjoyed

to the

utmost their Class

Journal.

with a degree of disappointment that we turn to
The Wofford College Journal; not that
we have enjoyed it to that extent, but simply because it
IS far from the Wofford standard.
From the number of
It is

the last page of

contributions, the length of each

— (or rather the lack of

we certainly believe
that the magazine lacks the cooperation of the student
body.
The cartoons are the same character as the ma-

length), the poor quality of each

—

showing carelessness on all sides, lack of variety
and unusually inappropriate subjects. The two poems,
"Twilight," and "A Billetdoux," are the only interesting
and valuable contributions. The discussions of impor-

terial

tant

men

of the past are well written sketches ; but they

become uninteresting when we

find too

much

of

them in
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one magazine. We find in the editorials, that the editor
realizes the poor quality of this issue and we hope he;
will pardon our criticisms, and realize that they were deserving. One fact remains, and that is, no cartoons are
much better than those of the qualities exhibited in this
magazine.

Once again we wish you all much success and improve^
ment in future issues and thank you for your exchanges.
"The Editors."

EDITOR:

G. H.

AULL

THE INTERNATIONAL IDEA.
When

a

man becomes

large enough to look out beyond

greater service in other countries than his own, then

man

makes the

Sup-

first

step in the International direction.

pose that Columbus had not perceived a greater world
than his own; suppose that Isabella had not agreed to
outfit the party which discovered our country; do you
think that Columbus could have pushed the Santa Maria
off

the sands of Palos on

Canary Islands

five

weeks

August

3,

later, if

and from

he

he had not been

in-

1492,

spired with an International idea?
Are you sun rhat
America would be know^n today if someone had not been
International? The second step in the movement corresponds to the part played by Queen Isabella of ^Spain
in the discoveries of the fifteenth century.

This

ivS

our

greatest step.

Mr. O. E. Pence, of Constantinople, spoke to us a short
time ago on the subject, "My War Experiences in the
Near East." Mr. Pence is a well versed man and an iu-

He outlined the world situation to
us briefly, and then told us of his varied and thrilling
experience during the past war.
Mr. Pence had preinteresting speaker.

viously discussed the problem of world fellowship to a

committee composed of three Clemson men who decided
that our efforts at making the "Students of America for
the Students of the World" should be centralized and

made

to apply to the "Students of Clemson for the Students of Roumania," and so the Roumanian problem was
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The plan is for the students of
work of a Christian Secre
tary in the newly discovered Democracy of war-worn
Koumania. This decision is based on a careful study of
Roumanians needs; her war accomplishments; her vast
resources, only needing the help and guidance of Christ
ian instruction to direct them into the channel of Godliness and right living.
The committee realized that
Clemson men were as a whole international and that they
were willing and anxious to help in this movement, but
the problem was how to present to them a clear view of
the proposed plan and need. The canvass idea had been
worked to death, and so there was put on an advertising
campaign such as has never been at Clemson before. Everywhere it was "BE INTERNATIONAL," "THE STr
given most attention.

Clemson

to

make

possible the

DENTS OF CLEMSON FOR THE STUDENTS OF
ROUMANIA," "GET THE IDEA"— all done so attractively

and

most careless were in
The plan was put thru and much good work

skillfully that even the

terested.

has been done, for which Clemson will always be praistMl
by the Students of Roumania.
Clemson men are international; they have gotten out even from the narrow she.l
of nationalism
they realize that "Most of humanity is
;

elsewhere."

Have you
ence?

(iecided

to

atten<l

Listen, fellows, Blue

of all

you

think

that

nee<l

Blue Ridge.

the

Hidge

l^liio

Ki»lge

ne<Mls

you but

Don't miss

an education consiste<]

il.

merely

We
in

(\)i.fv\'i

n.ost

used to

gettin:: a

di])loma— it doesn't. Your e<lucation will be vastly
complete unless you attend the Blue Ri<lgo Conference
least once during your college course.

m
at

n/7f^

EDITORS:
R. C.

HICKS,

'19

L.

the way we have to work
why yesterday I wrote so many

''Isn't it terrible

"Rather,
last night 1

ended

my

prayers with 'yours

HARRIS,

D.

'19

these days?''
letters, that

truly.-

"

Rat: "What are the silent watches of the night?''
Senior
"The ones which the students forget to wind.''
:

Varsity, Varsity,
She'll

don't you cry,

be back by and by.

Tell me. Is he such a fool as he looks

No, indeeil, more

so.

Rivers Varn

:

Rat Cobb:

"What do you think

She:

?

"All ready, run up the curtain."

"Oh, dear

I

am, a squirrel?"

Please stop walking to and

I

fro,

you

and

to.''

make me nervous."
He:

"All right, I will reverse

it

and walk

fro

"Bott" Wallace read the foiling from a newspaper:
"President Wilson sails on George Washington.

he reaches Paris,

he

will

When

occupy the Kaiser's former

suite."

Looking up says
"It is all right for the president to
on the Oeorge Washington, but I don't think we
:

sail

"
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American people should stand

for his wearing tht

Kai-

ser's suit.

"Major" Thrower

Lady

"I

:

(to his best girl, while

walking down

"You look sweet enough
do eat. Where shall we go ?''

Peaehtree Street)

to eat.'

:

(who had installed a
"Now, Mr. Quattlebaum,

Prof. Shanklin

musical

line of

in-

if

some one comes

and wants to look at a mandolin, banjo,
would you know what to show him ?"

flute or guitar,

struments)

:

^^es, sih."

Bill:

"And if he wanted to
"IM send at once for you."

Professor:
Bill

:

see a lyre?"

"H. T." Mays:

"I see in this paper that more than
worhVs population is feminine."
Harry Montgomery
"I don't believe it.
If it were so,
how do you account for the fact that one-half of the

one-half of the

:

world does not know how the other half lives?"

"Runt" Roper (walking

in

music store)

"Have you

:

"

The Three Tramp?'

The music dealer looked thru

of his music

all

and could

He asked "Runt" to
He began "Tramp, tramp, tramp the

not find the piece of music.

sing the

first line.

boys

:

"Stitfneck" Smith:

have
K.il

to
(

my

"Rat, get

p) to electrical lab.
rrhiF-iiinj: with overalls

i

:

(»v<M;ills

"Stiir,

is

foi-

me

—

1

elet-triiity

verv dirtv**"

"Whitey" Barnes:

"Polly, do you kfiow

how

to

fire

thiH boiler?"

Maj. (Jamble:
manual.."

"Ah, Whitey, get your gmall-armsfiring

B
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SPRINGTIME REFLECTIONS.
With all her bejuity and her meaning,
With a thrill for every heart,
Spring returns to cheer and brighten
As winter's dreary days depart.
The earth that once was cold and bare
And in winter's robe was dresse<l,
Was touched by Nature's magic hand,

And with beauty

has been blessed.

Spring called the birds and the flowers,
And they answered the tender voice
For 'tis their mission in the world

To make each

life rejoice.

Thus each flower arose with brightness.
Left its bed of sleep and rest;
Spring then gave her warmest welcome
To each flower as her guest.

'21

.
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They gave out

As

And

their lives for others

the spring days glide away;
the gay and the modest colors

Give a light to each cloudy day.

Each tiny face bears a message
As it shares the sunshine and

And

the rain;

each message bears a lesson

That should not be taught

in vain.

The trees and the vines thruout the land
Have yielded to the touch of Spring;

And

over the earth lies a mantle of green
That only her touch can bring.

Then as

all of Nature's beauty
Sends new life o'er all the land,
Forgotten memories come before us

As they

yield to Spring's

command.

Now'h the time when thoughts will waii«ler
Back to some moment in the past,
Now's the time when memory lingers
Ui)on the joys

tlnit

always

last.

The childhood home ami hours of
A life free from toil and care,
The years that seem as yesterday
Flash before us and disappear

play.

Youth with its valued pleasun\»5.
With each fnn* an<l easy way
TakeH a place that sorrow might hold
Aim! in

memory

will ever uU\}

;

;
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As thought brings back

the happy hours,

Loneliness quickly steals away;

And you

see the face of a dear one
That will greet you again some day.

Then Spring is a real beginning
Of a season that gives pleasure to youth;
And the beauty that comes from Nature's work
Reveals lessons of promise and truth.

And you

think of

The days

And

life in its

of brightness

spring-time,

and

light

a zeal to secure the best of

life

Takes your aim to a greater height.

Thus the thoughts for hours might wonder
And scenes of other times might bring
But still the heart will always long
For the reflections of the Spring.
F. U.

W.

^20.
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HIS FATHER'S SON.
i:n

one

AC^T.

i)KAMATlS PEKSONAE.
Mr. Heiuy Huiiibert, a couiitiy
Mr. Ben Humbert, his son.

Aunt Dinah, an

geiitieiiian.

oil servant.

SCENE ONE.
(Dining room with appropriate decorations on wails,
r^ather an<l son just finishing meal at table in center of

room.

I

8. (pointing to picture on walh

of

to

an amusing

There

is

a reniindei-

little incident.

F.

What

S.

It suggests to

do you have in mind?
me the time I attempted to harness
toy cart your much-prized Plymouth cockerel.

my

stir was never raised before; however, my intended victim was saved by your timely arrival.
F.
Yes! your reference is a reminder of another bird
tale you brought to light.
It was only a short time after

Such a

this episode that you returned one evening, having been
gone all day, and began telling of how great a hunter
}ou had proven yourself to be.
8.

1

never was remarkable for the (Jeorge Washing-

ton style of narrative, but aiiyway, what did

say?

I

You told of how you ha<l been down in
and of how you had shot 'iots of binls," but
F.

had

ail

fallen into a

nearby wheat

tiebl

;

K.

.\o.

had

be<'n

F.
<

.isiiiii

but you surely

warmed

hiding from mother

Why, what happened
•*

to

nu*

all
!)i'

\\\)

that

they

and conseipient

ly, you were unable to find even one of them.
you for that <lay's mischief, di<lirt I?

I

the grove

I

whippe*!

that nonn nftrr

the morning.

thr trouble on

th:«t

oc

—
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That was the day I came uear laying brother out
(Enter Aunt Di1 slugged him with an irou rod.

S.

wheu

nah, preparatory to clearing

Ben

off

the table, in time to hear

speak.)

A.

Tom

135

Lawdy, yes!

1).

You shorely

like to a kilt

Marse

dat mornin'.

Because of that whipping you became quite suland slipped away from home and was gone all day
kS.
And 1 carried m}' gun along with me, too, didn't 1?
V.
Yiis, and that afternoon when I came home 1 went
to look for you; an<l suspecting where you'd be, I tried
to approach you without being discovered.
S.
What did you lind me doing?
F. Why, you were sitting, seemingly very unconcernedly, on a great log; and your gun was several feet away
F.

len

At

leaning against a tree.

that

moment

a

number

ol'

boys were heard driving a wagon thru a nearby cornfield.
1
saw a mischievous smile spread over your face, your

hand went
a

to

your nose, and at the next instant you gave

shrieking squall

A.

—quite like that

Bless gracious

1).

I

of a wild cat.

Ole Tncie

Tom was

who teached you all dat prankiness.
S.
Yes
I
remember how those boys
sound for a moment or two. Then I gave
I

de one

stopi)ed

all

aiiother cry.

The poor fellows, becoming frightened, juniped into their
wagon and hurried home.
K.
AVishing to see what you'd do next, 1 watched yoi;
from a secret place. But in a few moments you slipped
down from the log, caught up your gun, and starteil
home,
ha«l

of

(roing by a different route,

bc^ii

them carrying a gun.
Did you say .niything

S.

F.

1

met the boys who

so lately excite<l, returning to the field, each

to

them?

appearing very innocent, I asked if they were
going out on a hunt. They replie<l that they had just
Y'es,

seen a tremendous wild cat, one fully two feet high, and
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that they were going back to look for him.

I

looked as

and came on home where 1
found you innocently employed, just as if nothing had
tonished, but said nothing,

happened.

Dat de way you alius wus, Marse Ben.
was the following Fall that I sent you to school

A. D.
F.

It

where you had your first love affair.
S.
Oh yes, I remember that well. You purchased me
a splendid horse and buggy, and I went away in style.
A. D. Oh, man dat sho wus some boss.
F. Everything went well that year till late in the
spring when you began coming home late evening after
in the city

I

evening.
S.

You came near catching me one

of those evenings,

too.

F.

1

think

you how

1

Let

did catch you.

me

see

can't tell

if 1

happened.

it

S.

All right, go ahead.

F.

One afternoon

as

was going

I

at a <Ustance starting out with a

into town,

young

I

lady.

saw you
At the

same time you espied me; and, not wishing that 1 should
(atch you in company with the girl, you (being some
what bashful) hurriedly put her out, came on meeting
me, passed very unconcernedly, and went on home.
S. That was a very costly occasion to me, for she was
;i

long, long time in forgiving
F.

She revolted, eh?

mean, wasn't
S.

Yes,

I

I>.

It

youM UKtw

of that offense.

it?

thought

my

the "midnight crew," so

A.

me

That wa.s what made you so
swei'test revenge lay in joining
I

cast

my

lot

with them.

must have been a ''midnight

crcir,"

cause

all day, but when
up your ears and git skiddish.
F,
Yon ran make light of it now. Aunt Dinah, but
voii wen» frightene<j into spasms that night when Mr.
WilHon'H house was blown up.

'round kinder careless-like

night conu» on you'd prick
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at me, boss, 'cause your

You need not laugh

A. D.
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knees were shakin' dat night like a poplar leaf 'fore a

March

gale.

S.

came pretty near getting scared myself when
off and that house went up.

1

that dynamite went

A. D.
F.

Yes,

We

sir.

You have never

heard

told

it

clear here.

me about

it.

How

did

it

hap

pen?
S.

we had become

Well,

chickens

off

so

accustomed to

the roost and then getting

away

lakiiig

beiorc the

we decided to pull something
we thought we'd simulate blowing up
a house, and as old Uncle John Wilson and Aunt Mavx
never had anything to amuse them, we decided to give
them a little midnight carousal. Accordingly, we bought
shot could catch us, that
really exciting; so

a

half-dozen charges of dynamite and

them
F.

off at

prepared to set

one o'clock.

They went

oft'

on time

all right.

Yes, I think they went

off a little ahead of time,
had not gotten out of the danger zone when the explosion came, and a piece of the timber got me on the
side of the head but I managed to get aw^ay.
F. I never was able to understand Avhy you left town

S.

as

I

;

so unceremoniously.
I

S.

afraid

knew I would be apprehended, and was also
you would refuse to lend me assistance in the

case.

Why

F.
S.

son,

No but
;

circumstances

I

had never failed you, had I?
had never tried you out under just those
before, and really I couldn't face the
I

crowd.
A. D.

I'd

'er

thought you had 'nough spunk to do

anything.
F. And you never let us know where you were going,
and from that day until a few minutes ago we had never
heard a word from you.

)
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Yes,

8.

realized that

1

my

lite

here hud been a

fail-

ure; and

1 didn't care to appear belore you again until
had made myself worthy to be called your son.
F.
How did you and Ethel ever straighten oat matters over that fatal afternoon's ride which sve spoke of
I

a while ago.

At the annual banquet of the Cincinnr.tti U /It
was introduced as sup;M iulcnd-

S.

Club, held last April,

I

ent of the Leval Mills io a Miss Ayers.

locognized

dialv-ly

the one n ho

as

Jiad

wlioiii

i

ligiire:!

i:i:iiiei.i

my

love affair.

first

F.

tliought that slie

I

would never have snokcji

lo y-*-!

again.
S.
She now met me as a man and not as a ruilian,
and from then on things went lovely.
F.
Well,
am glad you were able to bring her ba^k.
S.
Xot half so much as I, Dad.
I

iSoiiio

one (alls neiny f!'om the

There!

and

V\

A.
(\'A\

son.

sus

I).

gill;

mother

^'oui-

is

outs'nle.

callii>g

i

us

now.

(

Fxit

S.
I

knowed

but

oM

all

de time dat Marse i>en woull git

Bo.ss,

he kep' lamentin' 'bout losin' his

now Marse Hen is back with a beautiful Mis
on one arm an<l a barrel of money umlor <!e (^tlier
An<]

v.'hat

—

more could white

folks

jCnriaiii
d. A.

II., '-JO

Cnhnnhian

want?
f:ills»
(}.

H.

1*.,

':*!).

Pnbnrtfo.
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A PLACE IN THE SUN.
It is witli

tory of past ages.
of the past,
is

moment

to look

back over the

Let us briefly review the great

remembering that out

his-

drama

of the old civilization

man was

In the beginning

created the new.

rightful desire of pressing forward into a
er field,

man

deep thought aud great interest that a

of today pauses for a

given the

new and broad-

and of passing on to his kindred the God-given
and brotherhood. This relation between

qualities of love

man and

brother existed for just a short time, when the

shadowed
of

human

spirit of hatred burst forth

blood was

spilt.

Here we

and the

first

drop

see the relation of

—

and it is not strange that as tribes, provand nations were being formed, this same spirit of
supremacy was the dominating hope and dream of eaci:
people.
Numerous small countries were created in the
.Sncient East, and as we beholil them in our mental picliire, to us they seem but flowers that grow up in th(>
spring and perish with the autumn.
Small countries sprang up around a center of learniiig and culture, flourished for a day, began to realize
rlieir ambitions, and were suddenly swept away from
the face of the earth by a mightier power. It seemed not
to be a question of right or wrong.
Each nation held
individuals

inces,

firmly in the heart of her people a destructive jealousy

and

a determination to gain

by means of conquest the

possessions and rights of others.

represented
struii^gliiio

by

military

for existence,

By

strength,

the power of force,

the

weak

peoples,

were thus brought to subjec

tion.

As the acts of history pass by, we see that the nations
of the East rose to a height of political and intellectual
/»rejitness,

only to

fall

feet of their conqueror.

and crumble
The centers

in the

dust at the

and art
were thus transferred from one city to another, not by
of learning
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virtue of intellectual

and

We

religious principles, but by the

Athens at the height of her
Sparta and Thebes.
Then, influenced by an ambition for worldly gain and
supremacy, Alexander the Great dreamed of world dominion, and, while realizing his dreams, prayed for more
worlds to conquer.
Political power with all its in
tluences was shifted to the mighty Rome, and here the
enmity of the human being was still to be found. Thus
fortunes of war.

glory, followed in

see

succession by

the years sped quickly by; and, as the screen falls, con-

cealing from view the mighty past, a

Tho the records

ly presented.

new

act

is

sudden

of early nations are bur

pages of history, we see clearly that the spark
of ambition, hatred, and oppression was likewise planted
ied in the

in the heart of

Germany

— the land

of crushed vanity.

Thus the desire for worldly gain and dominance

be-

Germany while

she

^^Jin

to creep into the national life of

was yet in her infancy. The minds of her children were
brought beneath her care, and each became a factor in
llic (l(*veloj)ineiit

of hev ideals.

Towns grew

to be cities,

schools to be universities, and lords to be emperors.

The

population, under the guidance of those principles of in

and might, began

justice

to

increase and to verge into

the realms of other countries.

elapsed, this element

neighboring lands.
tni|»pe(l

pies

After a brief time had
was to be discovered in any of tho

The places

of importance

by that iron arm of force,

beheld

an<l as the

were en
weaker i)e()

(he ever in<*i*easing peril, barely could

they

The strategy of Germany
was revealed, not only in her own territory, bnt even in
fieaceful lands false friendshij) rose to the surface.
To
other nations she seemed a great example to be imitate<l.
In no other land did literature, art, and science flourish
as in (lennany. A center of learning was being fornusl.
Ihink

of finther existence.

and students from various conntries songht the ideas of
this enlightened

race with the pnr|K»se of secnring the
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But the real character of Germany was well concealed, and only a short time ago were her true motives and
hopes laid bare. In the schools we see her children

best.

taught that culture which lasts only for a life-time. In
universities and in all literature are the elements upon

which her civilization was founded.
A day then came when her dreams must be carried out,
and she plunged the world into a sea of blood. Toward
the west lovely France stretched forth her fields to the
glowing sun. The lands of Italy, Russia, England, and
BelgiUiii seemed a real garden in which to display the

Then across the waters Germany gazed
Her
dreams must come to pass. By virtue of the woinIs ol
tradition "blood and iron" the eyes of the world must
be opened to the mysteries of that culture. The nation,
chosen of God, must bring under her protection the peoples of the world. She dreamed of German supremacy,
and a realization of that dream must come to pass indeed, she must have "a place in the sun."

passion o^ greed.

with secret jealousy upon the beautiful Amepi<^a

—

—

—

On

men were

the high seas the lives of

and those words, "Might makes
to every undertaking.

the prize of war.
vessels

carrying

right,"

placed in peril,

became her key

Vessels of neutral nations were

More

terrible

women and

grew the tortures when
became hopeless

children

victims of the iron grasp, and the cries of the helpless

were hushed by the waters of the sea that closed over

We see the gates of her military power
thrown wide open, and into the realms of peace rushed
their heads.

the flames of destruction
fore the

in the desperate defense,

ever,

Little Belgium, standing be-

mass to safeguard her

principles, gave her sons

then toppled and

but for only a day.

Across the

—not

fell

fields

of

for-

France

swept the German glory, and for weary months the sons
England and France kept securely in their hearts the

of

sacred traditions of

home and

peace.

As the months
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crept slowly by, the over-haiiging clou<l of fate hovereri
closer to the allied brave.

But from across the sea the
came with the assur-

great aud tender voice of Liberty

With a sense

ance of victory.

of their mission, her sons

stepped upon the soil of France; aud as their leader

tomb and said, "Lafayette, we
are here," the hearts of France and America became one.
The duel between civilization and barbarism must be
finished, and thus the blood of America, as well as that
of others, washed the battlefiehls with crimson; and into
the sea of fate drifted the power of (Germany. Thus the
dreams of what she termed greatness were crushed at the
knelt before the sacred

feet of Liberty.

From the doorway of Europe let us depart and view
another land, for after thinking of (lermany can we better appreciate our America.
How thrilling it is to think
of her birth, the principles upon which her foundation
was

and the ideals that she holds sacred
Her
beautiful hills and valleys stretch fiom ocean to ocean as
a home for the rich and poor alike. Under her sky dwells
the virtue of pure home life, and in her churciics burn
the altars of a (christian people.
Never has she gazed
upon another nation with envy; but in her people has
laid,

1

been created a reHi)ect for otlkCMs that will be a protec
tion to the small nations of (lie woil.i. Only for the safe

guard of liberty
for battle.

will her

The

army and navy he

stories of the sons of

bionjiht U\\\\\

America are the

stories of heroes, an<l wherever her fallen lie, there also
HtandK an everlasting monument to .some just cause.
When the cloud of war was bursting, America was on
llie

tiehl

to contribute her portion

now, UH the mighty roar

of the sacrifice; and

we see the great
leader of nations gui<ling the (U'stinics of men tnwar<l an
earthly |>eace. As he weaves the countries of the world
int() a

is

being

stilled,

mighty league, we see the strong arms of

locke«l together

by

tlir

cliaiii

of fricndsiiip that

will

war
link
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ana the shadows of wai- will be
ihus as America sees
brightened by the light of peace,

ail

the

peopiets

togetlier;

great regions of opportunity befoie

her ,she too,

iiui how diiierent is the
dreams of '*a place in the sun.
The home,
meaning of her dream from that of Germany
the school, and the university hil the mind of the youth
with the broadest science, purest literature, and truest ambition. Here we behold a ditterent ambition
not a power to subdue nations and be a leader ot armies
but to
'

I

—

lift

high each principle of right that

tiie

—

structure of

may be made stronger each day. The amAmerica even reaches to the shores of foreign
lands, and in those fields the qualities of brotherhood
have shown to heathen nations that there is a Light to
ci\ ilization

bition of

follow.

Thus
mission

for generations
;

America

will travel on her sacred

the standards of valor will

grow more perfe

worth as she dreams of a national perfection. Then
tlie lieart of man may become weary of the battles of
life, and the thoughts may reflect with contentment over
the glories of the past.
But her aims and labors must
b:^ centered upon the needs of mankind today.
The entire world is crying out to some poner for a guiding light
that will give each nation the freedom and enjoyment
of liberty.
Shall the civilization of America be that
light? Restless people are beginning to realize that life
is not a battle between nations
not a life of selfislmess
for the individual.
Nations are beginning to feel an
understand the power of love and brotherhood two ele
ments of man's creation that have been secluded through
in

—

'

—

out past ages.

And

who

shall people

are in darkness be

— the enjoyment of
future
—the great

given the peace for which they yearn
friendship

eternity?

and
The

a view
ideals of

into the

America must furnish the truth

for which others are seeking.
in

life

Her

flag will

the breeze, and the real meaning of this

ever float

emblem

will
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be given to the world by her people.

Thus the most

val-

uable heritage that one generation can pass to another
life and service.
Then the individsome day learn that the comfort for which he
longs cannot be secured from worldly pleasures, nor yet
from the real promises of nature. Man will realize that
is

a standard of true

ual will

the mysteries of life cannot be solved by Nature's voice,
for there is a Voice

more perfect than that

which man's destiny

Upon
ows

the

pathway

is

of

Nature by

guided.

of the

new dawn

will fall the shad-

and disappear
as the American ideal rises before us. That Ideal must
illumine our way; and in each soul must be created the
desire "To strive, to seek, to find, and not to yield."
The past is now but a vision, but the future is a worhl
of opportunity.
The standard of life has grown purer
and nobler, and thus the dreams of yesterday cannot be
the American ideal of today.
The new dawn is now approaching, and what does the transition mean to us?
of the past, but the darkness will fade

"King out a slowly dying cause.
And ancient forms of party strife;
Ring in the nobler modes of life,
With sweeter manners, purer laws.
"Ring ont tlie wan I, the care, the sin,
The faithless coldness of the times;
King out, ring out my monrnfnl rliyuies,
Hut ring the fuller minstrel

in.

'*Ring out fahse pride in place of blood.

The

and the spite:
King in the love of truth and right.
Ring in tiic conMnon l<)\e of good.
civic slander

s

;
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"Ring in the valient man and free,
The larger heart, the kindlier hand
Ring out the darkness of the land,
Ring in the Christ that is to be."
F. U. W.,

(This

is

the oration

'20.

given by Mr. Wolfe, Clemson-

representative at the South Carolina Intercollegiate contest, 1919.

actly

We

pretlict that

what "Cotton" did

Wolfe

iu

1920 will do ex-

in the spring of

1918.— S.

C. J.

i
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THE UNSUNG HEKO.
Since war's great horror in the realms of man.

We

sing and chant of man, the hero king,

often do we let our memory bright
Forget the woman, and fancy takes its wing.

And
The

shells

were shrieking over Flander's Field,

And lives were ebbing with the evening tide;
And ambulances wheeling their wounded freight
Were crowding where the reigns of deatb reside.
She sat amid the throes of ghastly sights
And looked at the wrecks of once fond hopes and
She calmeil the fever of the heated brows,

And staunched

the

life

blood that they miglit siirvi\e.

The roses on her cheeks were

And

lives.

slightly pale,

softness took the place of tired strain,

For were these not her brothers from her fair land
That came across the sea that peace should reign.
Then suddenly the earth was shaken as

Had hK>sed
And then the

And

tlie

material realm of

cries of

wounded

tilled

life

if (Jcxl's

on high

the air,

rack and ruin followed the Hun's

The Hun's wibl

wrath

;

wiM

ci-y.

was sate and destruction came.
And murdered, wounded, choke<l tlu* small doiUMin;
LouiH<* stayed with her wounded to the last

And

lust

1

carried her charges to the hospital loft,

Wh»M-«'

f<'V('rs \v«M-e

soothe<l with

words of comfort

soft

The fires from the nearby buildings made a scene
That would cover the ravings of a maudlin queen;
And lyouise staycNl and watchtsl and prayed for help.
That Ood would send relief

;
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TheD suddenly following the stream of shrapnel's screau
A familiar cry made her stand still in a dream
It was the Americans charging the hated Hun,

And

A

made

a veritable hell of lead

teirible light ensued aixl

With

all

the

Germans

run.

American's fought

the courage that could not come to naught.

Louise stood transfixed as she watched a soldier lone,
Combnting with three Boches and hacking bone to bone.
She foi'got all fear and crept to the ten ible raiil
8he searched in the ruins and found a hand grenavie.
The Boches spied her wandering and uttei-ed a dreadful
curse,

And shouted with

glee at the

woman who seemed

a har!)!-

less nurse.

Tlie

one soldier struggled against his

foes.

And was knocked down in the strife,
And they grinned and laughed and waited.
Then they prepared

for the rush at his

life.

When suddenly a territic explosion boome<l
And three hated Dutchmen went down to their doom;
Louise stooped and lifted the wounded man's head.

And

started

— "My

God, Frank,

T

heard you were dead."

He gazed up into her care-woni face
And she kissed the wounded man with

a

h(*art full of

grace;
"I left you,

my

dear ,when we quarreled that night.

And wrapped up my sorrows
The sunset

in the fight for the right."

glowing o'er the sad remains of strife.
And a silent scene has settled with the ebb of outgoing
is

life,

The hearts of two are peaceful

for the horror of

war

is

dim,

And memories

of reunited life

makes the past grow

faint

and glim.
A.

C.

C,

'19

Carolina.
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YOUTHFUL LOVE GKOWS.
As

peeped over

the suii

iiwoke and hastily dressed.

the eastern

horizon,

This was the

tirst

Billy

day of

was anxious
to be the first one to get to the schoolhouse that he might
the one that had
get the best desk in the schooli-ooni
The young
the greatest number of initials cut into it.
scholar was deeply interested in the desk; for the one
school of the session of 1915-'iG, and Billy

—

who

sat in

it

always had the prettiest

girl

in school for

his sweetheart.

Having accomplished his purpose, Billy Smith i*ead the
verses of poetry that had been written on the blackboard
at the end of the previous session, and then walked out
into the yard to see if any more scholars were coming to
the schoolhouse. He saw his pal, Johnnie Lawson, coming up the hill as fast as his legs could carry him. While
he was greeting Johnnie, an elderly man drove into the
school-yard and helpe<i his daughter out of the buggy.
The hearty greetings were suddenly stopped when Billy
felt his heart lodge in his throat and his pulse beat more
rapidly.

He

whispered to Johnnie,

"Who

is

the

new

girl?"

"I don't know," answered Johnnie, "but

am

you bet that
she a peach?"

going to find out. Gee, isn't
After telling the principal of the school of the number
of grades that his daughter had completed, the father
I

promised that he would drive by for her when school was
dismissed.

The newly arrived scholars were staring at the pretty
girl from every side, and numerous comments could be
heard. Billy's voice could be heard above the rest. He was
telling of his success in getting the best desk, and how
he had beat "Old Johnnie" to the schoolhouse that mom
ing.
It was his desire to attract the new girl's attention,
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but whenever she would glance at him, he would look in
another direction and move uneasily on his feet. There

was something in the girl's eyes that was bewitching, and
Billy was exceedingly conscious of it.
The tenth grade was an important one this session;
for Billy Smith and Johnnie Lawson were both members,
and they were the two brightest boys in school. When
the teacher called

for the

tenth

grade,

almost

Billy

pinched the blood from Johnnie as the new scholar arose
from her seat. It happened that she sat down beside
Billy; he blushed, his

mind went blank,

his

mouth

flew

open, and he pushed both of his hands as deep into his

pockets as he could get them.

The teacher asked a

but the bashful boy did not hear him.

tion,

ques-

Johnnie

and the smothered giggle was begun by all in
the classroom; every one was glancing at the half-conscious Billy and the embarrassed girl. A bad beginning
makes a good ending was all the consolation he could
acquire from the present situation.
The teacher had called the girl, Evelyn Graham. Billy
thought this the most beautiful name that he had ever
heard, and there were thousands of questions in his mind
to ask about that name; but somehow he just couldn't
put his thoughts into words. He thought that he would
started

it,

talk to her that afternoon after school

;

but he could not

even say a word of praise, for the ever increasing

ume

of Johnnie's compliments.

by for Evelyn, Billy
able comment about
the father made poor
planned to say. He
noticed that Evelyn

When

had planned

to

vol-

the father came

make some

favor-

the horse; however, one look from
Billy forget every

was

word that he had

feeling miserable, yet he had

glanced back at him

as she

rode

away.

For some reason, Johnnie seemed
lady's

man than

to be

more

of

a

always think of something to say and Evelyn would always laugh at his
Billy, as he could
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Although he tried to do his best,
Billy made a blunder whenever he trievi lo use a pretty
"Determination"' was his nioiio and he would
phrase.
think iate into the night how he might get ahea<l of
l*robably she would appreciate a bunch of
Johnnie.
liowers; with this thought in mind, Billy searchevl the
liower-yard and found one little rose that seemed to be
blooming as a remembrance of the passing summer, lie
plucked the rose and took it to Evelyn. tShe gladly re
This
ceived it and exclaimed, "Oh, thank you, Biiiy
(Billy's eyes brightened and he
rose is just like you."
"It looks like the last rose of summer."
felt important.)
The gracious Billy was astounded, lie wondere;i wiiy
God made such cruel creatures as girls, especially one
girl.
The heart-broken lover resolved that he would
never say anything more to Evelyn as long as he lived,
"cute" expressions.

I

no, never!

Days passed

and
The
boy was letting the girl beat him at his own game; he
was exasperated he did not know what to do. One day
when she was eating her lunch, Billy decided to pass by
her and look just as mean as he possibly could.
He
walked hastily by her looking all the while at some spot

less,

Billy's

by.

indifference

grew

less

while Evelyn's indifference seemed to increase.

;

on the distant horizon.
Evelyn called him, "Billy, wont you come and eat some
of my fudge?"
"No, I don't like fudge," was Billy's answer.
"Oh, Billy, please do come and have some fudge with
I was thinking of you
when 1 made it."
This plea was a little mon' than his indifference could

me.

overcome.

He went

to

ate two pieces of fudge;

word

but, "This

hiniscir.

foi-

;i

is

l.ick

where Evelyn was sitting and
however, he

sure good candy."

could not say a

He

soon excnstMl

of soTiwIhini: to say, yet th;»t old time

:
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love had flared

up again. When more fudge was brought

school, she

gave Johnnie the biggest pieces, or at

to

least Bill}'

him

thought

so,

and

this act

to write his first poetry.

After

ou her part inspired
much hard thinking

Billy wrote these lines

You

are like a butterfly

and there,
love
your
for Johnnie
of

Flitting here

But
I

am

fully aware.

and handed the note to the too popular girl. Even after
the poetry was written, Johnnie seemed to share the ma
jority of Evelyn's favors; though Billy received enough
encouragement to keep the love-spark burning.
A torrential rain was falling when Evelyn drove into
the school yard; Johnnie saw her, but hesitated to go oui
into the rain to hitch her horse. Bill}^ was the man oi
the minute; he helped Evelyn into the house and then
hitched her horse out of the rain. Though he wa.s
drenching wet, he came into the schoolhouse smiling.
In Evelyn's mind he was a hero, and she did not fail to
express her thoughts in one of the sweetest notes that
she had ever written.

The boy's love was unbounded as

he saw "Old Johnnie" dropping to second place in the

The ardent lover made many flights to
and built air-castles innumerable.
Billy was sure that he and Evehm were just as much
in love as any of the other "grown-ups" in the town, and

girl's affection.

the seventh heaven

he could not see why he should not call to see her. He,
with the aid of his elder brother, composed a letter asking for a date on the following Sunday night. The answer to that letter was anxiously awaited Billy wanted
;

to go to see the girl, yet he did not

just

what he would

talk

want

to go, as to

about was not clearly in his

:
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mind.

Hastily opening the answer to his letter, he read,

you call." The boy thought of a
thousand things that he must do before Sunday night
he must get a skull cap to train his pompadour, he must
have his suit pressed, and he must buy a new pair of
shoes. The fulfilling of the date was going to be a great
adventure, and he was going to keep it a secret.
The memorable Sunday evening came at last. ,It took
Billy about three hours to dress, but when he did come
down stairs, he looketl like a picture on the wall. My,
wouldn't Evelyn think him handsome. He walked hur
riedly to Evelyn's home, almost tip-toed up the steps ainl
rang the door bell. Evelyn greeted him most cordial! v
and soon made the somewhat bashful boy feel perfectly
at home.
So many things came to the boy's mind to talk
about that he was rather displeased when the old hall
''Delighted to have

clock struck that doleful eleven.
Billy arose from his chair
lia<l

and

said, "Well,

better be going, cause mother told

me

I

spec

1

not to stay

later than eleven o'clock.''

Evelyn teasingly asked him, "Billy wouldn't yoii like
have a Yankee Dime?"
"No," answered Billy, '*cause I heard father say this
morning that we must conserve everything during these
war times, and you can just give it to the lve<l Cross."
It was diflicult for Evelyn to kec]) from laughing be
to

tore Billy left the house.

who

told

the

The serious boy did not know

Vaidvce Dime, but for
aftiMwards, evei^ one in the town was teasing
him about wartime Vaidvee Dimes. Another date was
inci<lent of the

niontlis

a.sked for after the teasing

had subsides! somewhat. The
date was grante<l him and he felt contident that their
.'iffairs were progressing nicely.
Of course Evelyn toM
of her devotion, but Billy

was

not satisfied with ver

bal assurance only.

Evelyn wore

a beautiful ring with

a Tiffany setting of

topaz.

l.ini

If

she

wouM

only

let

him
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would then know that they were really
He was bold enough to ask her to let him wear
ring, he

and with a wish, she tenderly placed it on his finger.
The people of the town would be sure to tease him about
the ring, and naturally Billy did not like to stay in their
company. The ring was receiving the best of care, when
one night the wearer failed to remove it from his finge?
it,

before retiring.

Some time during

the day, he noticed

was gone, it had been torn
from its place by getting caught in the blankets. What
would Evelyn say if she knew that the setting had been
Billy wished that he had never asked her for the
lost?
ring; for everything seemed to be interfering with their
love atfair. The setting was I'eplaced, but the loss of the
original one always remained a secret.
The school session was drawing to a close. Billy had
put more interest in his school work this session than
during the previous one. The two young people completeil their grade with honors, and both decided to at-

that the beautiful setting

tend college the next

fall.

Billy passed the entrance ex-

amination and entered
entered

College while Evelyn

College.

They could hardly wait

till

Christmas time; but when

the holidays did roll around, there were two happy stu-

dents in an important

little

town.

Now

Billy does not

ask that the Yankee Dimes be given to the Bed Cross,
he appropriates

all

of

them himself.

College days are

long and wearisome, but there

is always that consoling
thought of the holidays and vacation time.
Thinking of the future, Billy sees a cozy little bunga

low nestled among green
asks himself the question,

fields

and flower gardens.

"How

Sweet are the days of youth

When

innocent love

Reveals the whole and simple truth

Of the laws above.

He

long will the time be?"
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<Trovvin<>-

It

steadily (iay by day,

assumes

a proportion,

Which fills the paths along our way
With mutual devotion.
M.

C. J., '20.

Columhian.
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FAKEWELL.
Had you
vjay

wiien

realized

we

siiail

four long years of

tiie

that that ioug-looked-toi*

tact

reward for our

receive thai priceless
toif is

When we

almost here?

look

seems a very short while ago wheu
we came back here with the ultimate determination of
iiiakmg good; but many of our comrades have fallen by
tue wayside, or have gone out from here for various reaback over the time,

it

sons; consequently the famous Class of ly
less

than half in number than

But

fail of 1915.

it

is

its total

is

considerably

enrollment in the

remarkable that we have many

when we conthem that were serving under

of our classmates back with us this year

sider the large

the "iStars
VV e

and

number

of

tStripes" at the

beginning of the session.

are proud of our class largely because more

men

of

worn the uniform and insignia of the
Lnited States than any other during the history of the
College; therefore, it is truly the "War Class;" and it
the Class of '19 have

the onl}' one to have a satisfactory honor system,
which we hope will not die out.
1 am fully convinced of the numerous benefits that are
derived from an honor system; but to make it entirely
satisfactory it is very essential to have the most earnest
is

cooperation of the faculty as well as the students con-

Besides eliminating the moral wrong in cheatan honor system puts all the students on an equal
basis for the majority of students are opposed to cheating, but they feel that they must do it to make a comcerned.
ing,

;

— because

parative grade

the others are doing

duces the student to study, for then that
to

make

is

a satisfactory standing in his class

honor system

it is

it.

It in-

the only
;

way

without an

possible by persistent, shameful, and

systematic "Skinning" to get a diploma from this College with but very little real work.

Then

isn't

it

dis-
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loyalty to your

Alma Mater

as a fair specimen?

to

go out into the world

The person that cheats may make

higher marks than a student that really has more intellectual ability; and as a result the dishonest student is
more highly recommended for an important position.

He

accepts the position, but fails;

is

this not reflecting

an undue shadow on your college? The success that you
will have in after life largely depends on the real success you have in college, and the impression you leave on
your fellow students. They may not think much about
it now, but would they be willing to trust you in a large
business of theirs

world ?

1

am

when they get out into the business
member of the Class of '19 would

sure evei-y

be delighted to see every class put in a real good- working honor system; and it would be a source of endless

pleasure in after years to look back at the gootj work
that they started.
It is

almost time to say farewell to our beloved com

we have been laboring with these four years.
we come to the end of the way, what can each
cne of us say of the good we have done for ourselves, for
our college, and for our comrades? Can you say that you
have bettered yourself by coming here?
Can you say
rades that

And

as

have made the college better by your bein.i>
you say that you have made a friend of every
one you met? If you have done all this, you have made
that you

here?

(\in

a

brilliant success in college life;

is

only the

in

later

f>pclnd«'

to the great

and your success here

success you will

make

life.

breaks our hearts as we say farewell to each of oui
friends and comrades; and let each one of us
ft

when thy summons come to join
The innumerable caravan that moves
To that mysteriouH realm, where each shall take
*'8o live, that
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in the silent halls of death,

not, like the quarry slave at night,
Scourged to his dungeon, but, sustained and soothed
By an unfaltering trust, approach thy grave
Like one who wraps the drapery of his couch
About him, and lies down to pleasant dreams."
W. M. D., '19.
Calhoun.
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CYRUS a:n'onymous.
(1898?)

A COMEDY OF SPRING.

DRAMATIS PERSONAE.
Err

Ell, president of the institution.

commandant

F'ac Meeley,

Poe Turr,

of cadets.

first assistant.

Agg Knu, second

assistant.

Owe

Burg, captain of contraband.
Brim Slodie, Sheba Kenuersee, staff

Other members of the
Various cadets.

ACT

I.

Scene

(A

officers.

staff.

I.

hall in barracks: discussion by thi\»e ra<lets.)

F^irst

''Methinks the time of the clipping hatii

cadet:

arrived once again."

Second cadet:

me

is

that

Third
truth.

1

"Yea,

doth be a

cadet:

Come

it

"

"Verily, verily,

thou unto

Woe

seemeth to be inevitable.

*rat.'

my

thou

abode, and

haRt
I

spoken the

will

to

'ten<l

thee."

(Exit catets.)

Scene
(()ffi(t3of

the

commandant

:

II.

entire staff assemble

1.

En

Fac Mwdey, with clouded countenance.
Fac Meeley: "By my beard
The innuites of yon bar
racks <loth raise my rancor up."
Brim Slodie: "How now, sir?"
Meeley: "I fain wouMst have this nonw^nse en<le<l.

ter

I

I

lx)ok ye

unto

it."
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Meeley

Keniiersee:

"To the

:

houorabie
I.

if

hair

"Sir, to
iiiKiiie
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what hast thou reference?"

degradation suaered by the

The clipping of

ireshiiicii of this institution.

expressly forbidden in the Cadet Regulations,

is

and, despite this fact,

have obsci

1

a iiumber of

\(vi

such

heads being carried about the college campus.

Owe

Berg:

"Captain,

recollect correctly, the

if 1

occurrence took place last year.
ion that such an appearance

new spring styles."
"I'ovVii!
Fac MeeUy:
direct disobedience

is

down

in

wouhi

ollei-

;\)v)ijiii(.ss, foolishness.

I

will

same

an opih

but the beginning of the

to instructions

the regulations.

ately, iinmedlately!

is

1

have

See that ye do

specifically

it

This
laid

stopped immedi-

all

make

it

your

business to lurk within the sliadowy places and observe
all

that takes place within sight or hearing.

Go ye

to

your stations, remembering, always, that I be master
here, and that my word is law."
Poe Tun*: *'Your orders will be obeyed, sir."
Agg Knu: "To the letter, sir; for I doth enjoy, in
iW(}i\, the privilege 1 doth hold of applying them."
Scene III.

(Room

in

barracks: a number of cadets busily occupie<l

therein.

New Boy:

''Why cuttest thou my hair?"
"The custom of this time-worn institutiou
must be perpetuated; and thou art no privileged charac
Ohl Boy

:

ter."

New Boy: "Proceed. What must
Cadet: "Who the 'ell is that?"

be,

must." (Knock.;

"Open, in the name of the commandant."
Door is unlocked Poe Turr enters.
Poo Turr: "What meaneth all of this? Know ye not
that the punishment for such a crime is shipping? Report ye all under arrest."
(Depart cadets, for guard-room; Poe Turr for Cora
Voice:

—

mandanPs

Office.
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Scene IV.
Hall in barracks: cadet, with regnlations in

Agg Knu.
Agg Knu: "What

ac-

lian<l,

costed by

learnest thou from the book which

thou carriest in thy hand?"
"I doth learn that to shave the head

Cadet:

lawful; but

that to clip the head

fail to find

I

rho such seems not to be realized

ner in which the authorities

such,

— consi<lering the

dotli seek

us out

un-

is
is

manpun

foi*

ishment."

Agg Knu
''Why, the words 'shaved' and 'clipped'
can be taken to mean the same thing, just as the words
:

'maniac' and

are synonymous."

'fool'

"Yes, but from the appearance of what

Cadet:

<ar.

I

see now, all fools are not maniacs."

(Exit

ACT

Agg Knu,

in haste.)

II.

Scene

I.

(College mess hall: cadets assend)hNl for ninned

:

ad

jutant reading:)

"General Order No.
IS

The attention

8991):

calleil to par. ^Wl, Reguhitions for the

f:adets.

mean

The word

'shaved'

cadet

"Behold

:

A new

!

obey the written words, or

found clip]>ing rho

ca<let

hair from the head will be pnnislw
First

of

to be hereafter taken to

is

Any

'clipped,' as well.

of the ca<lets

government

<loth

we

<!

av

•t»i

-lingly."

Webster.
follow

.Vrc

tlicir

wr

to

intrmlnl

meaning?"
Second cadet:
First cadet:

"It doth si»cm to be the latter."
"liOt

which now we see about
S(M-ond cadi't

plcascth

me

:

us, shall all

"List thou:

1

"tTnfold thou

it

tnfis,

be doffed ere morn.

doth hav«»

mightily."

First cadet:

These

not that worry thee.

unto me."

a

plan which
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"This it doth be while yet the shadowy
Second cadet
folds of night doth lie upon the land, stealthily will 1
creep within the chapel walls, carrying upon my back
a bag of that fine lichen which so profusely grew upon
the domes of knowledge. Unto the seat of power will 1
haste me. Then, with lavish hands, will I hide its
roomy depths in hair.'First cadet:
"Well thought, thou good and faithful
:

:

cadet."

Scene

II.

and commandant seated

(Pi^esident's Oltice: president

therein.)

Fac Meeley:

"I

see

my

waning. The
Something must
dominion over them will not
iutiuence fast

Bosbeveeki doth steadily gain
needs be done, or else

my

in

power.

be worth one iota."

Err Ell: "How cometh this about?"
Fac Meeley: "My orders are as chaff to the wind.
The cadets have found an opening in that clause of the
regulations which doth refer to the cutting of the hair;
and they follow the clause, just within the bounds of the
law. All orders will avail us nothing until the wording
of the statement be changed."

Err Ell
I

will

:

make

days hence.

"I doth comprehend the situation fully, and

a change in the wording by this time, two

The sanction

of the

trustees nee<l not be

obtained."

Fac Meeley:

"Be

it

so.

Moanwhile,

vacate this place, in order that

Things

will, of

turn."

(Exeunt.)

I

may

1

doth

intei^'l

take a needed

a certainty, have blown over ere

to

rest.

I

re

Scene III.
(Within the chapel, "two hays rence :" Student body
assembled, as per orders) Fac Meeley (gazing at hair
promlscousuy bestrewn in and around his chair)
"This
:
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wanton act doth cap the climax."
Err Ell: "I echo thy words, most

forcefully."

(Turn-

known unto ye

that

from henceforth, and forever, the removing of the
in any manner other than that which dost result

hair,

iug toward student body:

''Be

it

in a

strictly military cut, will be considered as a. violation of

par. 313, Regulations for the
also,

liiaik

Government

of Ca<iets, and,

ye well that the cutting, clipping, shearing,

shaving, or, in anywise removing of the hair of a fresh

man, with or without

his perimssion, will be taken as an

from college." (Q. E. I>.)
Fac Meeley: "Captains dismiss your companies."
Aside to Err Ell: "'Twas not so bad as 1 hadst an

offense punishable by dismissal

ticipated.

for

I

should needst

little

First cadet

(aside)

overlook

now and

pleasure,
greatest men.' "
'a

iheji,

such petty

follies,

ielishe>l

by the

is

''Trouble not thyself,

:

human.' "
Second cadet (aside) "And forget not
democracy, the majority doth rule."

err

sir,

for 'to

is

:

that, in a greai

FINIS.
Note:

cemed.

(With

all

good will and intent

to

thusi*

cor-

I

E. L. M.

Wadv Hampton.
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i'KEi'AllE?

High
i'oi* many years the world had a bright future.
were the hopes of those who desired to make all men
friends.
But a dark cloud has ever hung over their ho
rizou, and at last it has descended, bringing with it a
tremendous darkness. Far blacker is this darkness than
any the world has ever experienced. Before this, t]ie
night has only endangered nations, but now something
far

more valuable than nations

for

dawn can not be

This

At

is

at state, the equality

far

otf,

and

it

much

longi'r.

brings powerful light.

only the black night before dawn.

last,

therefore,

much

is

This^ awful darkness can not last

men.

of

men have
class

realized that they deserve equality;

must be erased.

lines

longer to wait.

It is

They have not

only a short time before this

dark and terrible night will be driven from the world by
a wonderful and glorious light. Democracy. The ray^

come from one common center. They will flow from
makes every true American's heart
swell with pride the monument of liberty in New York
will

that structure which

—

harbor.

At

the breaking of this great day, a tremendous srrui>

gle will begin.

A

struggle greater than that which

goes on in Europe, but

it

will

now

not be one of bloodshed.

commercial struggle.

Each nation is going
commercial seat.
As time passes, through commercial disappointment?,
old national wounds are going to become irritated. Th*^i:
It will be a

to strive to place herself in the highest

nations are again going to

make

excessive military pre})

Soon they will feel their great strength and
become restless. Then the world will be dashed into '?^^
other war, a costlier and bloodier war than that w^hicli
now darkens the world ^but this must not be. Too jnuch
blood is now being poured upon Europe's fields to prearations.

—

vent such horrors again.

Humanity has

spilt

enough blood because of

aristo-

;
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cratic jealousies.

As

a relief, humanity cries:

"Dowu

with autocracy; raise high the banners of Democracy."
Liberty commands nations to disarm and accept international

Humanity demands

law.

and supreme

just

laws for the settlement of national disputes. It asks for
a court which nations must recognize and obey. It is
that she might obtain this that she has let the world be
cast into this dreadful darkness.

Humanity is going to light this war to a glorious end
an end in which all will be benefitted; an end in which
ihe (icinian People, though their government is destroyed,

will receive the greatest

reward; an end for which

they will ever thank their enemies,

who

are, in reality,

their deliverers.

The United States, Humanity's greatest companion, is
going to continue this war until a correct peace is ob
That peace must be a universal peace, wliich.
stand the wear and tear of ages. This will biing an

tainable.
will

era of good feeling.

We look back over our national history and speak of
our own eras of good feeling. This great era that is
about to dawn will not be confined to the boundarie.:
of the Unite<l States but will spread to the limits of the

When

world.

learned

difficulties arise,

men

will

i)ea(e

them through the international court.
The great royal jealousies that have always existed,
and that caused the present «4:reat crisis, will have Ixmmi
fully settle

destroyed.
old

It is

true there will be

jealousy in fecte<l

friendly rivalry will

neutralize them.

Hurpas.ses another nation,

it

nation

harder

will

many

causes by whieh

wounds may be

strive the

mean

will

disturbed,

When

but

nation

that the surpaase

place

to

a

I

herself ajrain

abreast and ahead of the advance<l nation.
In

this

necesHary.

frn^ixt

struggle train<'d

They are essenlial

men are going

to a

nation's

to

be

prosperity.

Educational doorn are going to be thrown ojun, and the
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Alms houses are going

to close their

masses educated.
doors;

criminal courts, the dockets.

All

men

will

be

recognized equal and independent, but united into a
great brotherhood for mutual benefit. There will be
misery from neither want nor wealth. Why such won-

achievements? Because neither monstrous poverty nor monstrous opulence will exist.
At last, when men will have dwelt a few years in universal peace, and look back over the miseries they have
derful

suffered they are going to realize their greatest needs.

They are going

to see the benefits derived

states by being a

America.

They

member

will ask:

of this great

"Why

by each of the

Union here

in

cannot the nations of

world be united into a similar union?'' They are not
going to be able to see a reason why not are going to demand it, and are going to have it.
the

It is for this that humanity struggles so desperately
upon European battle grounds. But the greatest task
will not confront her until the guns are laid down, and
the swords sheathed. It is then that the world must be
remoulded; but there will be no surplus help to aid humanity in this great reconstruction, which is near at
hand. She will have many enemies. Many obstacles will
obstruct her path. But she is going to overcome them.
Why? Because that Great Ruler of the Universe has
grown weary of the present relations men show one another. He has said
"Classes must be destroyed. Men
must be equal." Oh, how proud you feel when you picture this great and glorious future. How you long for
the darkness to break. But do you realize that you are
then going to be called upon to perform a great task? Humanity has a tremendous task and asks your aid. A
mother's love demands your aid. A sister endeavors to
lead you to the aid. Your brother cries out to you from
:

the trenches, "Brother do not shirk humanity's cause.

A

sweet and gentle maiden

who

will

some day share

Clomson College Chronicle
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your joys autl soitows is ever asking: "Will you fail?"
Duty, that subliinest of words, says that you must not
fail.
Duty to your mother, duty to your sister and brotJier, tiuiy to your sweetheart, and <iuty to your (lod de-

mand

that you succeed.

Humanity

is

going to be successful whether your help

But you are the one who has been
Did you ever think why America is not the

obtained or not.

is

cJiosen.

Did yon ever ask

scene of this wholesale blotnlsheil?
the question,

brother

"Why am
why

there;

is

I

not in

are you not there?

cause you are not patriotic; neither

coward.

Voui

the trenches?"

is it

it is

not be

because you are

Great Director of Destinies
has a greater task awaiting you. It is for this thai you
have been spared. Vou have only a few days until you
a

It is because the

must begin your
might

prepare

When you

part.

These are given you that you
you must prepare now.

—and

yourself

take up your part,

Then you must succeed or
unless you are prepared.
This

is

fail,

it

will

then be too late.

and failure

is

inevitable

man

not merely a training in good letters and

ners, but is a true scientific

and practical etlucation. It
iH a training by which young men must perform old men's
tasks. It is the great intellectual development for which
the world has ever

stiiircln^l.

D

is

a training

in

thi-ee

essential elements.

With

of these lacking, failure is boumi to be
They are physical training, mental train
ing, and moral training.
That neither is complete initself, nor that no two alone are complete, is seen by
eittier

our reward.

hioking over the records of the worhl.

If

we study

pre-

man, we liud our ideals of a physically <levelopi^l
man; however he was but little higher liian the beast
with which he combated. We look to (Jeiiiiany an<l there
historic

we

see a worHh^rfnlly

to be the

gwatest

traine<l people,

s(i<Mit itic

a people sn|»|>()sed

p<'oph' n|MMi

the caith.

Hut
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therefore they are

doomed

That something is moral development.
have only to read the history of our Puritan fathv'rs to learn that moral training alone is not sutticien.':.
\\i^ can not help but smile at some of their follies, even
iiiough it makes us sad. Thus these three elements are
to defeat.

We

necessary to us, or

Young men,
We must not

we

fail.

this is the training

We
We

fail.

we must

give ourselves.

have only a few hours

left in

which to acquire it.
must lose no time. Minutes to
(lay mean hours tomorrow.
Humanity is going to gain
her end. Your reward is going to be according to your
part, and in proportion as to your success or your fail
ure.

Our brothers

in the trenches are not going to

win the

but are going to clear humanity's path of the

victory,

greatest barrier, so that

we might win the victory Since
we might adjust humanity's
.

they give their lives that

cause; are

we going

to fail?

Know you

our single duty upon this earth; which is
to ^ serve God.
Therefore let us render true service to
our country, for true service to our country is true service to our God.
let

us perform

it

However
with

all

— whatever our lot

Then we

await our

summons

difficult our task may seem
our might and all our soul.
might have been can calmly

—

to join

"The innumerable caravan that moves
To that mysterious realm where each shall take
His chamber in the silent halls of death,
We go, not like a quarry slave at night,
Scourged to his dungeon, but sustaine<l and soothed
By an unfaltering trust, approach our grave
i-iko one wraps the drapery of his couch
-\bout him, and lies down to pleasant dreams."
H.

S., '20.

——

:
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THE CALL OF SPRING.
The goldeu shafts of charmiug suDshine;
The sparkling dewdrops on the lawn;
The twittering of robins in the tree-tops;

— winter gone.

All speak of spring here

We

can but think of T\inter's death

Of the dawning life of the new-born king;
For even the smallest of all the birds.
Give joyous herald of the coming spring.
Even the mention

of the very

word

Conveys thoughts of sunshine,

We

dream of illumitable

joy,

and love

skies of blue.

That span the boundless space above.

We

wake

And

at

dawn with

cheerful hearts.

see the sun rise in the east.

We

prepare to work with all our might,
So that we may rest that night in peace.

Sparkling dewdrops cover the trees;
Fresh perfume laden breezes stir;
Bao« drunken with the nectar sweet,

Now

everywhere

lazily,

buzz and whir.

The day wears on and noon-tide comes.
With it the warmth of the glorious sun.
The hum an<l drone of lazy life
Unite and sound as all in one.
The atmosphere teems with the joy of life;
The birds are sin^inj; in the shade;
They seem to tell the tale so old
"That breath shall wake, as breath hath made."

— —
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The slanting shadows

And

tell

us of evening,

constantly lengthening on the lea;

Bring thoughts of a gradual waning life,
Beautiful, tranquil, calm, and free.

The golden orb sinks down at last.
To sleep in the glowing, yellow west.
We regret to see him leave us so,
But know he's gone to a well-earned rest.
Twilight has come, and evening stars

Are lighting the heavens overhead.
is still, and rest, and peace;
The songbirds all are now in bed.

Ail

A

pale, full moon has risen now,
Throwing its beams in thru the window.
The night is almost light as day;
The stars seem very young and tender.

The moonlit paths of shining white
Wind in and out among the trees.
It

seems a sin that we tonight,
in our rooms
to please.

Must stay

The pale, full moon seems to smile;
The night is beautiful and serene.
The smallest stars now wink and twinkle.

And

shed their golden, shining beams.

The tiny lamps which hang aloft,
And watch steadfastly thru the night,
Seem lonely, far-away, and sad
Yet they remain true and give us liglil.

—

lOl)

,
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There

is

something

in the night,

That speaks of things which aiv ro iw
The golden day shall soon return
With all the charm for you and me.

The beautiful springtime goes on and
Over its course of joy and love;

on,

Giving happiness to all the world.
As was intended by the God above.
(\ B.

I..,

21,

Palm.*'ft().
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WHAT ARE YOU DOING?
Have you heard the story
name and home and date of

of the Ideal College, wlio

f

existence will not be told

?

The number of students in attendance at this unusual
institution at the time it reached the zenith of its career of perfection happens not to be remembered; but
this, like

name and

the home,

What

tance.

day,

is

of

minor impor-

attracted the eye of the most unobservant

more consequence than the size
noticed that each one was an
important member of the whole; that the normal functioning of the entire organization would be greatly inwas something

visitor

of

He

of the student body.

terfered with should a single

member

which, however, never happened.
to do,

and he did

In this college,
ties,

fail to

do his duty,

Each one had

a pari

it.

of the various associations, socie-

all

and organizations worked together, without

tion, for

a

common

fric-

purpose, that of making the place a

pleasant one in which to live and work, and at the same

time equipping each one with the necessary armour for

Every man in school was a member of a
and everybody was present at every
meeting.
Everybody attended every game of football,
basketball, baseball, etc., played on the campus; their
athletic association was not cramped for lack of funds.
Their Y. M. C. A. had a one hundred per cent membership and attendance at all lectures. And their college
life's battles.

literary society,

publications!

Why,

the

—not

editors turned

down

piles

of

wasn't worth publishing, but because there wasn't room for all of it.
This

material weekly
college

owed

its

because

it

success to the fact that every individ-

ual in the student body had real college spirit

that each one found out what
doing, and he did that thing.

;

and also

he was best fitted for
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Had you ever stopped to think that there are things
around your college to be done that are as of as much
importance as your studies not discounting their value one bit? It's easy enough to drift along with the
squadron who do nothing out of the ordinary, but it
takes a genuine man to lead the fight. If you don't

—

mind, the men

who

of college life

get in the habit of leading in college

in later life. So get in the branch
you consider yourself best suited for, and

will continue to

do so

strive to lead others

I

R. F. K..

'20,

Columbinn
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A PLEASANT DREAM.
The

siin

was slowly

fleecy clouds

setting, illuminating strangely the

which were floating about in the sky.

gentle stirring of the breeze

among

The

the small shrubs and

a few scattered cactus trees gave the scene an appear-

ance of

life,

and

in truth

was the

oiily

sound audible on

This was a typical spring evening on

the great plain.

The day had been a
had come and
was giving new life to all vegetation. Far off toward
the south a lofty mountain reared its head into the
The
clouds as if to stand guard over the great plain.
the plains of southern Arizona.

scorcher, but the cool refreshing evening

setting sun cast its last long rays thru the rifted clouds
an<l

seemed

to place a

crown of gold on the mountain's

head.

Far too soon the golden orb sank from view and I at
my mustang and began to pitch
camp.
I was two hundred miles from Phoenix, and
many miles from my uncle's ranch, which I had left

once dismounted from

my knees trembled
spending the night alone on the
plain.
In a little while I had eaten supper, such as it
was, and had gathered enough fuel to keep a good fire
that morning.

Incidentally, perhaps

a little at the idea of

thruout the night.

The day's ride had been very

some, so with dry twigs and grass for

my

my

tire

bed, a saddle

and the boundless and incomparable western sky for cover, I was soon asleep.
I don't know how long I slept, but I awoke perhaps
about twelve o'clock. My bones were aching from lyinjG^
The fire
on the cold ground and I was almost numb.
had gone out and the cold night air was almost going
I jumped up and threw on more woml and
thru me.
soon the flame was leaping joyously at its prey. I could
hear the coyotes howling and barking, far off toward the
foothills of the mountain. My horse, which was picketed

blanket for

pillow,
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nearby, sent up an anxious whinney to me.

my
of

shoulders and sat

me was

ter,

down

Just back

fire.

a large rock, which served as a sort of shel

and behind which

1

side of the rock next to

concave.

before the

shrugged

I

had hitched

me had

my

it

The
was

on

the

mustang.

been worn until

This rock on one side and the

fire

other, described almost an entire circle with

me

as the

center.

The night was beautiful beyond description. The great
expanse of blue was dotted with myriads of shining diamont points, which flickered as about to go out, but still
I
shone on wuth steadfast faith.
wondered why tho
nights were more beautiful there than here.

Perhaps it
was because everything there was natural nothing ar
tificial had been erected to mar that which had been made
I also wondered how beautiful
by God^s hand alone.
the picture would have been if the moon had only been
shining.
But I will leave the Western night to be written of by poets, and continue with my story.
Was it only superstition, or was it possible that the
was
I
cries of the coyotes were really drawing near?
afraid to consider this, so I threw on more fuel and lay
down again. The soothing warmth of the fire soon had
its effect.
was, or must have been asleep. The night
wore on, drawing nearer and nearer to its death, which
the new day was to bring.
Suddenly I awoke and leaped to my feet I was onlv
a few yards from a half-dozen hungry, whining coyotes.
;

I

—

Their wickedly gleaming eyes shone thru the fire as if
they intended to come thru, \ crouched against the rock

and gazed fearfully at the semi-circlcof eyes, which seeme<l
to be drawing nearer and neiirer.
Finally I recovi^rt*
from the shock and heape<l on more dry twigs. The
blaze burst out with renewed vigor and the beasts, bein^^
I

somewhat surprised by this act, retnnited a few yards.
Taking advantage of this opportunity 1 rushed out and

—
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aroimd the rock to where I had picketed my mustang
he was gone. 1 realized that it was too late to get back
under cover of my "fortress of fire/' bur where would 1
go? There was nothing to hide me except the great
dark plain, and what would llight avail me? Those yelp
ing beasts would overtake me before 1 had gone any dis
tiue.
It might have been natural instinct, anyhow 1
began running running for my life.
If 1 havl been
thinking, of course I would have known that the small
animals would not have harmed me, but un<ler certain
circumstances anyone will lose his reasoning power.
ran mile upon mile, never tiring, yet too tired and
frightened to stop. My feet moved mechanically; I had
neither the power to move my feet nor to keep them from
moving. I knew I was pursued, that is all. My le<4.s
finally, and of their own will, ceased to move, and 1 feil.
My mustang was grazing nearby. He came and rubbe
his soft nose against my face. This waked me from the
stupor, and
was barely able to get on his back. Tiie
pack of howling beasts was almost upon me. My mount

—

1

'

I

V>ecoining

frightened,

was too exhausted

to

leaped

half dozen angr^- coyotes

"Gee, this floor

fortunately
for reveille

is
it

was

hard!

had

into

the air, and

since

hold on, he went on alone.

all

I

The

came swiftly running up an]—

Who

'turned- me, old lady?"

been a dream.

The

last cali

ringing.
C. B. L., '21

Palmetto.
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THE POWEK OF FOROIVENESS.
How ofteu it is that some trifling liariii is done to us,
and witli no legitimate reason whatsoever, we nurse a
grudge against the person, merely, oftentimes through
prejudice, when we could so easily forgive the wrong
doers, and forget the harm done. Forgiveness means literally g'ving for.

Tliat

is,

for unkin<hiess, give kliidiie-^s;

Surely,

for hate, give love; for criticism give blessing.
*'it

is

better to give than to receive.''

To forgive
free.

is to

loosen the bon;!s of limitation; lo <rt

Hatred, malice, envy, sickness, and sin

are

all

contracting and binding conceptions of the mentalitj^
resulting from a lack of understanding.
sets free three conditions of mentality,

A;^

forgiveness

and thus the

out-

becomes the elixir of life. It brings
a feeling of peace and rest and freedom which is deeper
than any physical sense, an<l thus language is unable to
describe it; it is that "peace which passeth all under
er

expression,

it

standing."

But where shall you begin?

With

yourself.

You have

and every
little ache or pain you have claimed as your own, by
saying that you were sick you have been sensitive to th(*
opinions of others, and have really all of the time been
waiting for something to be said that would hurt yonfeelings; you have not thought in harmony with the divine law, the law which if used aright brings you the
You have ])ractically become a
fullness of all good.
bundle of self condemnation.
The power of forgivcMiess is within yonrself. Forget
>our little y)ersonality, and try to see yourself as others
criticised

your body and found fault with

it;

;

see you.
If

yon have

<'onimitte<l a

wrong

that

yon wish

to

bo

not necessary for you to proclaim yyiir
shfrrt comings to other people.
But if you honestly reforgiven for,

it in

;
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your thought, and the same result is obtained within yourself, and you have not made
anyone unhappy by the recital of your misdeeds. When
you have done this, you are free indeed, for you hav^i
In speaking from personal ex
been your own jailor.
pent, turn about, change

and the experiences of others, let me say this
that which is past is gone forever; however much you
may lament some error, some grievous mistake, you can
never change it; but you can wipe oat the remembrance
of it, and you can recieem the condition in which it has
perience,

]:'iace<l

You now see a new light; a better way.
way an begin life anew, and let

you.

Then take

this better

the "dead past bury
the past

is

its

1

dead."

Tiie only vvay to

raleem

by the right use of the present.

When your

consciousness sees that your short-«iglit

you, and you are ready to profit by
your experiences of the past, then by the very acce]
tance of that lesson you are forgiven. Your own corsciousness wipes out the past.
Happy are you, if you forgive your own transgressions,
for God has said, "thy sins and thy iniquities will I ri^
member no more." When you truly forgive, you let the
error drop out of your thought, so that you no longer
remember it, for as long as you recall it to mind, you av^
eilness has phiced

subject to

it.

When you

have learned the lesson of how to forgiv-^
yourselfJ then extend your forgiveness to others. But
if you truly forgive yourself by putting into expressio
something better and higher, you won't find anything in
others to forgive.

W.

S. M., '22.

'!
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SOUTH CAROLINA AND EDUCATION.
The great

wai- has been fought
to

letiiriiiug

lapiilly

everything

gradually adapting

is

of progression

— but are we

won

aii<l

States

the

and

itself to

conteiiteii

;

the boys are

to

lovevl

ones;

a normal state

with these facts to

we have no other cares? It is just and
we should be happy over the outcome of the
but aside from this, we have a state of atfairs fa;^

the degree that
right that
^^ar,

ing us which should cause us to turn at once with a

determination to blot
io iced to

continue,

How many
shown

way

of education?

educational work,

in

institutions,

the state,

if al-

he our ruin.

people in South Carolina realize where our

state stands in the
est

out, a7id irhirh con^iitUm,

it

may

tirni

and

it is

in

in

From

raxe.^ for

the inter

eduiationa!

other similar activities throuuho.i

evident that the majority of the people

ai-

not as well infornie<l on the subje:*t as they miglit bf.

shameful, as well as an

our

api)alling fact,

that

state is next to last in the union in education.

The

It

is

tistics given

out by the

War Department show

sta

that an

number of people of this state are unable
read and write. Hundreds and hundreds of men. ol'

unbelievable
to

and young, were forced to ask their officers in the can
tonments to write letters for them to their love«l ones.
Think what a trial and embarrassment it must have been
to those

men

to

be forced to ask their

to

officers

do

thing which any ten year old child should be able to

;

<lo

And what is worse, those men are now at home: they
are the men who are to help elect the statesmen who
uphold our rights: and yet these men, when they

will

cast their ballot will not

are

voting.

know

in

reality for

Does the averag<» m;in

in

whom

South

our

b«'

he should b<m<l his energy and

in

realize that such conditions are in existence in
love<l

state?

fln^'nce

If

so,

they

C.irolina

towanls bettering those

con<litionM.
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so bold as to say that

we should not

Some have been

receive a criticism on our condition without a reply:
that our state has iuriiishea great and brilliant men as
leaders in the past, aiivi that we stiii hokl a prominent
It is true that our
place in governmental activities.
state furnished in the past

men

ed

of

the

Simms, Timrod,

some

of the

most distinguish

nation — such as Calhoun,
and Hampton — but those men

I'inckney,

were only

They would hardly be such leaders
and educational men today as they were when they were

great in their day.

living; furthermore, they were only a very small percent-

age of the population, and they had better educational
advantages than the average person of that day. Tak
ing everything into consideration,
fact tiiat

of a few

political, the

;

the

the

we can not expect to progress on the reputations
men who have made themselves famous. As ili*
economical, and

the social elements p!<

gressed, so have the educational

ed

we must consider

modem

requirements progress

men to meet
and
state ii;
requirements of governmental

consequently,

we

are demanding modern

stitutions.

There
ibilities

is

no one who can doubt for a moment our pos
In the undevelop

as a great educational state.

ed minds of young South Carolinians

is

a potential

er that can not be measured, a depth

pov,

that can not be

fathomed; and the one needed thing for a demonstr;i
tion of such power is mental cultivation
a cultivation
supplying the proper nutrients essential to the makiin.

—

of a great

mands

mind as the

final

product.

of the present age the development

ing of the yotmg minds, for the time

is

The future de
and the train-

not far distant

when educated men and women will be the only person
desired in any walk of life. We owe the future South

—

Carolina a gigantic eflfort one which, in the end, will b:*
a success that will blot out all illiteracy in the state.
The future men and women must not be permitted to
look back upon their childhood days with the thought,

—
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that they were not given every opportunity to acquire an

South Carolina has a big educational battle
""go over the top," and when the
next census is taken she will have risen to heights unknown by her past citizens in educational achievement.
A knowledge of the illiteracy of the people in the state
will not alone suftice.
There must be an earnest effort
upon the part of every man and woman to make education first with every child in the state. South Carolina
must be distinguished in the future by the low percent
education.
to

fight,

but she will

age of illiterate people.

E<lucatioii is

obligatory, so

my^t become fashionable with the lowest as well as

ii

witli

the highest, the poor as well as with the wealthy, and
the mountaineer as well as with the lowcountryman

education which will be

felt

from the

an

hills to the plains

and from the mountains to the sea. The word "'knowlmust become attractive to every normal person in
the state, and there must be no limit to anyone's acquirements in the task that is to make a new South Care<lge"

olina.

The

college

man

of today has a big role to play in this

He

educational drama.
a leader

and instructor

has finished school.

and indirectly;

make

of

is

if

himself

naturally expected to become

some

in

He

definite

line

he has the ability to teach,

an

blot out ignorance in

when he

can be a great aid both directly

educational
its

all

lie

shonl

1

missionary and help

ugliness and misery, or,

if

make his accomplish
ments such that others would see and know th(» benefits
derivwl from mental training.
An<l when the task is
completeil, when victory is won, whtMi "Democracy is
safe for th(» world,'' when theiv is a common nnderstanding among men, when Kouth Carolina is in her rightful
he

is

place

not so

in

th«»

incline<l,

he shouhl

e<lucafional

and love and happirn^s

fi(^l<l

in

— then

th<'re will

be peace

our own belovt^l state.

W.

1).

M., »20,

Columbian.
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FOUNDED BY THE CLASS OF

1898.

Published monthly hj^ the students of Clemson College under
the auspices of the Calhoun, Columbian, Palmetto, Carolina, Hayne, and Wade Hampton Literary Societies.

The Clironicle will be published on the fifteenth of each
month during the college year. Its purpose is to encourage
literary work among the students of the college, and for this
reason voluntary contributions from all the sutdents, especand from the faculty and alumni are earnestly solicited.
All contributions must be accompanied by the writer's name,
class numeral, and name of literary society.
ially,

The subscription
all

price of the Clironicle

is

$1.00.

Addre^

communications to the Business Manager.

"•v>iN./=r'
'

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF:

With
closes,

S.

this issue the eighteenth

and the present

C.

JONES,

'

^^^'Ai^i* '
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volume of the Chronicle

staff disbands.

This will prob-

ably be the smallest volume in the history of the publication, but

we hope that

it

will serve as a connecting

We

are frank to say that we
have not accomplished what we would like to have done
in producing these few numbers.
We console ourselves,
however, by saying that we feel that we have done our

link in the greater chain.

duty

in

hard work.

It

has been a pleasure for us to
We thank the

serve the college through the Chronicle.

students for the hearty support they have given us in

producing the material and in iinancing the magazine
are especially indebted to the publishers and to
Professor McDaniel, who censures the material, for theii

We
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many

and

We

thauk the advertisers for their support, and we trust that the boys
will be somewhat partial to them when the opportunity
courtesies

The

comes.

faithful work.

the business

financial condition of

is

lefi

very promising; and next year's financial problems will

more easily solved.
The new staff will soon be elected; and we trust y\v,i
will give them very strong support in the work.
The fac
ulty members of the English department can do a giei.i
<ieal towards making the publications better; and \\v
would especially appeal to them to cooperate with iiex.
yea^^s staff.
You may think that we have criticised luv'
be

found fault with everything
torial

discussions; but

criticism

praise

is

college

college in our short eli

of the opinion thdc jus:

a better incentive to improved work than

We

is.

in

we are

have tried to arouse greater interest

activities,

especially

in

trust our readers will forgive all our short-comings

we bid you, one and

all,

in

We

the publications.
;

and

a farewell.

ESPRIT DE CORPS.
Esprit
French.
loyalty,

men

De Corps
It is

is

a military term adopted from the

used to express that feeling of good

and friendship existing between

of a military organization.

It

is

will,

the oiiicers

and

that feeling of

we have in the organization of which we are
a part. To what extent is esprit dc corps developed at
Clemson College? Are we, as students, doing all we
can to i)romote that feeling of good will and harmony
among the students an<l faculty of our college? Are the
faculty doing their full share in making the esprit dr
e(n-p8 at Clemson what it shoubi be?
pride which

During th(» present year there has been striUin;j: cvi
dencc of bad relations b(»tww»n the slu<lents and aulhori
ties of Meveral colleges.

What

is tlie

vww^o of this?

Some
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was the expression of unadvancement due to the
rest and
revolutionary atmosphere of the times which prompted
Another writer has dared
the students to such action.
What
to say that it was Bolshevism pure and simple.
ever may be the underlying cause, it must be plainly seen
writer has suggested that

it

the desire for greater

that there

and

need of a better spirit between students

is

faculties in all the colleges.

tending that there

is

Now, we are not

con-

between the

stu-

a great gulf fixe;!

dents and faculty at Clemson College.

We

re<ilize

the great need of a goovl

two factions; and

We

believe

V hen

we express

that

we say

on:- desire to

is

it

that

it is

Such

is

not true.

between

si)irit

th(^

increase this spirit.

the opinion of

the

corps

the desire of the students that

more active part and a greater interest in college activities.
We, as students must do our
part in the right way: and, to be sure, the faculty will
the faculty take a a

do

all

they possibly can to promote an ideal

e-'iprii

d(

corps at Clemson.

Esprit de corps
tent.

It

is

is base<i

upon traditions

to a great ex-

the history and traditions of all the great

and universities of the world that attract the
thousands of students to their doors.
No college can
expect to become great unless it builds up traditions that
colleges

are worth while.

our college building

Is

uj)

traditions

and clean sport? Are the examples
that we are vsetting and the customs that we are fixing
f^xalted enough to be called a standard, and finally to

of honor, fairness,

be called a tradition

?

Let's

make

esprit dr corps a

dy

namic force at Clemson College.

THE HONOR SYSTEM.
At the beginning
present senior
class work.

of the third term of last session the

As

class

inaugurated an honor system

all seniors will testify, the

worked wonderfully

well.

Now,

it

in

system has

was not due

to the

;
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was more honor in our class than in the
that we established the system; we simply

fact that there

other classes

and necessity for such a system.
have never tried to force it upon the other classes
for we know that, to be a success, an honor system must
come from those who are to abide by it.
We are not going to write an elaborate argument
for an honor system. That ha8 become an old ston, and
realized the value of

We

all

are faimliar with

do

is

its

theme.

What we would

practical illustration and let them

Ask the professors what they think
if

like to

to present our system to the other students as a

they are pleased with

Ihe college be bettered

if

it,

consider
of

consider

it,

its

ask

worth.

its

the senior.v

Would

value.

the system were adopted?

the example set by the seniors worth following?
the desire of the present senior class to do
for the upbuilding of the college.

We

all

Is
is

we cau

leave the honor

system question with the other students; we feel
have done our duty they may do as they wish.

—

It

thiit

we

EDITOR:
Marvin,

J. P.

'18,

J.

son and
is

engaged

W.

J.

is

'19.

is

now

in Pensacola, Florida.

Clem
now superintendent of the Kichlauil Farms.

P." specialized in

and

BATES,

received his disciiarge a few week>^

ago from the army and
*'J.

M.

'18,

from the army and
instructor in

the

at

raising pure bred Jersey cattle.

in

Burgess,

Animal Husbandly while

is

has recently received his discharg

now holding

a position as assistant

Animal Husbandry

division at Clen.

son.

"Joe" was capable of holding a Lieutenancy in the

army

for several

tion he

now

months and

is

well fitted for the posi

holds.

W. F. Howell, '18, is now in France with the Regimental Intelligence Department, 54th U. S. Infantry.
"Ford" was a bright, but quiet, innocent lad while at
Olemson and perhaps had as many honors as the next
one bestowed upon him. "Ford" was President of the
Agricultural Society, Eidtor of the Agricultural Journal,

H.

and a bright, moral figure
S.

Johnson,

'08,

in France, has returned to this

his discharge

in all student activities.

who was a captain

from the

service.

in the Infantry
country and has received

He

is

now engaged

extension work in the lower part of the State.

in
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C. L.

Williams, "Babe,"

powder plant
ly

in

injured and

'18, is

workiug

\A':

\\\

a

He was

Wilmingtau, Delaware.
lunl to >A\\y

at

Iiospiva]

DiipoiU
recent-

for several

weeks.
F.

H.

.Jeter, '11,

News Editor"
J).

many
in

T.

is

now

at Raleigh,

Duncan,

"1(>,

hol<iing a position as

"Farm

X. C.

recfnitly

friends at Ninety Six.

visite

"Dan"

1

his
is

parents and,

now an

ensign

the navy, where he has l)ern serving since the begin-

ning of the war.

Arthur Shealy, '15, is working with the Stale Voter
Department, with his office at Columbia, S. C.

injiry
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EDITOR:

G. H.
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"WHERE THE BLUE RIDGE YAWNS

ITrf

GREATNESS."
Truly the Blue Ridge

is

ture of your education

outing

Young

the

at

Men, the crowning fea

great.

—your

— will

life

Men's

grounds, Blue Ridge, N. C.

be a ten days'
Association

Christian

In such a climate health of

body cannot but exist, and amid such surroundings
health of mind and heart is a natural tendency, fully
realized in a

new

life.

To

I'ead of all

the beauties of the

mountains, to see the loveliest pictures of the high
to

listen to

hills,

—

the stories of romance and adventure

dew

all

mighty deep when compared with
the actual realities of the glorious Blue Ridge Confer
ence grounds. The call is "Come;" the heart\s echo to
are but as

thee

to the

"Go !"

is

THE UNGRATEFUL MAN.
Perhaps one of the greatest curses upon the modern
race

is

Read Luke 17:17, 18; Christ
where are the nine? There are not found that

that of ingratitude.

says, ^T3ut

returned

to

give

glory to

God,

save

this

stranger.'

Christ himself felt the sadness caused by an ungrateful
heart.

Many

of us are

indifferent

the world's welfare, but

we

part of the world, and that
to

and unconcerned

forget that

we owe a debt

the land w^hich w^e call home.

getful

of the

we are

sleepless nights

Many

about
also

a

of gratitude

of us are for-

which we caused father
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and mother; we

i-ecall

Remember

istence.

made for our exwho gave you birth and
Many of us receive, enjoy,

not the sacrifices

the parents

be not an ungrateful sou.

and eventually depend upon the pleasures and pastimes
by the "Y," and yet when the real, soul-ioinning
ivork of the Y. M. C. A. is mentioned the ungrarefui

offered

beast

is

man

will pass

at the organization

make

it

go.

When

it

lightly with, perhaps, a sneer

and those who are attempting

to

asked to join they offer the same

ar-

gument as presented by one approached on the subject
when one of the social fea

of church membership, and
tures of the Association

is

put up the biggest howl.

man

to do

it,

cut

off for

lack of funds, then/

It is the ungrateful beast

the spirit of ungratitude.

perhaps, but outcropping in every group of men.

not man's nature.

God

pity a

man who

is

in

Not general,
It is

naturally un

grateful!
Last, but not least, be not the one to

ugly spirit of ingratitude.
I

j't it

show

Crod

the

It is the sin of lowest depth.

not be said of you, "There are not found that

turned to give glory to God," but

let

n*-

your prayer be

"God grant that the woman who bore me
Suffered to suckle a

MAN."

month some of thi* most
most instructive talks ever hearvl
at Clemson have been made iii the "Y" auditorium. The
speakers come to us with a message which every man
should hear and it is a duty, as well as a (lod-given op
port unity to listen to these men. The small audience at
Wspers is not representative of the Clemson spirit.
Avail yourself of every op|)ortunity and be able to say
with Tennyson
"I am a part of all that 1 have met."
During the course

of the last

inspiring, as well as the

EDITORS
J. S.

\V ATKINS. '19,

I'.

WOLFE,

'20.

Before rendering what we term fair and just criti
cisms, we desire first, to express many thanks for rhe ex

changes and to say that it was with real pleasure tha^
we read and enjoyed the following: *'Winthrop Journal," "The Criterion," ''The College of Chaileston Maga

"Wotford College Journal," "The Isaqiieeiia/' "The
Furman Echo," "The Collegian," -The
Pine and Thistle," "The Onon," and "The Wake Forest

zine,"

Concept,' "The
!?2tudent."

As we turn the pages

man

Echo,"

amount

it is

of the April issue of

"The Fur

quite an easy task to withhold a certain

and instead to display an
The most striking characteristics of
the issue are the amount of material and the variation
in selection.
One is immediately impressed by the deep
of severe criticism,

attitude of praise.

many

thought of
the quality

is

of the masterpieces, an<l the fact that

a great improvement over preceding ef

forts is only characteristic of the

day.

Thus

provement

is

rapid strides of this

should be carefully understood that imonly a natural consequence of a determina-

it
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tioii

that raises higher the standard of efficiency

literary work.

several

in various

phases of thought, and

poems they

of the shorter

exactness and meaning.

our

that the contributors as-

It is evident

cended to the clouds

in

upon whether the author wishes to write a poem that
merely entertaining and pleasing to the imagination,
whether he desires
ers.

to present a real nu'ssage to

The principal thought

ing Bird's

Song,"

is

in

metre foiThat, however, should depen<i
sacrificed

in

found

the little poem,
in

the

title,

liis

is

oi

read-

"The Mock-

for

certainly

words suggest a limitless variation of sweetest
thoughts and emotions that can hardly be expresse<l in
words.
If one can view the many thoughts associated
with the words, then one can more deeply appreciate the
poem. "The Romance of Immutability" is rather strik
ingly set forth, and the place of the scene camouflages
The
to a great extent the unoriginality of the romance.
author must have been prompted more strongly by im
aginary ideas than by actual experience. He should
rhose

know
tion

that a girl does not decide such an important ques
in

one sentence; nevertheless, we enjoye<l also the

A

part that was omitted.

when he reads of the

person

lives of

is

great

naturally inspii-ed

men

—

an<l

in

"The

Public Career of Woodrow Wilson," Sidney Lanier" and
Theodore Koosevelt The Typical Aineiican," the e.em

—

plary character of each

is

clearly described by

the

re

"The English-Sjeaking I'(N>ples" eaii,
indeed, be called an excellent oration. The length tends
to nmke it even more interesting.
The poems, "Easter,"
"The ("louds," "England's Renunciation'' and "Presi«lent
Wilson in Europe" show no appreciable amount of po(»t

sp<'etive authors.

ical merit,

but

we

trust

that other trials will prove sue

"The World's Easter" compensates for the lack
of quality in some of the other poenjs. The enconragin;^
sentiment is worthy of can*ful attention; an<l the stnic
twpe and the rhythm of the production reach t(»wa;d ihe
cesHful.
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ful plan to follow.
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We
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are glad to see that the efficient
is

we turned

being improved.

first page of "The Isaquee
na" before we reached the last. "The Call From America" is the redeeming feature of the issue and the little
poem, "Music," must be given praise for it.s metre an^i
thought. The remaining pieces seem to be surface cur

Barely had

the

;

lents. but they are, nevertheless, enjoyable.

Since this issue of ''The Chronicle" closes the door
the

Exchange

for this year,

we

feel

o^'

obligated to express

our appreciation for the Exchanges of the various

col

They have been a sourte of valuevl help. It is
true that a publication must be criticised in order thai
it may succeed.
Then we thank you for consrieni !<^ih
criticisms.
If, by too severe renuirks, we have crushed
the air castles of some laboring literary pilgrim, we (rust
leges.

that a determination for greater success
suit

of

it

may

be

th(^

re

all.

Again we always welcome the Exchanges and
that next year will begin a

new

life of

feel siii*e

the college publi-

cations.

—The

Editors.
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standard that

v\e

Echo'- will be

more

desire.

We

trust that

"The FurmaM
and that

clearly heard in the future,

the April issue be used as a standard.

After reading "The Concept," we

feel

that no tribute

greater than that found thruout the pages of the issue

can be presented to our State.

The early traditions

of

Carolina are found to be growing <learer to her people,

and

is

it

with the

the

"Ve Olden Days"
home and the

'To South Carolina."

clear conception of the colonial

gives a
life

quite appropriate that this issue shouKl be;;in
vei'se,

of the sixteenth century

modern

A

state.

upon which has been buih

feeling of pride

is

quickly create^;

The
would not be proper to omit any ol'
the quotations or the wor<ls of praise that The Thiriieth
so justly deserves.
The two plays, "Tlie rjirthnigiii
Ha)]," and *'A Completion of Hap]>iness" are very enter
taining and are characteristic of the colonial d^^s.
It

as one i^ads ''The Glory of the Fighting Thirtieth."

essay

long, yet

is

it

i.v

quite proper that the screen should

fall

after the fatal

Far be it from our
purpose to criticise the merit of the one-act plays, but
we encourage the development of that line of literary

scene that happens so often today.

work. The principal source of instruction
essays,

is

found

in

the

"Some Modern South Carolina Writers," "South
in Times of War," "Sontli (\irolina in Litcr.i
and "South Carolina's Birthright." These seler

Caiolina
ture,"

tions are almost purely historical, bnt are written in an

interesting form.

Each

sets forth the high iileals that

our State should strive to maintain. The authors of tlie
pmMus "The Fisher Fleet," *>Wappo Creek," "The Ghost
Tow(»r," and "The Hivei- K(»ow<h»" dis])lay(N! more of a <le
sire than an ability to be successful producers of verse;
however, each poem po.ssesses real interest. As a whole the
issue bears on one line of thought as
tende<J.

It

han been provisi that

was

variation

evi<lently
is

a

smc-

in

ss

r-r

r-

.'>n

EDITORS
R. C.

HICKS.

'19

"Slim" Bodie:
til

Ik

''Colonel

certainly

made us a

'19

Ion;

today."

Bankhead:

''N'arsity"

He

-Hlim":

"What

did he talk abont?"

didn't say."

"You must excuse me today,

St u lent:

professor,

I

like thirty cents."

i'lvl

i'rofessor:
(

HARRIS,

L. D.

"Food was not the only thing that

in-

leased in price during the war."

Mr. Littlejohn (to cooperative committee)
dents don't understand

mess

how much

it

"Von

:

costs to run

stutlie

hall."

rommitteeman
"Yes, we agree with you,
wc would not pay ^18 for board."

it*

:

we

di<l

"Look here, Dick," said "Tubby" Alford, who had been
reading "Rat" Dick's letter to his father asking for a
lunch-desired check,

"You have

spelled

"F know," said "Rat" Dick, "but
cash,
<Mi

and don't want the old man
that's the

aii's,

"Jack,
itiitie

a

I

way he

'

jug,' 'gug.'

you see

I

"

need the

to think I'm putting

spells it."

wish you w^ould give that young brother of
it's time he was thinking about

good laying out;

choosinir n career.

College Chronicle

('IvinHon

1!)4

**Jii(lgiug by the hours he keeps
studyiug to be a nightwatchmau."

l*rofessor (to student)

"I see

:

1

was

thought he

you are turning

l^olshe-

veek/'

Student:
be

will

''Xo, sir

But

I

to reveille

his

for his Vvatch to see

room

Why

to get

are

all

Instructor:

I

mouth

thought about
felt

women

a sight?

eves.

aninuils have eitlier hiring or suck-

parts."

"What kind has

''When

Professor:

I

chicken?''

a

"I don't know, do

Instructor:

you?"

was in Chicago, I went
cow horns ten feet li)/ig

saw a i)air of
"Where did you see it?"
•I'olVssoi-:
"In a barroom."
Mil

leavin his

it.

''All

Joe Frank:

room

sh'e]>

he had time to go back to

if

Because thev attract vour

ing

some

He immediately

ing his watch in his room.
])()cket

(h)n't get

I

li'eak."

Mays, while coming

T.

if

1

to a

bar

"

Junior:
Jniiioi-:

*'\'oii

didn't sec

it,

von

imaiiine<l it."

A IWniJ-: IN SLANC.
()ii(<*

made

uitoM

llie

;i

lime

post otlicc

(il was alumt llic liiiu' llic >'<;() bonus
windows so jMipuiari thei-e wasan ex

At

gob hibernating near the banks of the Seneca Kivcr.
tin'

last mil of the draft bo;ird for volunteers, he

serted

liiniself

signing of

tiic

li.id

into Mislei- nunicO's outfit, jind only
.'iniiisticc

pi-cNented

liis

circe:*

;is

\\

in
tlie

deck

Clemson College Chrmilcle
*>criibber.

His

ini.iisputeti

silver lialf-stripe decoratiou

authority ou

all

naval

affairs,

nection with the Naval Unit of the
CO

tiie
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iS.

gave him the

and

his con-

A. T. C. was proof

listening rubes of his thrilling experiences

on the briny deep.

the U-boats

A:s

a

side-issue,

with
this

knight of the baggy trousers had chosen his abode on the

Seneca to preserve his sea-going habits, but the main
idea was to acquire with the least effort and energy, a
sheep-skin in some brand of Technical dope.

Whether

it

was a natural-born

instinct or the here<]i

tary right of the American gob, our Hero was a bear

among

the skirts, and

as the

daylight

tt^e

would be

sight of a skirt
to

was unto him
Even thc^

a blind man.

extra ranks, the dress parade, or the retreat formation

were no barriers to him if a jitney load of Janes appear
the scene. He was the first to pay his tribute iii
;[ on

(

the shrine of the running board, and it mattered not if
they wei-e Dewdrops or college widows, he had their re-

telephone numbers, home addresses, and
when he gave them the GB's.

spective
grees

pedi-

The mutterings in his sleep were evidences that th<^
was the subject of his drams at night,
and in the class rooms he built air castles with himself
as champion and protector of the fairer sex.
The pro
fessor, in the expounding of the theory of falling bodies
and moments of inertia, presented a diagram (that thr
gob's imagination) assumed the shapely form of his
eternal feminine

He burned the candle at both ends in the
search for phrases of description for the beauty of his
current flame.
flame ideal.

And

thus

it

recuperating

came

to pass while his fellow keydets weiv

from

those nerve-racking ordeals called
exams, the skirt-chaser found on his report rating enough
F's to allow him to specialize in his class the cominir
year.

(Moral

:

You

can't

mix the

skirts with an enoi

rtpering course.)
L. P. S., '21.
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KARLY— WE WILL BIND

'EM NEATLV-li BITS

The Story of Your Study Lamp
you were studying by an old smoky oil lamp and suddenly a
IFmodern,
sun-like MAZDA lamp werethrust intothe room.thecontrast would be dazzling. That instant would unfold the result ofthirty
years' development, research and manufacturing in electric lighting.

And this development commenced with
made, when electricity was rare.
The General Electric Company Twas a

Edison's

first

lamp— hand*

pioneer in foreseeing the
possibilities of Edison's invention. Electric generators were developed. Extensive experiments led to the design and construction
of apparatus which would obtain electric current from far-away
waterfalls and deliver it to every city home.
With power lines well distributed over the country, the use of
electric lighting extended. Street lighting developed from the flickering arc to the great white way. Electric signs and floodlights
made our cities brilliant at night, searchlights turned night into
day at sea, and miniature lamps were produced for the miner's
headlight and automobile. While the making of the electrical Industry, with its many, many interests, was developing, the General Electric Company's laboratories continued to improve the
Incandescent lamp, and manufacturing and distributing facilities
were provided, so that anyone today can buy a lamp wLioh is three
times as efficient as the lamp of a iew years ago.

General»^Electric
General Office

Co

any

Schenectady, N.Y.

YOU WANT CLOTHES THAT COMBINE
(CHARACTER AND CHARM WITH LINES THAT
IF

ARE CLEAN-CUT, COMFORTABLE AND CORRECT, SHAKE HANDS ACROSS THE C's WITH
HICKED-FREEMAN CLOTHES. THEY ARE
ALL OF THAT AND MORE!

The Above Cut represents one

LINE MODELS, which
Men

this season.

Drop

of the

new

WAIST

very popular with

is

in

Young

and look them over.

SMITH & BRISTOW
Greenville, 8. C.

The Drug Store
CLEMSON COLLEGE,
The Place

to

S.

C.

Buy

CLEMSON JEWELRY

PENNANTS
PILLOW CASES

HIGH GRADE STATIONERY

WATERMAN'S IDEAL PENS
WATERMAN'S IDEAL INKS

KODAKS AND SUPPLIES
XORRIS CANDIES

BEST TOILET ARTICLES
CIGARS AND TOBACCO

Our Sodas and

Ice

Creams Are

THE BEST

L.

Cleveland Martin
The Quality Druggist

The Holidays are Here

SLOAN BROS.
HEADQUARTERS FOR
ARROW BRAND SOFT COLLARS,
SHIRTS,

HANDKERCHIEFS,
FINE HOSIERY.

AND TIES.
WE HAVE WHAT YOU NEED

!

!

!

:

:

:

W. D. PIKE'S
SANITARY BARBER SHOI»

CLEMSON COLLEGE,

Clinkscales

S.

C.

& Crowther

CLEMSON COLLEGE,

S. C.

THE MAN WHO GETS YOU TO THE
HULVGS YOU
TRAIN ON TIME.
HA(^K ANY OLD TIME O NKJHT
PROMPT, EFFICIENT, AND
UPTODATE SERVKM: AT
A NOMINAL CHARGE

NEW (WRS

—

!

!

:

EXPERT DRIVERS

fe

Drawing Attraction
the Drawing World

^inpocke^

All \Vit!)in the

A 45-degree

of a 45-degree Triangl
Irre^iular Curve.

Ti'iangle.

— degree
15 — 75-deuree

;?0

Bounds

CJ*)-

Triangle.

Parallel Liner.

Scale (not in "Sr")

Triangle.

and more.

Protractor.

Knov.n

and Wide as the

I'ar

Efficiency Tool.

THE LIXE.O-GRAPH OFFERS
A Convenience and Saving Commendable
Draftsman and Student-draftsman.

have

it.

—

^\Vhy not

to

now?
Manufactured by

THE EARL

J.

EARLY

CO.,

307 Arch St.— 44 N. 4th

St.,

Philadelphia

For Sale By

'We Cadet

the busy

Ultimately you will

Exchange

Befk-Kirpatrick Co.
(Jreoiiville, S. C.

Seventeen

Sell

Main

Stores

and McBee Ave.,

St.

it

for

Less

IMionos 2540 2541

Sniis for Men and V(ning .M('ii ^27.50
Neat patterns for col^servati^e dres.sers, and
waist-line, skirt efa great line of Swagger Style.s

Hamburger

to

-1^50.

—

fects,

lined

silk

in

attractive

Sprina- ])atrerns

for

young men.

We
in

fir

llie

hard to

lil.

ainl

range of sizes

cari-y a

Regulars, Slims, Stouts, and Stnhs.

Suits of Serge, Tweed, Cassimere

models at

all prices

l''urnishing.<<.

starting at ?1

Shoes,

Hats,

EVERYTHING TO WEAR
of the

lor

etc., in

attractive

1.!)5.

('a]>s.

rn<lerwear.

KVEin* ME.MBER

FAMILY.

Visit our store and

make

vourself

.d

home.

—

Uhe Clemson Jiyricuitural College
SOUTH CAROLINA'S SCHOOL OF AGRICULTURE
AND ENGINEERING

FOUR.IEAR DEGREE COURSES
Agriculture

Agronomy
Botany
Chemistry

Animal Industry

Entomology
Veterinary

Science

Horticulture
Soils

General Science

Chemistry
Mechanical Engineering
Klectrical F^'ngineering
Civil

Engineering

Textile Engineering

Architecture

Chemical Engineering

SHORT COURSES
One- Year Course in Agriculture
TAvo-Year Course in Textiles

Summer Course

for

Farmers and

Others Interested in Agriculture.

For Information Regarding Scholarships,
Costs, Etc.,

Write to

W. M. RIGGS,
Clemson College,

S. C.

President

WINTHROP NORMAL AND INDUSTRIAL COLLEGE
OF SOUTH CAROLINA
ROCK HIL.L, 8. C.
PLEASANT AND HEALTHFUL LOCATION.
PURE WATER.
Campus
mitories,
Building,

and Equipand Classrooms), four Dorunder construction, Science

of fifty acres, unsurpassed Buildings

Main Building

ment;

(Offices

New Dormitory now

—

Library and Iniirmary
all
joined by covered
Excellent sanitary sewerage.
Ventilation perfect.
Hot and Cold Daths on every f oor.
ways.

Resident

Woman

Large Gymnasium, with
Library (additions over a
New Training School. Able
Departments.
Religious
life
carefully
Physician.

Instructors.
Large
thousand volumes yearly).

trained

Faculty
guarded.

in

all

TEACH KUS A\D ASSISTANTS.
OVER 1000 STUDKJNTS.

118 OFFICERS,

Normal, Scientific and Literary Courses, with Industrial
Studies.
All full Graduates granted, in addition to degree, a Life
License to Teach in the Public Schools of the State.
Shorter Normal Courses are offered, leading to Certificate.

—

SPECIAL COURSES. Stenography and Typewriting,
Book-keeping, Dressmaking, Millinery, Cooking, Household
Drawing and Manual Training, Art.
Thorough instructions given in Cooking, Floriculture,
Freehand and Industrial Drawing, Designing, Reading ind

Arts,

Physical Training.

A

course to

train

Kindergartners

is

given.

A

course for training in Library Methods

—
Organ,

MUSIC.
Pipe

Is

given.

Department Instruction given in Piano.
Sight Singing, Voice Training, and Chorus

In this

Singing.

—

SCHOLARSHIPS. Each county Is given as many Scholarships as It has Members In the House of Representatives.
A Scholarship Is worth $100.00 and Free Tuition, and
must be won by competitive examination.
In addition to the regular State Scholarships, a number
of Dining-room Scholarships are given. These Scholarships
pay all expenses in return for work In dining-room and
kitchen.
Expenses for session of nine months:
$189.00
For Students Paying Tuition
For Students Having Free Tuition
149.00
For Scholarship StudentH
49.00
For Catalogue and other Information address
D. B.

JOHNSON,

Prosident,

Rock HiU,

8.

C

J.

JONES CO.

0.

Greenville, S. C.

Hart

SchafTiun-

&

^Iirl:

Manhattan Shirts
shirts 11.50, |2.00

Suits |35.00, .^0.00 ^45.00

|3.00, |:5.50

and

and

|().00

Other

$2.50.

Phoenix Sox 75 cents, fl.OO and

Stetson Hats

*5.00.

and

$1.50.

.ii;7.50.

Other

hats

14.00 and |5.00.

Anything

J.

else

0.

you may need

in

the clothes line.

JONES CO.
117 N. Main St.

itARE 4N/THE xVICTORY
ySAVE

FOR YOVR COVNTRY

'[^

SAVE

FOR YOVHSELF

#BVY ¥AR^SAV1NGS STAMPS
1
^1

r-~

^

Armoiir Fertilizer Works
Ceoeral Offiees:
Atlanta, Ga.
Nashville, Tenft.
Baltimore, Md.

CHICAGO

Greensboro, N. C.
Jacksonville, Fla.

New Orleans,

La.

KC

Wilmington,
Augusta, Ga.
Houston, Texas^

IIP99IP

^HE

FARMER who can get stable manure

his fields this year and who
fails or refuses to take care of it and spread it
properly, is losing the chance of a lifetime to
make his farm pay handsomely. No farmer can
possibly raise too much of any of the staple crops
Increased acreage is prett}^ nearly
in these times.
out of the question; labor and power are too hard
to get. There is a better, easier, less expensive way
to grow bigger crops. Save stable manure, add
phosphate.as your soil requires, and spread it in a
thin, even coat with a widespreading
Lew Corn King^, Cloverleaf, or
20th Century Manure Spreader.
Begin right uucr harvest. Wiih or.e of these machines,
and no additional power or help, you cnn increasi immediata
yields, and put your soil in better condition for lutui'^ cro{is;,
*riiey are low, ii^ht draft, narrow box machines, f x'.i macla
in three handy sizes small, medium and lar^n. The entira
load is spread in 3 to 5 minutes, in an even coat that extends
well bevond the rear wheel traclcs. S^-* t;io machine at thm
-• to spread

on

—

local

(Ic'il'^r's

place of busir"'"?

— or wr..

'.

us.

Infernational Harvester Compar^y of

America

CHICAGO

USA

